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Nowadays, advanced infrared techniques are a key ingredient
in disparate applications, ranging from medical diagnostics
and treatment to industrial inspection and environmental
monitoring. We believe that the success of such infrared
applications highly depends on a continuous exchange
between scienti�c advances and technological progresses.
Aer the success of the 11th International Workshop
Advanced Infrared Technology and Applications (AITA)
held in L’Aquila (Italy), September 2011, it was then decided
to organize this special issue in order to further foster such
synergy by assessing the state of the art of the technology in
the near, mid, and far Infrared and by presenting its most
interesting and innovative applications.
AITA workshop, an event of a biennial series started in
1991 and organized by the “Giorgio Ronchi” Foundation
(Florence), the Institutes of Information Science and Technologies “Alessandro Faedo” (Pisa), Construction Technologies (Padova), Applied Physics “Nello Carrara” (Florence) of
the National Research Council of Italy and C.R.E.O. Consortium L’Aquila, constitutes an international forum bringing
together academic and industrial researchers to exchange
knowledge, ideas, and experiences in the �eld of infrared
science and technology.
Main topics of the workshop included in particular
advanced technology and materials, smart and �ber-optic
sensors, aerospace and industrial applications, astronomy
and earth monitoring, nondestructive tests and evaluation,
systems for cultural heritage, near-, mid-, and long wavelength systems, and image processing and data analysis.

e special issue was not only intended to collect
extended version of selected papers presented at the workshop, but submission was open to every investigator in the
�eld, with the aim to have an even wider coverage of all
advances in this area.
is special issue includes fourteen papers which discuss
scienti�c and technological aspects related to these areas.
In the area of advanced sensors, C. Corsi illustrates
the highlights of the main historical IR developments and
their impact in security applications and, correlated with the
leading technology of Silicon Microelectronics, scienti�c and
economic comparisons are discussed.
M. Kondow and F. Ishikawa study reproducible growth
of high-quality GaInNAs by molecular beam epitaxy, while
a chemical warfare agents analyzer is introduced by C. Corsi
et al. where the authors propose low cost, room temperature,
micro-bolometer sensors.
Finally, J. Wrobel et al. analyze some of the consequences
of omitting series resistance in InAs/GaSb p-i-n T2SL photodiode dark current modeling, using simpli�ed p-n �unction
model. As is shown, incorrect series resistance value might
cause discrepancies between generation/recombination and
diﬀusion eﬀective carrier lifetimes over one order of magnitude.
In the area of advanced technology and materials, M.
D’Acunto et al. propose a single molecule detection based
on near-infrared sensors and discuss biomedical applications. In particular, they study how the optical properties
of gold nanoparticles and core-gold nanoshells are changed
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as a function of diﬀerent sizes, shapes, composition, and
biomolecular coating with characteristic shis towards nearinfrared region. J. Tesar et al. instead consider improvement procedures of surface properties such as laser hardening which are becoming more and more important in
present manufacturing and discuss methods for their analysis
through infrared imaging.
In the area of image processing and data analysis, Strojnik
and G. Paez propose and demonstrate the performance of an
optical/IR double-image setup capable to observe rapidly
varying phenomena up to 1000 frames per second. Applications to �ame analysis for combustion eﬃciency are given.
In Morikawa et al., the applicability of the uncooled
microbolometer to the microscale thermal analysis on phase
transitions of organic and polymeric materials is discussed
in comparison with the photon detector. eir study is
motivated by the fact that noncontact thermal imaging
methods are preferred in characterization of materials in
increasing number of applications. In particular, creating and
monitoring thermal distributions with a spatial resolution of
∼10 𝜇𝜇m is required for the materials developed in the energy
saving and renewable technology.
e paper by D. Balageas starts with the observation that
active thermography can give the possibility to characterize
thermophysical properties and defects in complex structures,
but that pixel-wise data processing based on 1-D model is
the only reasonable approach for rapid image processing,
due to the size of modern thermographic images. It is then
argued that the only way to conciliate these two constraints
when dealing with time-resolved experiments lies in the
earlier possible detection/characterization. is approach is
illustrated by several diﬀerent applications and compared
to more classical methods, demonstrating that simplicity
of models and calculations is compatible with eﬃcient and
accurate identi�cations.
e area of Infrared-based nondestructive evaluation and
industrial applications collects three contributions. C. Meola
et al. present a method for monitoring composites under
cyclic bending tests by means of infrared thermography. ey
focus on three types of composites including an epoxy matrix
reinforced with either carbon �bers or glass �bers and hybrid
composite involving glass �bers and aluminum layers. C.
Toscano et al. introduce thermography methods for detecting
porosity and inclusions in carbon �ber reinforced polymers,
widely used in the aeronautical industry. More precisely,
they consider both lock-in and pulse thermography in the
transmission mode and conclude that both the techniques
are de�nitely able to reveal the presence of the defects above
mentioned; nevertheless, the techniques could be considered
complementary in order to better assess the nature of defects.
Emissivity measurement of semitransparent textile is
addressed by P. Bison et al., where the authors compare
three textiles, namely one normal and two “special” with Ag+
ions and carbon powder added, with diﬀerent colors. It is
argued that colors used in the textiles actually aﬀect emissivity
more than the charging elements. Notice that the test used
to achieve this result required some nonstandard procedure
due to the semitransparent nature of textiles as opposed to
conventional techniques for opaque surfaces.
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In the area of buildings and infrastructures infrared applications, S. Caglio et al. focus on an infrared thermography
procedure for heat diﬀusion in ceramics �nishing materials
of contemporary architecture. e aim of the research is the
development of a method for the thermal characterization
of clinkers, a very common ceramic �nishing material of
buildings. To this end, they analyze correlation between
parameters found by thermography and the damage level in
the specimens; a Gio Ponti building is discussed as case study.
Finally, in the area of remote sensing, P. Coppo et al.
describe a simpli�ed end-to-end soware tool for simulation of data produced by optical instruments, starting
from either synthetic or airborne hyperspectral data. Some
simulation examples of hyper spectral and panchromatic
images for existing and future design instruments are also
reported. Both high spatial/spectral resolution images with
low intrinsic noise and the sensor/mission speci�cations
are used as inputs for simulations, thus showing the tool
capabilities in simulating target detection scenario, including
data quality assessment and class discrimination, as well as in
understanding the impact of optical design on image quality.
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We propose, evaluate, and demonstrate the performance of an IR/optical double-image experimental setup where we capture two
simultaneous images of a single object, in two different spectral bands, using a single detector array. With this arrangement, we may
observe rapidly changing phenomena, at a rate of more than 1000 frames per second, without the loss of the spatial information
about the test subject. We describe the optical system to perform simultaneous imaging in IR for slightly inclined optical axes. We
verify the actual performance by applying the experimental method to flame analysis in the mid-IR to determine the combustion
efficiency.

1. Introduction
Several methods to measure the combustion efficiency have
been presented recently to decrease the amount of undesirable by-products and utilize prudently a nonrenewable
resource. Among them, we may mention the infrared (IR)
cameras to detect the detailed temporal evolution [1] and
interferometric techniques to assess the airflow and heat
travel throughout the flame volume [2]. The applications with
IR cameras allow studying the flame evolution; however, they
only record the nontransparent imaginary surface within the
flame volume that emits the radiation. Another shortcoming
of this technique is that the combustion is a volume effect [3].
The radiation has to travel through the volume where some
of its components are attenuated. Furthermore, combustion
is time- and position-dependent phenomenon, even after the
apparent steady state has been achieved. Another technique
that has been successfully implemented to measure the
temporal dependence of an established flame is the lateral
shearing interferometry. The fringe distribution at the time
of its capture indicates the flow of the heated gases.
For many applications, the spatiotemporal information
is even more important than the spectral one. Some multispectral imaging techniques already exist [4]. However,
they require expensive and sophisticated equipment for the

acquisition, storage, and processing of data. They include,
for example, hyperspectral imaging, available for the Earth,
the ocean, and the atmospheric monitoring from mobile
platforms [5]. Their usage restricts or even limits the frame
rates and introduces novel focal plane layouts [6]. They often
incorporate motion as a design parameter, with carefully
controlled velocity vector [7]. An alternate approach has
been to redistribute the spatial information into the optical
fibers, and then to analyze each fiber individually [8]. This
is a flexible light conduct to move image to the desired
location. However, it imposes performance limitations on
the achievable image resolution, while requiring a relatively
elaborate experimental arrangement.
Most imaging systems capture a narrow wavelength-band
image. Its width is determined by the characteristics of the
optical system transmission, the detector sensitivity, and, of
course, the spectral features of the object under investigation.
Valuable information about a process of interest may often be
obtained in just two wavelength bands. The design simplicity
compensates for the loss of multispectral imaging capability.
This tradeoff allows for the incorporation of additional
features, as, for example, the possibility of recording detailed
temporal information for the analysis of image evolution.
Also, the elegance of the bispectral analysis may be of great
value in routine applications of optics in medicine, including
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remote thermometry [9], and blood oximetry [10]. Bispectral
techniques have been successfully applied in the areas that
do not require imaging. Recently, interest in developing dualband IR detector arrays has been making excellent progress
[11, 12].
A traditional method of recording bispectral images
involves taking images of an object in succession, upon
changing a filter each time [13, 14]. This technique limits
the procedure to capturing relatively slow phenomena where
temporal changes take place at a rate slower than the time
to change the filter. Likewise, a relatively slow bispectral
technique has been reported in the evaluation of aircraft
models. Similarly, in microscopy a beam splitter may be
inserted inside the instrument to generate two images in two
planes [15].
In this experiment we are interested in determining the
combustion efficiency throughout the volume. We propose
to measure the relative quantities of two combustion byproducts, within their characteristic spectral windows. This
requires simultaneous measurement of transmitted radiation
in two spectral channels. In this paper, we describe the optical
system to achieve concurrent imaging in two IR spectral
bands with precise point-to-point registration in the focal
plane to allow taking ratio of detected radiation integrated
over the corresponding pixel locations.
First, we lay out the preliminary experimental setup that
conceptually accomplishes the bi
spectral imagery. This also serves to identify the performance requirements outlined in Section 3. On their basis
the optical system is designed, accomplishing the goals.
Preliminary results are presented in Section 4.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.
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2. Bispectral Experiment
One of the advantages of the bispectral instrument, employed
in this study, lies in measuring the relative strengths of two
appropriately chosen spectral lines. Thus, only two relative
measurements are needed to supply the requisite information
for each pixel projected on the image plane. This makes
the technique an ideal candidate for the high-speed imaging
applications. We achieve bispectral imaging by capturing
simultaneously two spectral images of the sample, followed by
near real-time image processing, as illustrated schematically
in Figure 1. We apply several algorithms to individual images.
Then, we rebuild the final combined image.
With this IR/optical experimental setup we capture two
images of a sample on a single detector array. They may be
recorded at a rate higher than one frame per millisecond. We
insert two external filters in two identical paths to overcome
the limitations and possible jamming of relatively slow
mechanisms. We image both onto the same detector array,
but their images are spatially displaced for identification.

3. Optical System
In lateral or vectorial shearing interferometers, two identical
beams follow “parallel paths”; while one is displaced with
respect to the other, all the while remaining parallel. We
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(b) 2 mirrors, 1 beam splitter
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(c) 4 mirrors

Figure 2: Potential optical layouts to perform IR imaging in
two spectral channels. The size of the instrument increases with
increasing the number of mirrors.

employ a setup, somewhat similar to that known as a MachZehnder interferometer, with some critical modifications.
The most important of these is the image angular displacement, similar to that in the vectorial shearing interferometer
[16].
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Simultaneous bispectral
Optical system layout
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Units: MM
DES: OSLO

29.1

(a) Upper channel

Simultaneous bispectral
Optical system layout

Units: MM
DES: OSLO

29.1

(b) Lower channel

Figure 3: Separate imaging is accomplished through upper (a) and
lower (b) channels. Each beam goes through the same path: one
reflection at a beam splitter, one transmission at a beam splitter, and
one reflection at a 45-degree mirror.

Next we examine the requirements for the optical system
design and we look at several possible layouts. Then, we elaborate on the most promising choice for its implementation for
our applications.
3.1. Optical System Requirements. The requirements on the
optical system are derived from the layout and performance
proposed to measure the efficiency of the combustion process. This is achieved by taking the ratio of the radiation
emitted by the object/flame. The radiation is split into two
beams, each with its own optical system. Each beam is
transmitted through the selective filter. A rapid IR camera
with a large number of pixels is suitable as a focal plane
to incorporate as one of the principal components into the
radiometric chain. There are great advantages of using one
detecting surface for two paths, because it is only necessary
to characterize and calibrate one detector. Furthermore, the
camera signal post-processing is same for all pixels. Methods
have been established long time ago to pick up the signal
from the corresponding pixels [17] and to perform image
processing.
Two imaging channels for each spectral band need to be
laid out, such that the flame is imaged on the adjacent area

on the camera focal plane with minimal and equal amount of
aberrations. Due to imaging with two different wavelengths,
the effects of the chromatic aberrations must be minimized.
Then the radiation that is emitted from the same pixel on
the flame projected on the object plane is imaged on the
same area on two adjacent images. This requires two optical
systems with the axis of one slightly inclined with respect to
that of the other.
3.2. Candidate Optical Layouts. We examined three candidate optical systems as possible layouts for two-path IR
imaging on adjacent locations on the focal plane. The optical
systems incorporating two identical paths in the visible
light have been well understood and described for their
widespread incorporation into interferometric systems [18].
The situation is made somewhat more difficult in the IR
because the coating materials do not have the same performance as in the visible. The alignment challenges are somewhat exacerbated due to the absence of visual information. A
high throughput is not a requirement due to large amount of
photon generation in the combustion. However, the amount
of IR light that is not the signal contributes to the invisible
noise that may interfere with the alignment and detected
signal in the focal plane, as a stray light. All the design work
was performed on OSLO. Figure 2 presents three layouts that
were studied as to their overall feasibility [19]. Part (a) shows
the two mirror, two beam splitter configuration; part (b)
presents two-mirror, one-beam-splitter layout; and part (c)
features a four-mirror proposal.
The first configuration (Figure 2(a)) is a symmetrical
arrangement of two mirrors and two beam splitters. Symmetry is an advantage of this layout, including that the optical
path is the same for both trajectories. The filters can be easily
inserted. The same scene is split in two images. This layout
transmits twenty five percent of the incoming light from the
scene for each image. The second configuration (Figure 2(b))
consists of two mirrors and one beam splitter. This is the
simplest of the three configurations but it has very limited
physical space to accommodate the filters. This configuration
transmits fifty percent of the incoming light. It has also
different path length for each trajectory, so even in the bestfocus plane it presents the worse performance. The third
configuration (Figure 2(c)) is a symmetrical layout that uses
no beam splitters, only mirrors, but each image is seen from
a different perspective. We selected the first configuration
because it is symmetrical, it has space to accommodate the
filters, it is a layout with superior optical performance, and
it is the only one that assures the same amplification and
perspective of the inspected object for both images.
3.3. Optimal Layout of the Optical System. We selected a
two-mirror, two-beam-splitter optical layout, indicated in
Figure 3, similar to the traditional Mach-Zehnder interferometric configuration, but used in imaging mode [20].
The well-accepted beauty of this layout is its compactness,
allowing the portability of this instrument for in-the-field, in
situ measurements. The optical system layout for the upper
channel is indicated in part (a), with the lower channel shown
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Figure 4: Results of the exact ray-trace analysis, obtained with OSLO: (a) upper arm, (b) lower arm.

in part (b). The figure includes the ray tracing on axis and
off axis. It shows the advantages that the symmetry of the
optical system represents for the formation of both images
from the same object. The optical axes of two channels are
at a small angle with respect to each other to allow side-toside positioning of two images in the focal plane. The image
distortion is less than 0.5% (cannot be noticed with the bare

eye) and can be easily determined and corrected. The results
of the ray-trace analysis performed with OSLO are presented
in Figure 4, the upper arm in part (a), and the lower arm
in part (b). It can be seen in the ray trace analysis that the
aberrations are of the same order of magnitude for each arm;
this is because of the symmetry of the system. Additionally,
given that symmetry, in both cases the aberrations are quite

3.4. Spatially Displaced Bispectral Images. We incorporate
this optical system into an instrument, similar to the MachZehnder shearing interferometer, with the modifications
indicated in Figure 1. We chose this particular arrangement,
because both optical paths are sufficiently similar to allow
pixel-by-pixel comparison of two images. Otherwise, the
bispectral images may appear in focus in displaced focal
planes and exhibit different magnification. The differences
between the bispectral and the interferometric imaging are
that in the former the two beams and images are placed on
different pixels of the detector array, and that there is no need
for coherence. The symmetry of the optical system in two
arms is also helpful in decreasing the vignetting after the data
has been processed. Likewise, the pixel-by-pixel comparison
is facilitated when both images travel through nearly identical
optical systems.
The object of interest, referred in Figure 1 as a specimen, is
placed on the left side of the optical system. The IR amplitudedividing beam splitter transmits 50% of the collected radiation and reflects the other 50% of light. This beam splitter is
placed at 45 degrees with respect to the optical axis, defined
as the line connecting the center of the object with the center
of the detector array, excluding the effects of beam directionturning mirrors.
Mirrors M1 and M2 are placed at an angle of 45 degrees
in each beam path to change the beam direction of each
beam by 90 degrees. Mirrors MA and MB are standard silvercoated mirrors. BSA and BSB are MWIR 50/50 beam splitters.
Inside each optical path we insert an IR band-pass filter

Object size
31.429 mm

(XC, YC) =
(Omm, 3.10862 mm)
Fract. coords (y, x) 0.000, 0.000 35500
rays launched, 81.4% transmitted

No name
Image plot

OSLO
07 Sep. 11
11:44 am

No name
Image plot

OSLO
07 Sep. 11
11:39 am

(a) Upper arm

Object size
31.429 mm

Scale 2.719 mm

similar. The transversal aberration shows mainly a minor
amount of astigmatism at the best focus, very similar on
axis and off axis. Chromatic aberration is insignificant,
because of the reflective surfaces, and there is only a minor
contribution in the refraction of the beam splitter. Once more,
the chromatic aberration is very similar for both arms, given
the symmetry.
The image quality in general does not represent a significant concern for IR imaging due to its long wavelengths:
the diffraction limit spot diameter is usually larger than the
spot spread due to the aberrations. In this particular case, it is
imperative that the performances of two parallel channels be
identical because imaging in different IR wavelength (bands)
may actually result in longitudinally displaced focal planes.
This would be detrimental to the accuracy of the technique
given that we actually count the number of photons incident
from one pixel projected on the object onto two detector
pixels. If the imaging is not faithful, different image pixels
do not correspond to each other and the object pixel may be
compressed along the optical axis. We simulate the imaging
of the object screen to two images at the same focal plane
location, along different arms. Upon examining Figure 5 we
can deduce that images of a square mesh from both channels
are equally well preserved. This results in excellent pixel-topixel correspondence between the upper and lower arms.
Simultaneous, two-channel imaging through both arms is
indicated in Figure 6, in a compact, two-mirror, two-beam
slitter IR optical system.

5

Scale 2.719 mm
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rays launched, 87.3% transmitted
(b) Lower arm

Figure 5: Simulation results of chromatic image formation: (a)
upper arm, (b) lower arm.

Simultaneous bispectral
Optical system layout

Units: MM
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29.1

Figure 6: Exact ray tracing through the optical system that performs
simultaneous bispectral imaging.

(FA and FB) that may be custom-selected for the specific
application. The beams are identical just before they are
incident on their respective filters. After they pass through
the filters, the two beams are spectrally modified to transmit
two spectral images, corresponding to the filter transmission
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Figure 7: Twelve representative images illustrating the relative
spatial combustion efficiency for a low-oxygenation flame during
the initial one second after ignition, after the beginning of the
combustion, from 𝑡 = 0 sec (top left image) to 𝑡 = 1 sec (bottom right
image). In the black-and-white rendition, the dark lines inside the
flames indicate ratio of about three between the amounts of carbon
monoxide to that of dioxide. The inside region does not participate
in an effective combustion, generating mostly carbon monoxide.

function. Each image is incident on the second amplitudedividing beam splitter that is positioned at a small angle Δ
with respect to 45 degree line; say at 40 degrees with respect to
the horizontal. The beam that is incident on the beam splitter
from below reflects onto the detector to the right of the beam
that is transmitted arriving from the left. We spatially separate
the positions of the images on the focal plane of the IR
camera, tagging each image by its location. It is also possible
to modify the angles of the other optical components (MA,
MB, and BSA) to achieve a wider image separation. Each
beam, upon its incidence on the focal plane of the camera,
forms a filtered in-focus image. All the distances are kept
small to facilitate the component alignment, to maximize the
optical throughput and to keep the instrument compact.
In our experimental setup, we integrate the IR camera
Silver, manufactured by Cedip. It operates in the [3.6 𝜇m–
5.1 𝜇m] spectral interval. We incorporate advanced electronic
features of this camera, allowing them to drive some of the
other system parameters. The Silver model includes a motorized focus and an internal filter wheel. The former restricts
the space inside the camera enclosure, so we implement the
external filter arrangement with a separate path for each
filter. The simultaneous image taking guarantees identical
exposures even for a rapidly changing object.
In the field of spectroscopy, the flame is characterized
with chemical by-products, with specific spectral lines. Their
relative magnitude indicates the degree of efficiency of fuel
utilization. Thus, our “parallel-path” optical systems allow
us to identify and quantify the by-products to measure the
efficiency of the fuel consumption at a very rapid rate. A
single camera assures simultaneous detection of two images
during the time interval equal to about one millisecond of the
detector-integration time.

4. Bispectral Imaging Applied to Combustion
The development of this technique has been motivated by
the need to study the combustion efficiency of the ignition
process and evolution. The ideal combustion of fossil fuels
produces only water vapor and carbon dioxide. As the
combustion efficiency deteriorates, amounts of intermediate
species increase, in particular, that of the carbon monoxide.
Carbon dioxide has a strong emission band centered on
4.3 𝜇m, while carbon monoxide has one centered on 4.8 𝜇m
and several lines near 4.66 𝜇m [21]. On each image detected
on the camera focal plane, the left flame, from the viewer’s
point of view, is filtered using a 4.66 𝜇m centered filter B
(0.164 𝜇m full width at half maximum, FWHM, transmission
band) to monitor the carbon monoxide emission band. The
right flame is filtered with a 4.3 𝜇m centered filter A (0.181 𝜇m,
FWHM,transmission band), corresponding to the carbon
dioxide emission band.
We study a butane flame, generated by a Bunsen burner,
controlling the amounts of oxygen. We display the representative results in Figure 7, demonstrating the feasibility of this
technique. It illustrates twelve bispectral images of a small
flame, generated by a low-oxygenation butane burner, during
the first second. We obtain them at the rate of 1200 per second,
by dividing incidence through one filtered image by the other,
pixel by pixel. Appreciable signal at 4.66 𝜇m filter B indicates
carbon monoxide.
The radiation carrying useful flame information is incident on and detected by the central part of the detector
array. This permits us to employ image subframing features
of the Silver camera model. With the limitation of the pixel
integration time, the experimentalist may capture up to 1,200
frames per second. We operate the camera in subframing
mode in order to obtain 1200 frames per second, with a
resolution of 160 × 128 pixels. Depending on the specific
application, it would be necessary to have a higher spatial
resolution, possible by reducing the frame rate.

5. Summary
In this work we presented the design of an optical system for
bispectral imaging with inclined axes, using a single camera.
It has been incorporated into a versatile experimental setup
to measure the beam transmission through two channels,
allowing the incorporation of spectral filters to verify the
presence of specific spectral components and to quantify
them. Its excellent performance allowed precise imaging
of one projected pixel on the object plane to two pixels
on the image plane with the same and very small image
deterioration.
The main advantage of bispectral imaging over other
techniques is that it allows capturing two simultaneous
images of a sample, at a high rate. Both (flame) images are
captured on the same focal plane and on the same frame. Over
1000 frames per second may be recorded when the object is of
adequate size to permit subframing. After performing pixelby-pixel ratio of both channels for the same projected pixel, a
determination about the efficiency of the combustion process
may be made.
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Experimental work is in progress to determine the
efficiency through the volume corresponding to each pixel
as a function of time for different combustion conditions.
We are particularly interested in understanding the nature
of the small instabilities that are colloquially described as
scintillations on the top of the flame.
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Active thermography gives the possibility to characterize thermophysical properties and defects in complex structures presenting
heterogeneities. e produced thermal �elds can be rapidly 3D. On the other hand, due to the size of modern thermographic
images, pixel-wise data processing based on 1D models is the only reasonable approach for a rapid image processing. e only way to
conciliate these two constraints when dealing with time-resolved experiments lies in the earlier possible detection/characterization.
is approach is illustrated by several diﬀerent applications and compared to more classical methods, demonstrating that simplicity
of models and calculations is compatible with e�cient and accurate identi�cations.

1. Introduction
e evolution of thermophysical properties metrology and
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) is characterized by the
increased use of re�ned inverse techniques �1] requiring
the establishment of models taking into account many
parameters, although among these parameters oen only one
parameter is of interest for the experimenter. is complexity
is particularly important when the analyzed thermal �elds
are 3D, a situation characteristic of the experiments realized
with thermographic systems producing sequences of large
thermal images of complex structures presenting important heterogeneities in their thermal properties, internal
geometries, and boundary conditions. is approach leads
to time-consuming calculations that may be prohibitive for
thermographic data processing. Furthermore, it happens that
in many situations the reality remains more complex than the
sophisticated model used.
How to conciliate the existence 3D thermal situations
involving numerous parameters and the necessity to have
rapid calculations compatible with the very high number of
information to process in a thermographic image sequence?

A solution lies in the use of 1D thermal models for pixelwise data processing and the choice of a limited early time
domain (for time-resolved techniques) or high frequency
domain (for modulated techniques) for which the measured
temperatures are essentially depending on the sole parameter
to be identi�ed and weakly aﬀected by the 3D heat transfer. To
achieve that, the proposed approach consists in performing
the identi�cation at the earlier possible time (or at the higher
possible frequency) aer the thermal stimulation. Here, we
will mainly consider time-resolved techniques and early time
detection (emerging signal).
e present work wants to show the following.
(i) A detailed procedure can be de�ned for early detection and characterization (see Section 2).
(ii) at this approach is not new. In a �rst step, it has
been applied in the �eld of thermophysical properties
measurements (period 1970–1990). is review is the
subject of Section 3.
(iii) e application to NDE, started at the beginning of
the 90’s, continues to give rise to new developments
(Section 4).
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2. Presentation of the Early Detection Approach
e early detection approach can be considered as the
sequence of the following six operations:
(i) choice of a model simpler than the actual con�guration, generally 1D,
(ii) choice of an early time window for the analysis of the
thermograms, in such a way that very few parameters
(one if possible) be in�uent,
(iii) inverse problem solving in these conditions,
(iv) Analysis of the time evolution of the so-identi�ed
parameter for the assessment of its accuracy,

×10−7
4
Uniform weight
Apparent diffusivity (m2 s−1 )

e goal of the present work is to put into perspective
results spread over three decades, showing the unity of
the approaches up to now hidden by the diversity of the
applications and to emphasize that in thermal methods
precociousness is as important as signal-to-noise ratio.
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F 1: Test no. 2 on plaster identi�ed apparent diﬀusivity law and
regression parabola with a uniform weight and with a nonuniform
weight linked to the accuracy of the measurement, taken from [4].

(v) choice of a �tting function,
(vi) extrapolation to zero time (thermophysics application) or zero contrast (NDE) for obtaining the most
precise parameter estimate.
Most of the examples that will be given consider models
with only one parameter to be identi�ed. Nevertheless, more
complex situations are possible. e second example of
Section 3 presents a model in which three parameters are to
be identi�ed. Consequently the procedure is more complex,
involving two time window analysis and time extrapolations
followed by two space extrapolations thanks to the use of
several samples of diﬀerent thicknesses.

3. Application in the Field of Thermophysical
Properties Measurements
e early detection approach de�ned in Section 2 is illustrated in Section 3.1 in the case of a simple con�guration (rear
face �ash diﬀusivity experiment), universally known under
the name of Parker’s method [2], applied to the diﬀusivity
measurement of an homogeneous slab.
In Section 3.2, a more complex procedure is presented
dealing with the same type of experiment (rear face �ash
diﬀusivity), identifying the in situ diﬀusivities of the components (matrix and reinforcement) of a 3D C/C composite and
the thermal contact resistance characterizing the interface
between them.
3.1. Rear Face Flash Diﬀusivity Measurement. In �ash thermal diﬀusivity measurements on the face opposite to the
pulsed heat deposition the sample heat losses distort the rear
face temperature time history. ese thermal losses occurring
necessarily a�er the �ash, the temperature is all the less
disturbed as time is nearer the origin. Consequently, the
diﬀusivity identi�cation by extrapolating towards the initial
time the apparent diﬀusivity-versus-time history resulting
from the use of an adiabatic solution was proposed in 1982

[3, 4]. It was demonstrated that the early phase of the
thermogram (for instance for a defect Fourier number Fo𝑑𝑑 =
𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅2𝑑𝑑 < 0.1, where 𝜅𝜅 is the diﬀusivity of the material and 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑
the defect depth) may be used for this early detection if an
estimate of the �nal adiabatic temperature increase, Δ𝑇𝑇lim , is
deduced without any assumption concerning the heat losses
from the maximum temperature reached with losses, Δ𝑇𝑇max .
A relation between these two parameters was proposed
Log10 Log10 

0.667𝑡𝑡max
Δ𝑇𝑇lim
+ 1.113,
 = −
Δ𝑇𝑇max
𝑡𝑡1/2

(1)

where 𝑡𝑡max and 𝑡𝑡1/2 are, respectively, the measured occurrence times of the maximum and half maximum temperature
increase at the center of the sample. is relation allows to
normalize the thermogram: Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇lim = (Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇max )×
(Δ𝑇𝑇max /Δ𝑇𝑇lim ), and using a look-up table to build an apparent diﬀusivity curve, 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅, from the analytical solution for
the 1D rear face adiabatic sample submitted to a pulsed
stimulation. Whatever is the accuracy of the estimated Δ𝑇𝑇lim ,
it was veri�ed that the law 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅 starts at 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 from the actual
diﬀusivity value, and that if the estimation is suﬃciently
accurate, the apparent diﬀusivity evolution in the early times
(Fo𝑑𝑑 < 0.1) can be approximated by a parabolic law whose
peak is obtained for 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡. To improve the accuracy of the
parabolic �tting using least mean squares, the experimental
points were weighted by the accuracy of the diﬀusivity
measurement deduced from the a sensitivity analysis. It was
imposed to the parabola to have a zero slope at 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡.
Figure 1 presents, taken from [4], the extrapolation in the
case of a measurement on a 10 mm thick disk-shaped plaster
sample, with a radius over thickness ratio 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅. An
extrapolated value of diﬀusivity is found 3.65⋅10−7 m2 s−1 .
Table 1 summarizes the diﬀusivity results obtained by this
method and compares them to results obtained with exactly
the same samples by three methods (round robin tests) as
follows.
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T 1: Present method result and comparison to Parker’s and Degiovanni’s methods.

Plaster
Plaster
Chalk

Test number
#1
#2
#3

ickness (mm)
9.96
9.96
6.16

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

1.206
1.206
1.950

Parker’s method
4.759
4.734
3.548

(i) e Parker’s formula, 𝜅𝜅 𝜅 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅 𝜅𝜅2 /𝑡𝑡1/2 , with 𝑡𝑡1/2 the
half rise time, which considers the sample adiabatic
and leads to considerable errors due to the low
conductivities of the three materials chosen for the
tests.
(ii) e more precise method at the time of the publication of the present method: the partial times method
of Degiovanni [5]. e method of partial times
considers for the identi�cation several pairs of points
of the thermogram corresponding to the following
normalized temperature increases Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇max : 1/3
and 5/6, 1/2 and 5/6, 2/3 and 5/6. It is interesting to
compare the Degiovanni’s method with the present
early detection approach because, as shown in Figure
2, the extrapolation method results are coherent with
the evolution with time of the identi�ed diﬀusivities
of the points considered in the data processing of
the Degiovanni’s partial times method. We see that
the present method corrects the bias of this method,
which increases with identi�cation times.
(iii) e method of partial moments, proposed by Degiovanni [6] that is still considered as a reference. ere
is a perfect agreement with this method. e results
of the partial moments are not plotted in Figure 2
because they would not be distinguishable from those
of the present method.
3.2. Rear Face Flash Measurement of the In Situ
Diﬀusivities of the Components of Periodic
Directional-Reinforced Composites
3.2.1. Periodic Directional Reinforced Composites (PDRCs).
e types of materials here considered are PDRCs (periodic directional reinforced composites) in which the reinforcement is arranged following preferential directions. For
instance, unidirectional carbon/epoxy composites and 3D
carbon/carbon composites belong to this family of materials
and the identi�cation method here presented can be applied
to them. ese materials are diﬃcult to homogenize when
there is a large diﬀerence between the thermal conductivities
of the composite components (matrix and reinforcement)
and when the main heat transfer is parallel to a reinforcement
direction [7].
Considering the same type of measurements as in the
previous section (rear face �ash diﬀusivity), a more complex
procedure is presented, which identi�es the in situ diﬀusivities of the matrix and reinforcement and the thermal contact

Identi�ed diﬀusivity (m2 s−1 ) × 107
Degiovanni [6]
Degiovanni [5]
𝜅𝜅1/2
𝜅𝜅1/3
𝜅𝜅2/3
3.675
3.703
3.689
3.69
3.618
3.644
3.645
3.64
2.861
2.881
2.886
2.89

Balageas [4]
3.703
3.648
2.905

Test number

3.7

1
Identified diffusivity (m2 s−1 ) ×10−7

Material

Sample

2
3.6
2.9

3

2.8
0

0.5
𝑡/𝑡1/2

1

Degiovanni’s method
Present method

F 2: Compared results of Degiovanni’s partial times method
and present method, taken from [4].

resistance characterizing the interface between them in the
case of a 3D C/C composite [8–10]. e method supposes that
the composite sample is quasi adiabatic (no heat losses).
e simplest PDRCs that can be imagined are presented
in Figure 3. ey are unidirectional PDRCs. e two components are arranged in alternated slabs parallel to the imposed
heat �ux (Figure 3(a)) or following a chessboard pattern
(Figure 3(b)). e dimensional geometric parameters are
the space period of the pattern, 𝜔𝜔, the thickness of the
medium, 𝐿𝐿, and the volume ratio of the components (𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 ).
For these �rst two composites 𝜏𝜏1 = 𝜏𝜏2 =0.5. e
more thermally conductive component is supposed to be the
reinforcement, since it is usually the case (i.e., in C/epoxy or
C/C composites).
A slightly more general arrangement for 1D PRDC is
given in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) corresponds to a more realistic arrangement representative of carbon/epoxy composite
and Figure 4(c) to a 3D C/C material with orthogonal 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥
reinforcements.
Based on numerous numerical simulations [9], it has
been demonstrated that the transient thermal behavior of 1D
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(a)

(b)

F 3: �imple con�gurations of unidirectional PDRCs: (a) stack of parallel layers, (b) chessboard pattern (from [9]).
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F 4: (a) Model of the elementary volume (1/4 of the repetitive cell) of a 1D PDRC, (b) idem for a 1D C/epoxy composite, (c) idem for
a 3D C/C with 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 orthogonal reinforcements, from [10, 11].

PDRCs, when considering the mean temperature evolution,
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 depends only on �ve nondimensional parameters:

is mean temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 is easily measured by using
IR radiometer or thermography if the emissivity of the surfaces are homogenized by a black coating insuring uniform
emissivity.

(ii) the reinforcement-to-matrix ratio of thermal conductivities, 𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅 /𝑘𝑘𝑀𝑀 ;

�.�.�. �rinciple of the �denti�cation of the Reinforcement Diﬀu�
sivity and Homogenized Diﬀusivity from the Time Evolution of
the Rear Face Mean Temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 in the Case of 1D DRC.
Let us consider a 1D PDRC with a periodic pattern such as
those of Figures 4(a) and 4(b). A typical mean temperature
evolution of the rear face of the sample in �ash diﬀusivity
measurement is given in Figure 5(a) and compared to the
theoretical response of a homogeneous material.
At the beginning, the energy that arrives at the rear face
of a sample of thickness 𝐿𝐿 has travelled through the more
conductive component of the PDRC, here the reinforcement.
If the identi�cation is performed for each and every points of
the curve, the identi�ed diﬀusivity varies with time and the
earlier the considered point, the nearer of the reinforcement
diﬀusivity it is. us, following the early detection approach,

(i) volume content of the reinforcement, 𝜏𝜏𝑅𝑅 ;

(iii) the reinforcement-to-matrix ratio of volume speci�c
heats, 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 /𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 ;
(iv) the speci�c contact surface between reinforcement
and matrix per unit surface of composite: 𝜎𝜎 𝜎 𝜎𝜎𝜎,
where 𝐿𝐿 is the sample thickness, and Σ the speci�c
contact surface between reinforcement and matrix
per unit volume, parameter which depends on the
shape of the section of the reinforcement;
(v) the speci�c contact thermal resistance between reinforcement and matrix: 𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀 Σ, 𝑅𝑅 being the contact
thermal resistance of the interface.
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F 5: In situ characterization of a 1D PDRC. Principle of the early time and later time identi�cations (a), followed by spatial extrapolations
to zero and in�nite sample thicknesses (b).

by �tting the early part of the apparent diﬀusivity law and
extrapolating it to zero time, an estimate of the reinforcement
diﬀusivity is reached. is diﬀusivity is depending on 𝐿𝐿
𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡 ⟶ 𝜅𝜅𝑅𝑅 (𝐿𝐿) .

(2)

Using several samples of diﬀerent thicknesses the law
𝜅𝜅𝑅𝑅 (𝐿𝐿𝐿 can be extrapolated to zero thickness and the soextrapolated diﬀusivity can be considered as the best possible
estimate of the reinforcement diﬀusivity
𝜅𝜅𝑅𝑅 (𝐿𝐿)𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿 ⟶ 𝜅𝜅𝑅𝑅 .

(3)

𝜅𝜅 (𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡 ⟶ 𝜅𝜅 (𝐿𝐿) .

(4)

𝜅𝜅 (𝐿𝐿)𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿 ⟶ 𝜅𝜅𝜅

(5)

On the contrary, the energy arriving at the end of
the experiment can be considered as representative of a
partially homogenized material. In eﬀect, for long times,
3D heat transfers have enough time to become important
and homogenize the temperature of the two components
(reinforcement and matrix). ese 3D eﬀects, which are
generally considered as a disturbing phenomenon, have in
the present case a bene�cial role, becoming a source of
information about the material. e identi�ed diﬀusivity
law presents a �nal asymptote that can be considered as an
approximate estimate of the fully homogenized material

anks to the series of measurements performed with the
diﬀerent samples of various thicknesses, the law of partially
homogenized diﬀusivity versus thickness can be extrapolated
to an in�nite thickness and the so-extrapolated value can be
considered as the best estimate of the diﬀusivity of the fully
homogenized material equivalent to the composite

In a third step, with a few assumptions which depends
on the considered composite, from 𝜅𝜅𝑅𝑅 and 𝜅𝜅, it is possible
to deduce the value of the diﬀusivity of the less conductive
component (generally the matrix), 𝜅𝜅𝑀𝑀 , and the thermal
resistance, 𝑅𝑅, characterizing the interface between the two
components (see in particular [10, 12, 13]).

3.2.3. Application to 3D C/C Composites. e method has
been applied to two 3D C/C composites in which the
reinforcement is constituted of bundles of carbon �bers
highly anisotropic and highly axially conductive, oriented in
the three Cartesian directions 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥.
e �rst step consists to consider the 1D PDRC model of
Figure 4(a) as an approximation equivalent to the 3D PDRC
of Figure 4(c) in the case of the 3D C/C composite, considering that, due to the anisotropy of the reinforcement and the
same chemical nature of the matrix and the reinforcement,
it is possible to replace the actual matrix and the transverse
reinforcement (following 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 directions) by an equivalent
matrix. e identi�cation procedure of �ection 3.2.2 is then
applied to this 1D PDRC. e operation can be repeated
with the two other orientations of the samples to obtain the
diﬀusivity of the three reinforcements if the composite is not
equilibrated.
Figure 6 presents the experimental thermograms
obtained for the 3D C/C no. 3 the �ux being parallel to the
𝑧𝑧-reinforcement. ey are compared to the thermograms
of the equivalent homogenized material with the identi�ed
homogenized diﬀusivity, 𝜅𝜅, and the thermograms calculated
using the equivalent 1D PDRC model with the identi�ed
parameters. e identi�ed parameters are presented in Table
2 for two materials (3D C/C no. 1 and 3D C/C no. 3 for
two orientations). ese results show that even for a coupon
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4. Application to Nondestructive
Evaluation (NDE)
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F 6: Normalized experimental pulse diﬀusivity rear face
thermograms (mean temperature) obtained with a series of 3D C/C
coupons of diﬀerent thicknesses. Comparison to the homogeneous
medium solution with the identi�ed homogenized diﬀusivity, 𝜅𝜅, and
to the 1D directional reinforcement composite equivalent to the
3D C/C using the identi�ed parameters: axial thermal diﬀusivity
of the reinforcement, 𝜅𝜅𝑅𝑅 , diﬀusivity of the matrix, 𝜅𝜅𝑀𝑀 , and thermal
contact resistance of the reinforcement/matrix interface, 𝑅𝑅. Taken
from [10, 13].

thickness of 8.2 mm, the material transient behavior is not
exactly that of a homogeneous material. is thickness,
knowing that the 𝑧𝑧-space period is 0.8 mm, represents ten
times the space period.
ese results were obtained with an IR radiometer viewing an area of the rear face much larger than a mesh of
material to obtain a mean temperature measurement. It could
be easily performed with an IR camera.
e main merit of the method is the fact that the
measured properties are relative to in situ materials, which
is of prime importance since the material process has a
strong in�uence on the resulting �nal thermal properties
of the product, in particular the axial diﬀusivity of the
reinforcement.
3.2.4. Complementarity of Front-Face and Rear Face Pulse
Measurements. e front-face and rear face pulse experiments are complementary [14]. In eﬀect, let us apply the zerotime extrapolation to the apparent diﬀusivity identi�ed from
the rear face mean-temperature time evolution (see Figure
7(a)) and to the apparent eﬀusivity identi�ed from the frontface mean-temperature time evolution (see Figure 7(b)).
ese operations permit, respectively, the identi�cation of
characteristic thermal properties of the reinforcement parallel to the �ux (longitudinal diﬀusivity) and of the equivalent
matrix resulting from the homogenization of the matrix
(isotropic eﬀusivity) and of the two reinforcements perpendicular to the heat �ux (radial eﬀusivity). In other words,
at the beginning of the pulse experiments, on the front-face
the heating is driven by the less conductive component of

4.1. Notion and Interest of the Emerging Contrast. For NDE,
the experimental data from which defect parameters can
be identi�ed are not thermograms (temperature increase,
a function of time: Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇 𝑇
0)) but the time evolution of the contrasts between the
temperature rise of a defective zone and the one of a sound
zone taken as a reference, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 −
Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 )/Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 ). Consequently, the early detection
approach in NDE consists in exploiting the contrast when it
is just emerging from the noise, reason why we proposed to
call it “the emerging contrast.” Figure 8 presents the principle
of the detection of the emerging contrast.
is attitude is contrary to common practice. In eﬀect,
traditionally, pulse thermography users favored the maximum contrast to identify the depth and thermal resistance
of defects, starting from the a priori justi�ed reason that
it corresponds to the best SNR. is choice, which could
be understood when the performances of cameras were
limited (NETD ≥ 100 mK), is unfortunate and inappropriate.
Nevertheless, it is still used by most of the users of the pulse
technique. e early detection approach by the use of the
emerging contrast is an eﬃcient alternative that deserves to
be promoted, as it will be demonstrated here.
4.1.1. “Universality” of the Emerging Contrast (Pulse ermography). �et us consider the simple 1D con�guration of a
thermally imperfect interface (thermal resistance) inside two
layers of solid materials. e interface is characterized by an
extrinsic parameter, its location depth, 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 , and by an intrinsic
thermal property, its thermal resistance, 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 . If 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 = 0, the
structure is considered as sound and if 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 > 0, it is considered
as being defective, with a resistive defect which has to be
detected and characterized.
e problem is that the time-evolution of Cr depends
on a large number of factors: the depth 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 , the thermal
resistance, 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 , but also the total thickness of the structure,
𝐿𝐿, the thermal properties of the two layers eﬀusivities and
diﬀusivities, and the boundary conditions characterized by
heat transfer coeﬃcients ℎ.
Figure 9 presents the wide variety of contrast evolutions
that can be encountered. ese data are the synthesis of
simulation results taken from [15]. All parameters are nondimensional and the graph is in log-log scales to conveniently
show the various time scales. e possible domain in which
the contrast may evolve, here lightly coloured in grey, is
enormous, and it is obvious that to solve the inverse problem
it is necessary to rely on a model taking into consideration all
the aforementioned parameters.
A simple explicit expression relating the time of occurrence and the amplitude of the maximum relative contrast,
a universally known and used approach, cannot be a priori
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T 2: In situ identi�ed thermal properties of two 3D C/C composites, taken from [10].
Materials
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F 7: Compared mean temperature time histories of the front- and rear faces in the case of the 3D C/C #3// and comparison to the
calculated thermograms corresponding to the thermal properties of the bulk reinforcement (longitudinal properties), bulk equivalent matrix,
and fully homogenised composite, taken from [14].

satisfying when one considers the wide scatter existing on
these two parameters.
Nevertheless, the main lesson which can be drawn from
this graph is the existence, at the origin, of a narrow tailshaped domain in which all curves merge, thus where a
unique correlation between the relative contrast Cr and the
defect Fourier number Fo𝑑𝑑 can be used for the identi�cation
of the defect depth whatever is the thermal resistance and the
other already mentioned parameters.

If we suppose that one can evaluate the occurrence time
of a contrast of 1%, the maximum error on the identi�ed
depth is ±7%. Of course an earlier identi�cation, based on
a still lower contrast, leads to a more precise identi�ed depth.
e aim to be reached is clear; the problem is in the way to
practically achieve the required experimental accuracy.
is simple example illustrates the main virtue of the
emerging contrast: the “universality” of its applicability.
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F 8: Principle of the detection of the emerging contrast.

Another illustration of this universality is given by the
following study of the characterization of a defect embedded
at diﬀerent depths in a slab of a homogeneous sample. Let
us consider a slab of thickness 𝐿𝐿, with a 1D defect located at
the depth 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 and characterized by a thermal resistance 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 .
For such a defect embedded in a semi-in�nite medium, the
thermal contrast associated with the 1D defect is depending
on two non dimensional parameters: the Fourier number
related to the defect depth, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅2𝑑𝑑 , and the non
dimensional thermal resistance 𝑅𝑅∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 /(𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝑘𝑘𝑘, the ratio of
the defect thermal resistance to the one of the material layer
in between the defect and the front-surface (see for instance
[16, 17]. In these expressions, 𝜅𝜅 and 𝑘𝑘 are, respectively, the
diﬀusivity and the thermal conductivity of the material in
between the monitored surface and the defect. In the case of
a slab, the situation is more complex as seen in Figure 10(a).
is Figure presents the Fourier-evolution of the relative
contrast for various values of the normalized defect depth,
𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝐿𝐿, and for 𝑅𝑅∗ = 1. Similar (but diﬀerent) nets would
be obtained for other values of this last parameter. e
shape of the contrast curves presents a maximum highly
dependent on 𝑅𝑅∗ and 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝐿𝐿 parameters. e in�uence of the
rear face “echo” gains in importance with increasing 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝐿𝐿 and
drastically decreases the amplitude of the relative contrast
when the defect is approaching from this rear face, making
the detection more and more problematic. Like in Figure
9, the large spreading of the net is converging to a narrow
“tail” in which all curves merge for early times when the
contrast is emerging form the noise. us, considering the
emerging contrast domain (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 < 0.5 and Cr of a few
percents), for identi�cation purpose, we can use the unique
curve Cr (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 , 𝑅𝑅∗ = 1) corresponding to the case of the
defect embedded in a semi-in�nite medium, for which there
is no rear face re�ection (see Figure 10(b)).
4.1.2. �denti�cation Based on Emer�in� Contrast Needs Sim�
pler Model than at Based on Maximum Contrast. Figure
10(b) presents the emerging contrast domain taken from
Figure 10(a) and compares the contrast curves net to the two
grey dotted curves of relative contrast related to the defects

of in�nite thermal resistance and 𝑅𝑅∗ = 1 in a semi-in�nite
medium, curves taken from [19, 20]. We see that this second
curve remains near of the curves of the net for contrast of a
few percents when 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝐿𝐿 is smaller than 0.8. is means that
we can use the semi-in�nite medium solution Cr (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 , 𝑅𝑅∗ )
for identifying the depth and thermal resistance of a defect in
this early time domain, instead of using a Cr (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 , 𝑅𝑅∗ , 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝐿𝐿)
function.
4.1.3. Early Detection and Characterization Lead to Less
Blurred �ma�es and More Accurate �denti�ed Defect �aram�
eters. Both Figures 9 and 10 show that the gain in precociousness of the identi�cation when going from maximum
contrasts to emerging contrasts can be very important (up
to one order of magnitude). is gain is important since
less time is given to 3D internal heat diﬀusion eﬀects. is
means from a qualitative point of view that the defect images
will be less blurred, an important quality that increases the
detectivity of the method, and quantitatively this produces a
gain in accuracy for the identi�ed parameters. is has been
demonstrated in [19, 20].

4.2. Rapid Survey of the Early Detection and Characterization
Approach in the NDE Literature. At the beginning of the 90’s,
the attention of several authors was drawn to the fact that it
would be better to consider the contrast at its beginning to
achieve an early detection.
e idea of an early identi�cation of the defect depth,
𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 , from the emerging contrast time was �rst formulated
by Bontaz [21, 22] who proposed the following empirical
relation:
𝑡𝑡0 =

𝑧𝑧2𝑑𝑑
,
2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

(6)

where 𝑡𝑡0 is the origin time of the contrast, called by the
authors the “divergence” time. is relation can be formulated using the defect Fourier number
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 =

𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅0
1
= 0.159.
=
2
2𝜋𝜋
𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑

(7)

e weakness of this approach was double: (i) the relation between defect depth and divergence time was totally
empirical and no precise procedure was proposed since the
emergence had to be localized by the simple examination of
the contrast curve without any indication given concerning
the relative contrast value to consider for this determination
of 𝑡𝑡0 ; (ii) for the thermal resistance, 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 , the identi�cation was
similar to the temporal moment approach already proposed
for diﬀusivity identi�cation by Degiovanni [6], and for defect
characterization by Balageas et al. [23], and was based on the
use of the time integral of the full contrast from its origin to
its extinction, then comprising data related to high Fourier
numbers and consequently corrupted by 3D conduction
eﬀects.
Finally, Krapez et al. [18, 24, 25] kept the idea of
performing the identi�cation as early as possible with the
emerging contrast, but developed a precise methodology
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F 9: e virtues of the emerging contrast: universality, precociousness, and simple modeling. Comparison to the maximum contrast.

for the identi�cation leading to propose explicit analytical
formulas for identifying both depth and thermal resistance
of a defect
𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 = 𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧 𝑡𝑡Ln 

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 =

2
 ,
Cr (𝑡𝑡)

Cr (𝑡𝑡) 𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑

exp −𝑧𝑧2𝑑𝑑 /𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧 𝑡𝑡 − Cr (𝑡𝑡) /2

(8)
,

expressions in which Cr(𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the relative contrast measured
at time 𝑡𝑡, and 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 and 𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧 are, respectively, the thermal
conductivity and thermal diﬀusivity of the material between
the monitored surface and the defect. e identi�cation was
achieved in two steps. e �rst relation was used for relative

contrasts near of 1 to 3% and once the defect depth identi�ed,
the second formula was used for identifying the thermal
resistance for slightly larger contrast (3 to 6%).
In parallel to this research, another way to perform early
detection was explored. Almond et al. [26, 27] found from
numerical simulations and from experiments on a sample
with arti�cial defects of same thermal resistance, located at
the same depth, but with diﬀerent sizes, that the “thermal
contrast slope at the beginning” was independent of the size
of the defect and just related to the defect depth. He suggested
that the “short-time slope” of the contrast-time curve can be
used to assess the defect depth rather than the peak time (time
of the maximum contrast). omas, Favro and coll [28–30],
and Ringermacher et al. [31] proposed to use the time of
occurrence of the “peak slope” of the contrast to identify the
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(a) Sample �nite thickness eﬀect on the relative contrast

(b) Emerging contrast domain

F 10: On the le�: In�uence of the normalized defect depth, 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 /𝐿𝐿, on the relative contrast generated by a defect of normalized thermal
resistance 𝑅𝑅∗ = 1 in a slab of thickness 𝐿𝐿. On the right: Comparison in the emerging contrast domain between the contrasts generated by the
same defect in a semi-in�nite medium (solution used for the depth and thermal resistance identi�cation by the early detection technique)
and in a slab of thickness 𝐿𝐿.

defect depth. is proposal remained qualitative, no explicit
relation relating the defect depth to this time being proposed
by these authors.
Recently, Sun [32] studied quantitatively the relation
between the contrast slope peak time, 𝑡𝑡ps , and the defect
depth using a normalized time 𝜔𝜔def = 𝜋𝜋2 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹def =
𝜋𝜋2 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅ps /𝑧𝑧2 def. �is study, limited to the case of an in�nite
defect thermal resistance (case of a hole machined in a slab),
shows that the maximum slope is reached for a 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹def = 0.368,
which allows to identify the defect depth
𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 = 1.65𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅ps .

(9)

Nevertheless, this relation is only valid when the relative
depth (ratio of the defect depth to the total sample thickness)
is lower than 0.5. For higher values, the characteristic Fourier
number is a strong function of the normalized defect depth,
decreasing continuously down to 0.25 for a defect approaching the sample rear face.
is approach, although constituting a progress compared to the use of the occurrence time of the maximum
contrast, is not as interesting as the early detection from the
emerging contrast because the contrast slope peak occurs
later than the emergence of the contrast (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹def = 0.368
instead of 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹def = 0.159 for the Bontaz method, see (7)).
4.3. Recent Developments in Early Detection and
Characterization of Defects

4.3.1. Improvement of the Emerging Contrast Technique by Linear Extrapolation to Nill Contrast. Balageas [19, 20] recently
reworked the method developed in the 90’s [18, 24, 25],
following rigorously the early detection procedure described
in Section 2 and using the identi�cation formulas (8). In
particular, he proposed and experimentally validated the
extrapolation to zero contrast of the law of the identi�ed

defect depth as a function of the contrast. By this way, the
most accurate estimate of the defect depth is obtained. A
relation between the error on the so-identi�ed defect depth
and the value of the defect thermal resistance is found,
allowing to correct the �rst estimate of the defect depth
once estimated the thermal resistance, which improves the
accuracy of the method.
e early detection approach using the described procedure allows to reach the optimum accuracy on both the
depth and the thermal resistance of defects: between 0.1%
and 10% for the depth, and less than 30% for the thermal
resistance (see Figure 11). e values of accuracy here given
are intrinsic to the method and do not include the in�uence
of the experimental noise and the 3D heat transfer eﬀect
linked to the limited extent of defects. e experimental noise
can be reduced with the modern thermographic cameras
characterized by an NETD of 20 mK or less, and by the use
of a preprocessing technique of the thermograms such as the
TSR method (see following Section).
4.3.2. Improvement of the Emerging Contrast Technique by
the Combined Use of the ermographic Signal Reconstruction
Technique (TSR). e TSR method [33–37], well known and
largely used in pulse thermographic NDE, consists in the
�tting of the experimental log-log plot thermogram by a
logarithmic polynomial
ln (Δ𝑇𝑇) = 𝑎𝑎0 + 𝑎𝑎1 ln (𝑡𝑡) + 𝑎𝑎2 [ln (𝑡𝑡)]2 ⋯ + 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 [ln (𝑡𝑡)]𝑛𝑛 , (10)

and the use for NDE purpose of the 1st and 2nd logarithmic
derivatives of the thermogram, the derivation being achieved
directly on the polynomial, then with a limited increase of the
temporal noise.
e advantages of the �tting are as follows: (i) a noticeable
noise reduction; (ii) the replacement of the sequence
of temperature rise images, Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, by the series of
(𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛 images of the polynomial coeﬃcients,
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F 11: Simulation results: (a) identi�cation of the depth pro�le of a circular defect (𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 /𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 = 1.5 and 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 ∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 /𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 = 1) using the early
detection/characterization with extrapolation to zero contrast and comparison to the results obtained with the maximum and half maximum
contrast techniques (simulation results taken from Krapez and Balageas [18]), revisited using a linear extrapolation [19, 20]; (b) identi�cation
of the thermal resistance pro�le, taken from [20].

𝑎𝑎0 (𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖 𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖, which allows a drastic reduction of
the data amount; (iii) the possibility of reconstructing a
full thermographic sequence (from which the name of the
method follows).
e logarithmic derivations are interesting too, because
they produce a remarkable increase of detectivity and a
“precession” of the detection [19, 20], which improve the
precociousness of the defect detection.
So, it is easy to understand that both methods (early
detection by emerging contrast and TSR) pursue identical
purposes, and that consequently coupling them is bene�cial.
e increase of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) given by the
logarithmic �tting is particularly welcome since experimental
crude thermal contrasts may have weak SNR, especially when
deep defects are considered. In this case, the TSR technique
is used as a preprocessing tool before application of the early
detection process. An example of such a coupling is shown in
[20].
A deeper coupling could be used, consisting in considering the emerging contrast of the 1st or 2nd logarithmic
derivatives instead of the emerging contrast of the thermogram itself for the characterisation of the defect. Such
an early detection method, which remains until now to be
established regarding the quantitative identi�cation of the
defect parameters, is better than the one based on the half-rise
time of the �rst derivative or the time of the maximum of the
second derivative. Nevertheless, if the sole qualitative aspect
is considered (detection of defects from thermographic
images), the use of early images of the �rst and second
logarithmic derivatives produces sharper defect images, a
noticeable improvement compared to traditional maximum
contrast images. Figure 12, taken from [19], demonstrates the
ability of this approach to produce images with good SNR

and high sharpness, making the pulse thermographic NDE
technique comparable to the better-established techniques, in
particular ultrasonics.
4.3.3. Application of the Early Detection and Characterization
of Defects to Step-Heating ermography. e early detection and characterization approach based on the emerging
contrast has been extended to step-heating thermography,
leading to comparable improvements. e theory is given
in [38], leading to identi�cation formulas for defect depth
and thermal resistance analogous to the ones found for pulse
heating experiments (8).

5. Conclusion and Perspectives
A review of the literature of the early time detection approach
in the �eld of thermophysical properties measurements and
NDE has been made.
is approach has been built progressively and never
presented as a well-de�ned general procedure. is is due to
the fact that the applications of the method were spread in
time (3 decades) and pertaining to di�erent �elds. �utting
these works in perspective, it has been possible to describe
and formalize the general procedure here called “the early
detection and characterization.”
In the �eld of thermophysical properties measurements,
two examples of �ash di�usivity identi�cation using rear face
thermograms have been presented. ey illustrate the philosophy of the approach and are well suited to thermography.
is paper demonstrates that in NDE by pulse-stimulated
thermography, the generally followed attitude that consists in
taking into account the sole signal-to-noise ratio when optimizing an identi�cation process is an error. e optimization
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(a)

(b)

Ultrasonic absorption
image

The artiﬁcial defect

Unexpected defects

(c)

(d)

F 12: Comparison between the best images obtained by the TSR method coupled with an early detection approach and an ultrasonic
D-scan: (a) ermograms, Δ𝑇𝑇 at 2.20 s� (b) 2nd derivative at 0.20 s� (c) 1st derivative at 0.6 s� (d) ultrasonic absorption image. e arti�cial
defect to detect is located at the center of the sample. Une�pected defects were discovered in the near vicinity of the arti�cial defect. e
chosen times of observation have not been optimized for imaging the 3 peripheral inner inserts that are sound regions.

must consider with the same weight the signal-to-noise ratio
and the precociousness for both qualitative and quantitative
purposes.
A way to conciliate both signal-to-noise ratio and precociousness is now more easily feasible by combining the
early detection/characterization and the thermographic signal reconstruction (TSR) technique. Presently, this combination has given rise to recent developments in the �eld of NDE,
increasing the attractiveness of time-resolved thermography.
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e theoretical description of a simpli�ed end-to-end soware tool for simulation of data produced by optical instruments, starting
from either synthetic or airborne hyperspectral data, is described and some simulation examples of hyperspectral and panchromatic
images for existing and future design instruments are also reported. High spatial/spectral resolution images with low intrinsic
noise and the sensor/mission speci�cations are used as inputs for the simulations. e examples reported in this paper show the
capabilities of the tool for simulating target detection scenarios, data quality assessment with respect to classi�cation performance
and class discrimination, impact of optical design on image quality, and 3D modelling of optical performances. e simulator is
conceived as a tool (during phase 0/A) for the speci�cation and early development of new Earth observation optical instruments,
whose compliance to user’s requirements is achieved through a process of cost/performance trade-oﬀ. e Selex Galileo simulator,
as compared with other existing image simulators for phase C/D projects of space-borne instruments, implements all modules
necessary for a complete panchromatic and hyper spectral image simulation, and it allows excellent �exibility and expandability for
new integrated functions because of the adopted IDL-ENVI soware environment.

1. Introduction
Hyper-spectral imaging has dramatically changed the rationale of remote sensing of the Earth relying on spectral diversity.
Since the pioneering Hyperion mission launched in 2001
[1], hyper spectral imaging airborne and satellite sensors have
shown their utility by obtaining calibrated data for determining a wide variety of bio- and geophysical products from the
collected imagery.
However, all sensors have their own set of performance
characteristics, response functions, noise statistics, and so
on, which determine and can challenge the validity of the
generated data products. rough simulation of the sensor
response, the utility of a new sensor design can be ascertained
prior to construction, by running algorithms on simulated
remote sensing data sets. In the case of existing well-characterised sensors the generation of simulated data assists
in debugging sensor problems and provides a better

understanding of a particular sensor’s performance in new
operational environments.
In this paper, an end-to-end Selex Galileo (SG) simulation tool developed in the ENVI-IDL [2] environment
for the generation of simulated data from airborne/spaceborne optical and infrared instruments, starting from high
resolution imagery is presented.
High resolution hyper-spectral data from airborne campaigns can be typically used as input for space-borne sensors
simulations. As an alternative, the input images can be
completely synthesized by modelling the geometrical and
spectral characteristics of the observed targets. e simulator
is based on six diﬀerent modules describing the re�ectance
scenario, the atmospheric conditions, the instrument models
and the atmospheric inversion model.
e core modules aim to simulate instrument performances (spectral, spatial, and radiometric) from a variety of
sensor parameters including optics, detector, scanning, and
electronics characteristics. e Atmospheric module is based
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on the standard Modtran [3] model, whereas the scenario
simulation module aims at associating a spectral signature
to each pixel of a synthetic thematic map, whenever a high
resolution image taken by an airborne instrument is not
available.
Compared to a detailed instrument simulator, typically
developed for the realization and commissioning phases (B/C
phases) of a spaceborne/airborne payload, the proposed
simpli�ed end-to-end simulator is conceived as a tool (phase
0/A) to enable the rapid dimensioning of a new optical
instrument and to trace the link between user and instrument
requirements. SG simulator (SG_SIM) pursues a similar
philosophy as other approaches useful for 0/A phases (e.g.,
SENSOR, MODO, CAMEO, and PICASSO), and it includes
all main functions (implemented in the IDL-ENVI SW
environment) necessary for a complete hyper spectral image
simulation, which are not oen simultaneously present in the
others.
For instance, in comparison to SENSOR [4] the control
of spectral mixing and the generation of synthetic scenes are
also considered, whereas in comparison to US simulators,
for example CAMEO [5] and PICASSO [6–8]), the extension
to the MWIR/LWIR spectral bands, and a 3D re�ectance
rendering are missing.
Aer a detailed theoretical description of SG_SIM model
equations and its key concepts (Section 2), some simulation examples for satellite and airborne hyper spectral and
panchromatic data study cases are reported (Section 3).

2. Simulator Equations Description
e �ow diagram of the soware tool is shown in Figure 1.
e input data can be either airborne re�ectance images
at high spatial, spectral, and radiometric resolution or synthetic re�ectance maps, coming from a thematic map and
a re�ectance data base, and speci�cations for the instrument to be simulated (e.g., spatial and spectral response,
sampling, transfer function, noise model, viewing geometry,
and quantisation).
e simulation procedure consists of four diﬀerent processing steps. First the at-sensor radiance images are obtained
by using the Atmospheric Modtran code, then the signal is
spatially, spectrally, and radiometric degraded by applying
the speci�c instrument response models to generate the
instrument simulated radiance image.
2.1. Atmospheric Simulation. e Atmospheric Module
ingests as input a re�ectance image taken at high spatial and
spectral resolution which is then transformed into sensor
radiance images by using the atmospheric radiances and
transmittances generated by the Modtran code.
A preliminary simpli�ed atmospheric model has been
used. It considers Lambertian surface scattering, nearnadir observation, no adjacency eﬀects, and a �at Earth.
e input spectral radiance 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿 for an observation sensor
at altitude ℎ is obtained on the basis of the following relationship, derived from the radiative transfer model depicted in
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Figure 2. e radiance is described from the following:
𝐿𝐿 (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆) = 𝐼𝐼TOA-SUN (𝜆𝜆) ⋅

cos 𝜃𝜃sun 

+ 𝐿𝐿↑ATM (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆) ,

2

𝑑𝑑

⋅ 𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆) ⋅

𝜌𝜌 (𝜆𝜆)
⋅ 𝜏𝜏↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆)
𝜋𝜋

(1)

with
(i) 𝐼𝐼TOA-sun (𝜆𝜆𝜆 = Top of atmosphere sun irradiance
(W/m2 /𝜇𝜇m);

(ii) 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = Earth surface re�ectance;

(iii) 𝜃𝜃sun = Sun observation angle (function of latitude,
longitude, day of the year, and time);
(iv) 𝑑𝑑2 = Earth-Sun distance normalised to mean (depending from day of the year);
(v) 𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 Total downwards atmosphere transmission;

(vi) 𝜏𝜏↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 = Total upwards atmosphere transmission
from ground to the observation altitude ℎ;

(vii) 𝐿𝐿↑𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 = Scattered atmosphere radiance (W/
m2 /sr/𝜇𝜇m) from ground to the observation altitude
ℎ;

(viii) 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿 = Total Atmosphere radiance (W/m2 /sr/𝜇𝜇m)
which represents the input to the instrument at
altitude ℎ.

e downwards/upwards atmospheric transmittances
𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆𝜆, 𝜏𝜏↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 and the atmospheric radiance 𝐿𝐿↑ATM (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
depend on the concentration of all atmospheric gases and
the aerosols distribution. e simulator allows the control
of the major variable atmospheric gases (i.e., the columnar
water vapour and CO2 contents), the aerosols visibility at a
certain observation altitude ℎ, and the aerosols pro�le. ese
parameters can be controlled by means of Modtran code
inputs, while the other parameters are considered constant.
A dedicated graphical interface is used to create the Modtran
input charts.
Generally the surface re�ectance�s images 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌, used as
input to the simulator, come from a data base of experimental
airborne or ground truth data acquired with other spectrometers, and they are aﬀected by the spectral response of those
instruments used for the database acquisition.
e radiances 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿 are generated from the Modtran
code at the maximum spectral resolution (1 cm−1 ) and are
convolved with the spectral response (SR) of the instrument
used to generate the data base. is spectral response (SR)
is approximated with a Gaussian function with the centre
wavelength 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
equal to Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆, where the integral is performed in a Δ𝜆𝜆spectral
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• Target reﬂectances
map (from aircraft
or synthetic data)
• Atmosphere, aerosols, day, time,
lat., long., bands, etc.

Atmospheric simulation
(modtran)

1◦ module

At sensor
radiances
2◦ module

3◦ module

Spectral degradation
(convolution and resampling)

Instrumental
chromatic
response

Spatial degradation

Instrumental
spatial response

(convolution and resampling)

Instrumental
noise
(dark + photon + 1/f)

Radiometric
degradation
(gauss noise adding)
NFBO  ॑50"    ॥ ॑50"

4◦ module

Additional modules:
At sensor simulated
images

• Atmospheric inversion
• Synthetic image generation

F 1: Airborne/space-borne optical sensor data simulator (�ow diagram).

range centred in 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 , and can be written as in the following:
𝐿𝐿1𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆) = 

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 +Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 −Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

= 

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 +Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 −Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

≅ 

⋅

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 −Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

= 

𝐼𝐼TOA-SUN (𝜆𝜆) ⋅
⋅

cos 𝜃𝜃sun 
𝑑𝑑

2

⋅ 𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆)

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖)
⋅ 𝜏𝜏↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆) + 𝐿𝐿↑ATM (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆)
𝜋𝜋

SR𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) − 𝜆𝜆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
Δ𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 +Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

⋅

𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆) ⋅ SR𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) − 𝜆𝜆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
Δ𝜆𝜆

𝐼𝐼TOA-SUN (𝜆𝜆) ⋅

cos 𝜃𝜃sun 
𝑑𝑑2

⋅ 𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆)

𝜌𝜌 𝜆𝜆 , Δ𝜆𝜆
⋅ 𝜏𝜏↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆) + 𝐿𝐿↑ATM (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆)
⋅ 𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐
𝜋𝜋

SR𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) − 𝜆𝜆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
Δ𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 +Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 −Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆) ⋅ SR𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) − 𝜆𝜆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
⋅
Δ𝜆𝜆

(2)

With
(i) 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆TOA-SUN (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆sun )/𝑑𝑑2 ⋅𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜋𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝜋↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆↑ATM (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆 the output spectral radiance
obtained from Modtran by using the real surface
re�ectivity 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 for each spectral pixel 𝑖𝑖;

(ii) SR𝑖𝑖 [𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 the normalised spectral response of
instrument used to generate the data base for the 𝑖𝑖th
spectral channel (with 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖 the central wavelength)
as a function of wavelength 𝜆𝜆. Each SR𝑖𝑖 [𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 has
been simulated with a Gaussian response centred at
𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 and FWHM equal to Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆.

(iii) 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆TOA-SUN (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆sun )/𝑑𝑑2 ⋅ 𝜏𝜏↓ (𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆↑ (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆↑ATM (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆 the output spectral
radiance from Modtran by using the data base re�ectivity value.
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

(iv) 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖SR𝑖𝑖 [𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
Δ𝜆𝜆 the weighting mean of the Earth surface re�ectivity within the SR(𝜆𝜆) spectral response, which represents the data-base re�ectivity value.

(v) 𝐿𝐿1𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆(W/m2 /sr/𝜇𝜇m) the mean spectral radiance
within the SR(𝜆𝜆) spectral response.

e high resolution at sensor radiance 𝐿𝐿1 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆 is simulated with Modtran code for diﬀerent values of the surface
re�ectivity and a 3� �oo�-Up-Table (re�ectivity, radiance,
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F 2: �eneral atmospheric model scheme: the simpli�ed
atmospheric simulator takes into account in �rst approximation the
1, 2, 4, and 6 paths. e adjacent eﬀects described from 3 and 5 paths
will be updated in the next version of simulator.

and wavelength) is generated. Finally, for each wavelength,
the simulation module determines the best linear �t between
radiance and surface re�ectivity, which is applied to all input
re�ectivity image pixels 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 (Δ𝜆𝜆𝜆 to generate the at sensor
radiances 𝐿𝐿1𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆.

2.2. Spectral Degradation. e second processing block
applies a spectral degradation where the at-sensor radiance
image is further spectrally degraded to the spectral channels
and response of the airborne/satellite instrument to be
simulated by means of a spectral interpolation and a convolution with the Instrument Chromatic Response (ICR).
e ICR𝑖𝑖 [𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 represents the normalized to maximum
instrument response for the 𝑖𝑖th spectral channel (with 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖
de�ned as the central wavelength) to a spatially uniform
monochromatic source as a function of wavelength 𝜆𝜆. e atsensor radiance 𝐿𝐿2 (W/m2 /sr) is obtained from the following:
𝐿𝐿2 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,ℎ =  1 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆) ⋅ ICR𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) − 𝜆𝜆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(3)

2.3. Spatial Degradation. e spatial degradation module
ingests the at-sensor radiance image and degrades it to the
required spatial sampling. is process is applied by means
of a convolution between the input image and the Instrument
Spatial Response (ISR) of the optical sensor to be simulated
followed by a resampling process (decimation) (Figure 3).
e ISR is de�ned as the response of the overall instrument
in a given spatial pixel to a spectrally uniform point source
as a function of its position in space. e spatially degraded
radiance image (𝐿𝐿3 ) is described by the following:
𝐿𝐿3 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,ℎ, 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 = 

image

𝐿𝐿2 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,ℎ, 𝑥𝑥′ ,𝑦𝑦′ 

⋅ ISR 𝑥𝑥 𝑥 𝑥𝑥′ ,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦′  ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑′ ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑′ .

(4)

e ISR is calculated as the Inverse Fourier Transform
of the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), which assumes

the overall system is a linear shi invariant system. en
a “cascade model” for the system MTF is applied on the
hypothesis of independent subsystems.
e hypothesis of independent subsystems is exact for
many instruments, while the use of MTF, without taking into
account the phase eﬀects is valid only as a �rst approximation
in incoherent imaging systems using well-corrected optics
[10].
e “cascade model” (Figure 4) takes into account the
hypothesis of separability of spatial frequency variables. Due
to the properties of the Fourier Transform, the separability
in the frequency domain corresponds to separability in the
space domain. e along-track and across-track MTFs are
calculated starting from a theoretical formulation and the
Inverse Fourier Transform is calculated and normalized to
a unit integral for both. In this way two unidimensional
digital �lters have been obtained and convolved with the high
resolution image by means of the following:
𝐿𝐿3 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,ℎ, 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥

=   𝐿𝐿2 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,ℎ, 𝑥𝑥′ ,𝑦𝑦′  ⋅ ISR𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 𝑥 𝑥𝑥′  ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑′ 

where:

(5)

⋅ ISR𝑦𝑦 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦′  ⋅ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑′ ,

(i) ISR𝑥𝑥 (𝑥𝑥𝑥 = IFFT(MTF𝑥𝑥 ) the Instrument Spatial Response along 𝑥𝑥 (e.g., along-track),

(ii) ISR𝑦𝑦 (𝑦𝑦𝑦 = IFFT(MTF𝑦𝑦 ) the Instrument Spatial Response along 𝑦𝑦 (e.g., across-track).

e along- and across-track MTF𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are calculated taking
into account the image degradation contributions reported
in Table 1.
e image quality can be aﬀected from many factors such
as the size of detector (spatial aperture), the detector degradations (e.g., pixel cross talk or charge transfer & reading
smearing in CCD), the integration time during image
motion (temporal aperture) caused from satellite motion or
the scanning system (resp. for a push broom or a whiskbroom system), the electronic �ltering, the focal plane jitter
(instrument micro-vibrations), the optics diﬀraction and
aberrations [11].
ese components can in�uence both the across-track
and/or the along-track MTF depending on the direction
of scanning and the disposition of detector. Some of these
components are described in annex.
Examples of simulated MTF and SRF functions for
airborne and spaceborne instruments that were generated
with the simulator are reported in Section 3.1.
2.4. Radiometric Degradation. e fourth processing module accounts for radiometric degradation. A random noise
term is added to the images to simulate the 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (Noise
Equivalent Diﬀerence Radiance in W/m2 /sr) of the optical
instrument. e radiance 𝐿𝐿3 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) of each pixel (𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥)
and of the 𝑖𝑖th spectral band (with central wavelength 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖) is
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T 1: MTF subsystems contributions for a push broom system.
Components

Terms

MTF Across-Track

Satellite vibration, optics diﬀraction, optics
aberration; detector size, CCD charge transfer,
and electronic �lter

MTF Along-Track

Satellite vibration, satellite motion, optics
diﬀraction, optics aberration, and detector size

Digital
filter

Parameters
Jitter, detector pitch, central obscuration, focal
length, pupil diameter, aberration coeﬃcient,
detector pitch, number of charge transfer, charge
transfer eﬃciency, and �lter order
Jitter, detector pitch, Integration time, central
obscuration, focal length, pupil diameter,
aberration coeﬃcient, and detector pitch

Resample

ISR

Input image
High resolution
Sampling step
(e.g. 0.5 m × 0.5 m)

Final image
Low resolution
Sampling step
(e.g. 10 m × 10 m)

F 3: Spatial degradation module of the instrument simulator: convolution between the high spatial resolution image and the instrument
spatial response (ISR) of the optical sensor that is to be simulated, followed by a resampling process (decimation).

Instrument and
mission
parameters

temporal noise. e relationship between 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 and the pixel
radiance value 𝐿𝐿3 is described in the following:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

(6)

= 𝐴𝐴 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) + 𝐵𝐵 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ⋅ 𝐿𝐿3 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,

.5'4:4 শ য  १ .5'१ শ য

Inverse fourier transform

*43 ॶ ॷ

F 4: Flux diagram to calculate the instrument spatial response
of the cascade model.

substituted with a random value taken from a Gaussian distribution, where 𝐿𝐿3 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 represents the mean radiance
value (W/m2 /sr) and 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (W/m2 /sr) the noise equivalent
radiance, which is the standard deviation of the instrument

where 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the noise variance of the detector (dark
current, read-out and Johnson noises) plus FEE/ADC (Front
End Electronics/Analog to Digital Converter) for the 𝑖𝑖th
spectral band and the product [𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖3 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is
the photon noise variance, which is proportional to the input
signal [𝐿𝐿3 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. A Gaussian distribution function for
the noise is a good approximation also for the photon noise,
because the Poisson distribution approximates a Gaussian
function for a high number of generated photocarries.
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 is the minimum variation of the input radiance
which can be measured and represents the radiometric
resolution of the instrument. Another representation of the
sensor noise can be derived from the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for each pixel and for each wavelength. e SNR can
be obtained from the following:
SNR𝑖𝑖 (𝜆𝜆) =

=

𝐿𝐿3 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝐿𝐿3 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝐴𝐴 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) + 𝐵𝐵 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ⋅ 𝐿𝐿3 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖) ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

(7)
.

e photon noise formulation reported in (6) ([𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖
𝐿𝐿3 (𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is based on the relationship between the
number of acquired electrons 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 and the integrated input
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radiance 𝐿𝐿IN (W/m2 /sr) for each spectral channel as described in the following:
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 (𝑒𝑒− ) = 𝐿𝐿IN 
⋅ 

W
 ⋅ 𝐴𝐴pupil m2  ⋅ Ω (sr) ⋅ 𝜏𝜏
m2 sr

𝜆𝜆
 J−1  ⋅ 𝑡𝑡int (sec) ⋅ 𝜂𝜂 e− /phot
ℎ ⋅ 𝑐𝑐

= 𝐾𝐾 𝐾 𝐿𝐿IN W/m2 sr ,

with

(8)

(i) 𝜏𝜏 = Total mean in band (with ICR) instrument
transmittance;

(ii) 𝐴𝐴pupil = Input pupil area (m2 );

(iii) Ω = Scene pixel IFOV (sr);

(iv) 𝑡𝑡int = Integration time (sec);

(v) 𝜂𝜂 𝜂 Mean in band (with ICR) detector quantum
eﬃciency (electrons/photon);

(vi) ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = (1,98E−19 Joule∗𝜇𝜇m)/𝜆𝜆 = Energy of a photon
of wavelength 𝜆𝜆 (𝜇𝜇m);

(vii) 𝐿𝐿IN (W/m2 /sr) = Spectrally integrated mean radiance
in the ICR;

(viii) 𝐾𝐾𝐾e− /(W/m2 sr)) = 𝐴𝐴pupil (m2 ) ⋅ Ω(sr) ⋅ 𝜏𝜏 𝜏𝜏𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝑡𝑡int (sec)⋅𝜂𝜂𝜂e− /phot)) the coeﬃcient of proportionality
between the number of acquired electrons 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 and the
input radiance 𝐿𝐿IN .

e photon noise equivalent diﬀerence radiance 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
is related to the photon noise equivalent diﬀerence electron
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 , which can be obtained from the standard deviation
of the Poisson noise distribution. is standard deviation is
equal to the square root of the number of electrons itself and
is described from the following:

𝐵𝐵 

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
2

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 = 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 ,

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 𝐾𝐾 𝐾 𝐿𝐿IN  𝐿𝐿IN
=
=
≡ 𝐵𝐵 𝐵 𝐿𝐿IN ,
𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾

1
1
W/m sr
=
.
 =
e−
𝐾𝐾 𝐴𝐴pupil ⋅ Ω ⋅ 𝜏𝜏 𝜏 𝜆𝜆𝜆 (ℎ ⋅ 𝑐𝑐) ⋅ 𝑡𝑡int ⋅ 𝜂𝜂
(9)

e 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵 coeﬃcients, which depend from the selected
spectral channel and are fed as input to the simulator, can be
derived from the radiometric model of the simulated optical
sensor or they can be evaluated on the basis of acquired
images of homogeneous targets acquired by the sensor [13–
16].
Two additional procedures have been implemented to
permit the analysis of the simulated images (Sections 2.5 and
2.6).

2.5. Atmospheric Correction. e �rst permits the retrieval
of surface re�ectance from airborne and spaceborne sensor
radiances. Two standard methods can be used: one is based
on Modtran code, by inverting (1), to obtain the surface
re�ectance from the instrument radiance and the second
based on the standard ENVI-FLAASH [17] soware, which
allows aerosols to be estimated by means of the dark pixel
method (water bodies, shadowed area, and dense vegetation)
and the water vapour map to be estimated by means of the
820, 940, and 1135 nm absorption bands ratio method [18].
2.6. Synthetic Image Generation Module. e second procedure permits to quantitatively evaluate the impact of
instrumental parameters on simulated image quality when a
low noise airborne input image is not available.
In particular it allows the creation of black and white bar
test images with diﬀerent modulations (square or sinusoidal),
periods and shading, to the scope to evaluate the impact on
the image quality of instrument parameters such as MTF
and noise as a function of the spatial sampling interval
and the target re�ectivity, and to analyse the minimum
detectable albedo contrast as a function of spatial frequency
and illumination conditions (Figure 5).
It is also possible to generate synthetic hyper-spectral
surface re�ectance images at the desired spatial and spectral
resolution by using as input a thematic map of the zone under
investigation (derived synthetically or from a classi�cation)
and a spectral library of the surface materials of interest. A
statistical mixing of spectral signatures for each zone with
the Dirichlet method permits to control the percentage of the
statistical variability [19].
e following further statistical variability, devoted to a
better representation of a real scenario, can be introduced
[20]:
(i) a uniform or Gaussian variability for each spectral
signature due to a possible spatial variation of the substance composition, such as contaminants, oxidation,
and ageing, and so forth,
(ii) a beta function distributed statistical variation of
illumination, which takes into account possible image
errors due uncompensated observation and surface
slope angles,
(iii) a Gaussian variability due to scenario noise, coming
from uncompensated atmospheric and environment
eﬀects or uncompensated errors of sensors used to
obtain the spectral library data.
en the surface re�ectance 𝑅𝑅, represented from a column vector for each wavelength, is obtained by means of the
following matrix mixing relationship:

with

𝑅𝑅 𝑅 P ⋅ 𝛾𝛾 𝛾 Ψ ⋅ A ⋅ 𝑡𝑡 𝑡 M ⋅ (1 − 𝑡𝑡) + N,

(10)

(i) P a matrix representing the end-members (pure
elements) re�ectance for each wavelength;
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F 5: Input mask to generate the synthetic black and white
images.

(ii) A a column vector representing the statistical variability of abundances, according to a Dirichlet distribution;
(iii) M a column vector representing the mean value of
abundances for each wavelength;
(iv) 𝑡𝑡 a scalar parameter which describes the degree of
statistical mixing (𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡 no mixing, 𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡 all random
mixing);
(v) 𝛾𝛾 a statistical parameter obtained from a beta distribution, describing the illumination variation for each
pixel;

(vi) Ψ a diagonal matrix derived from a uniform or a
Gaussian density, representing the spatial variation of
end members;
(vii) N a column vector representing a Gaussian scenario
noise, that is uncompensated atmospheric retrieval
and/or sensors errors used to obtain the library data
set.

3. Simulations Examples
Several simulation tests were performed to assess the potential of the tool for the instrument image quality and applications evaluation in the framework of the study and the
testing phases of the Selex Galileo SIMGA airborne hyper
spectral camera and the HypSeo (ASI-PRISMA precursor
[21]) spaceborne hyper spectral and panchromatic cameras
phase A study.
Such activities allowed also the validation of the simulator
by means of real SIMGA data acquired on clay soil targets
during an airborne campaign of 2009 in Mugello (Tuscany, I)

7
test site, where ground truth data were collected simultaneously at the same time of over�ights [16].
Some examples of simulation of a 3D map representation
of the ISR function have been produced for the purpose of
evaluating the instrument image quality, which is generally
given from the FWHM of the instrument spatial response
or by the ratio between the integral of the spatial response
within a delimitated spatial domain (e.g., 1 Spatial Sampling
Interval) and the integral in all spatial domain, which is
generally called integrated energy (in percentage unit).
A more detailed analysis based on another image quality
parameter (SNR∗MTF) has been done to trade-oﬀ the image
quality of a panchromatic camera as a function of some
instrument parameters (e.g., pupil diameter and spatial sampling) for diﬀerent atmospheric conditions (summer/winter
and rural/urban aerosol) aiming to a better de�nition of the
instrument requirements.
Finally VIS and SWIR radiance and re�ectance simulated
images have been generated for some speci�c targets related
to civil (land use) and dual use applications for terrestrial
and marine environments to the scope of understanding the
instrument capabilities for targets’ discrimination. ese two
dual use applications has been simulated during the testing
phase of the airborne SG instrument (SIMGA) by means of
targets of small green panels over vegetation cover and small
grey panels under water, and then veri�ed by means of an
airborne campaign on a controlled area.
3.1. SRF 3D Maps for Integrated Energy Calculations. e
simulator permits a 3D representation of the SRF map by
using as input a delta function. As an example this representation has been done to evaluate the spatial resolution (de�ned
in terms of percentage of integrated energy of SRF within
a certain space domain) of the airborne SG SIMGA hyperspectral camera by taking into account both the laboratory
measurements and the smearing eﬀect introduced from the
detector integration which occurs during platform motion.
e along and the across-track MTF and SRF contributions
are displayed in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively, for the
VIS and the SWIR channels. e instrument parameters used
in the simulations are reported in Tables 2(a) and 2(b). From
the tables it appears that the ratio between the FWHM of the
SRF and the Spatial Sampling Distance (SSD) is much lower
for SWIR channels (0.87 along scan∗1.05 across scan) with
respect to the VIS ones (2.70 along scan∗1.49 across scan),
showing that the SRF of VIS channels has a larger width (in
±2/3 pixels) with respect to that of the SWIR ones (±1 pixel)
(see also Figures 6(a) and 6(b)).
e integrated energy calculation performed within an
area of 1 SSD∗1 SSD of the VIS and SWIR 3D maps also
con�rms that the energy content within a pixel is much lower
for VIS respect to SWIR channels (the same happens within
the same ground size of 1.333 m∗1.333 m):
(i) Integrated Energy in 0.706 m∗0.706 m
VIS (1 SSD∗1 SSD) = 19%,

for

(ii) Integrated Energy in 1.333 m∗1.333 m
VIS (1.9 SSD∗1.9 SSD) = 51%,

for
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Airplane velocity

1.05 m
1.91 m

(A)

Along track

−3

−2

1

Across track

0.015

0.8

0.01

0.6

(MTF)

(SRF)

0.02

0.005

0
−1
0
1
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Airplane velocity
(B)
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Across
track

0.4
0.2

2

3

Along track
0
0

40
80
F (lines/mm)

(C)

120

(D)
(a)

Airplane velocity

1.4 m
1.16 m

Airplane velocity

(A)

(B)
1

Along track

(SRF)

0.03

Motion

0.8
(MTF)

0.02

0.6
0.4

Along track

0.01
0.2

Across track

−3

−2

0
−1
0
1
Displacement (m)

0
2

(C)

3

Across
0

40
80
F (lines/mm)

120

(D)
(b)

F 6: (a) Maps of Spatial Response Function (SRF) of SIMGA VIS channels ((a), (b)), plots of SRFs across and along-track (along
and across-slit) for the central FOV pixel as a function of on-ground displacement (c). e simulation is obtained by using the static
laboratory measurements aer having introduced the smearing eﬀect due to the along-track motion (Tables 2(a) and 2(b)). MTF motion
and along/across-track components as a function of spatial frequency at detector level (d). (b) Maps of Spatial Response Function (SRF) of
SIMGA SWIR channels (a), (b), plots of SRFs across and along-track (along and across-slit) for the central FOV pixel as a function of onground displacement (c). e simulation is obtained by using the static laboratory measurements aer having introduced the smearing eﬀect
due to the along-track motion (Tables 2(a) and 2(b)). MTF motion and along/across-track components as a function of spatial frequency at
detector level (d).

(iii) Integrated Energy in 1.333 m∗1.333 m
SWIR (1 SSD∗1 SSD) = 61%.

for

In conclusion the spatial resolution of VIS channels is
coarser with respect to that of SWIR channels, also if the
spatial sampling is better (0.706 m respect to 1.333 m).

A further exercise was done to simulate the 3D Hypseo
SRF [16] by using the instrument parameter reported in
Table 3 and the Hypseo MTF model [21]. e FWHM of the
spatial response is 24.4 m∗20.6 m (along-scan∗across-scan)
while the integrated energy in 1 SSD∗1 SSD (20 m∗20 m) is
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T 2

(a) Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) values of SIMGA Spatial Response (across and along slit) obtained by static measurements performed in
laboratory (Gaussian �t to data, [9]) and smearing eﬀect due to integration during motion

FWHM (m) at 1 Km Across-SLIT (along-scan)
1.91 (1.88 static)
1.16 (1.13 static)

VIS
SWIR

FWHM (m) at 1 Km Along-SLIT (across-scan)
1.05
1.40

(b) SIMGA detector and optical parameters used for simulation (𝑉𝑉 = 30 m/s at 1 Km height)

VIS
SWIR

Detector
pitch
(micron)

Focal
length
(mm)

Pupil
diameter
(mm)

12
30

17
22.5

7.08
11.25

SSD (m)
At
𝐻𝐻 = 1 Km
0.706
1.333

FOV
(deg)
±19
±12

𝑇𝑇dwell
(msec)
23.5
44.3

𝑇𝑇int
(msec)
17
13

𝑇𝑇int/
𝑇𝑇dwell
0.72
0.29

T 3: Characteristics of HYPSEO Hyper-spectral and PAN cameras at 620 Km satellite altitude.
Hyper-spectral camera
Pan camera
Parameters
VNIR band
Swir band
Pan band
Spectral Interval [nm]
400–1000
1000–2500
500–900
Average Spectral sampling [nm]
10
10
500–900
20/1.85
20/1.85
14/1.30
10/0.93
10/0.93
Swath [km]/FOV (∘ )
Spatial Sampling [m]
20
20
5
3.5
2.5
2.5
Useful Zone [km]
500
500
Spectral channels (max)
≈60
≈150
1
Aperture Diameter [mm]
150 (𝐹𝐹/3.7)
150 (𝐹𝐹/5.8) 150 (𝐹𝐹/8.3) 150 (𝐹𝐹/11.6) 300 (𝐹𝐹/5.8)
Detector pixel dimension [𝜇𝜇m]
18
18
7
Array dimension
1000 × 256
1000 × 256
4000 × 1
FPA type
Si on Hybrid CMOS Cooled CMT on Hybrid CMOS
Si CCD
≈200
≈50
144
71
32
92
SNR at 𝜌𝜌 𝜌 𝜌𝜌𝜌 and SZA = 60∘

53%, which is a value substantially equal to that estimated
for the airborne SIMGA instrument at 1.33 m∗1.33 m of pixel
size.

3.2. Satellite Panchromatic Image Quality Requirements. e
simulator permits to study the impact of system design parameters on the instrument image quality. To this scope a
parametric analysis of the performance of the HypSEOPAN Camera as a function of the pupil diameter dimension
for diﬀerent spatial sampling, atmospheric and illumination
conditions was performed on the basis of simulated test
images and instrument parameters (Table 4), to trade-oﬀ the
instrument sizing with the image quality.
We have adopted as a �rst approximation of image quality
criterion the Minimum Resolvable Contrast (MRC) at a
certain spatial frequency 𝑓𝑓, which is equal to the inverse of
the product [MTF(𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓 SNR], where SNR is calculated for
uniform scenes (spatial frequency 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓) [11]. As a rule of
thumb, the adopted value of MRC = 10% gives the following
threshold relationship for target identi�cation with spatial
frequency 𝑓𝑓:
MTF 𝑓𝑓 ⋅ SNR > 10.
(11)

Two diﬀerent kind of input images have been used for
the simulations: a surface re�ectance image, based on the

IKONOS panchromatic camera at ∼1 m spatial sampling and
a bar synthetic image at a spatial sampling of 0.5 m.
In Figure 7 a comparison between simulations of the
Hypseo panchromatic image, obtained from the IKONOS
image, at diﬀerent spatial sampling intervals and diﬀerent
Hypseo pupil diameters is shown for the low radiance case
(case “B” in Table 4). e product MTF(𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓 SNR has been
calculated and the results are displayed in Table 5. e
simulation with a high pupil diameter of 300 mm (case (b)
in Table 5) is better from image quality point of view (lower
GSD, high SNR∗MTF, and optimum targets discrimination
in Figure 7(b)) but it has a large impact on instrument sizing.
All other images are strongly aﬀected from diﬀraction, due
to the pupil size of 150 mm, but the case with 5 m of GSD
(case (d) in Table 5) seems better for SNR∗MTF parameter
and targets discrimination (in case (a) and (c) of Figure 7 the
instrument noise overlays all other possible image features).
Another simulation with synthetic bars has been done to
verify the previous results, by changing the sampling and the
illumination conditions avoiding any possible eﬀect coming
from the degraded characteristics of the IKONOS image
quality. In Figure 8 an HypSEO PAN simulation, from a
synthetic bar image, at diﬀerent spatial resolution (GSD) and
pupil diameter (𝐷𝐷) is shown for a high (case “A”) and a low
(case “B”) radiance case, with parameters represented in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F 7: Simulated HypSEO Pan images (from IKONOS) for low TOA radiance (18 W∗m−2 ∗sr−1 ∗ 𝜇𝜇m−1 at albedo = 0.27, case “B” in
Table 4), diﬀerent spatial sampling (GSD) and pupil diameter (𝐷𝐷): (a) GSD = 2.5 m, 𝐷𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm (SNR = 11, MTF(𝑓𝑓Nyquist ) = 0.09); (b)
GSD = 2.5 m, 𝐷𝐷 𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm (SNR = 32, MTF(𝑓𝑓Nyquist ) = 0.18); (c) GSD = 3.5 m, 𝐷𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm (SNR = 27, MTF(𝑓𝑓Nyquist ) = 0.17); (d) GSD =
5 m, 𝐷𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm (SNR = 50, MTF(𝑓𝑓Nyquist ) = 0.22).
T 4: Illumination/atmospheric parameters used in the Hypseo PAN camera simulations.
Case A
Case B

Atmosphere
Midlatitude summer
Midlatitude winter

Visibility
Rural VIS 23 Km
UrbanVIS 5 Km

Day
174
355

Hour
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

Lat.
45∘
45∘

Long.
0∘
0∘

Sun Zenith Angle (SZA)
32∘
72∘

Altitude
620 Km
620 Km

T 5: Image quality parameters related to the simulations of Figure 7 with low illumination radiance (Case B in Table 4). e diﬀraction
limit represents the Airy radius (𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆m, 𝐻𝐻 𝐻 𝐻𝐻𝐻 Km) of Rayleigh criterion. Case (b) is better respect to case (d) because SNR∗MTF is
related to a signal with lower Nyquist period.
Case
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

GSD
2.5 m
2.5 m
3.5 m
5.0 m

Pupil diameter
150 mm
300 mm
150 mm
150 mm

On ground diﬀraction limit
5.0 m
2.5 m
5.0 m
5.0 m

Nyquist period
5m
5m
7m
10 m

SNR∗MTFNyquist
1
5.8
4.6
11

Image quality evaluation
Low
High
Suﬃcient
Suﬃcient
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Period (m)

5

7

10

15

20
2.5 m

GSD

150 mm

D
Case

A

Case

B

GSD

2.5 m

D

300 mm

Case

A

Case

B

3.5 m

GSD
D

150 mm

Case

A

Case

B

GSD

5m

D

150 mm

Case

A

Case

B

.5'ç4/3 ॠNBY  
.5'ç4/3

F 8: HypSEO PAN simulation (from synthetic bar image) at diﬀerent spatial resolution (GSD), pupil diameter (𝐷𝐷), and illumination
conditions (high radiance case “A” and low radiance case “B” in Table 4); the contrast along the vertical axis changes between 10% and 20%;
the up and down arrows indicate the periods for which the criterion (SNR∗MTF > 10) is satis�ed or not.

Table 4. e input synthetic image in the horizontal direction
is composed by 5 sequences of grey-black bars, each consisting of 10 cycles at �xed period (5, 7, 10, 15, and 20 m). �n
the vertical direction the albedo range of grey bars is between
10% and 20%, whereas the albedo of black bars is constant
(10%). e up and down arrows in Figure 8 indicate the
periods for which the criterion MTF(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓SNR > 10 is satis�ed
or not.
e radiance (𝐿𝐿), the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and the
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) values corresponding

to the extreme simulated albedo values are represented in
Table 6 while the product MTF(𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓 SNR has been reported
in Table 7.
e results con�rm that image quality as de�ned from
this kind of metric is improved by increasing pupil diameter
(from 150 to 300 mm) at equal spatial sampling (GSD =
2.5 m), because of an increased SNR and a reduced diﬀraction
eﬀect on MTF. e image quality is also improved as spatial
sampling decreases from 2.5 to 3.5 m (pupil diameter =
150 mm) because of an increased SNR.
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T 6: Radiance, SNR, and across-track MTF values corresponding to the extreme simulated albedo values, calculated for diﬀerent ground
spatial sampling (GSD), pupil diameter (𝐷𝐷) and the two simulation conditions reported in Table 4.
Simulation scenario
Case/SZA GSD (m) 𝐷𝐷 (mm)
A/32∘
2.5
150
B/72∘
A/32∘
2.5
300
B/72∘
A/32∘
3.5
150
B/72∘
A/32∘
5
150
B/72∘

SNR at L at 𝑎𝑎 𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐿𝐿 (W/m2 /sr/𝜇𝜇m)
SNR
40.0
22.5
14.5
8.8
40.0
69.1
14.5
31.0
40.0
52.0
14.5
22.3
40.0
110.8
14.5
54.0

SNR at L at 𝑎𝑎 𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐿𝐿 (W/m2 /sr/𝜇𝜇m)
SNR
73.4
37.7
16.7
10.1
73.4
104.9
16.7
34.9
71.5
79.8
16.6
25.1
71.6
158.9
16.6
60.0

5
0.09

MTF across-track at period (m)
7
10
15
20
0.26 0.46 0.65
0.74

0.18

0.38

0.57

0.75

0.81

0.04

0.17

0.37

0.58

0.68

0.001

0.06

0.22

0.45

0.61

T 7: Image quality parameter (SNR∗MTF) calculated at low and high illumination radiance (Table 4), 20% of on ground albedo and
diﬀerent spatial periods of Figure 8. e diﬀraction limit represents the Airy radius of Rayleigh criterion. Values with SNR∗MTF > 10 are
bold .
Pupil
diameter

On ground
diﬀraction limit

2.5 m

150 mm

5.0 m

2.5 m

300 mm

2.5 m

3.5 m

150 mm

5.0 m

5.0 m

150 mm

5.0 m

Illumination GSD

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

T 8: Main parameters for Modtran simulations.
Latitude
Longitude
Time
Day
Atmospheric model
Aerosol model
Vis
Water Vapour
Ground elevation
Scattering model
CO2
Airplane altitude

44∘
11.4∘
10.6
23/9/09
Midlatitude summer
Rural
23 Km
0.4 (standard)
0.25 Km
Scaled DISORT 4 streams
390 ppm
1 Km

e HypSEO PAN nominal case Ground Spatial Sampling (GSD) of 5 m and pupil diameter (𝐷𝐷) of 150 mm
seems a good compromise in terms of image quality with
respect to the others, because the simulation results are not
so diﬀerent with respect to the case with GSD = 3.5 m
(𝐷𝐷 𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm) (SNR∗MTF is higher for low radiance case)
and from an instrument design point of view it appears more
feasible with respect to the best case with GSD =2.5 m
(𝐷𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm).

5m
3.4
1.0
18.9
6.3
3.2
1.0
0.2
0.1

SNR∗MTF at 𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 at spatial period
7m

10 m

15 m

20 m

9.8
2.6
39.9
13.3
13.6
4.3
9.5
3.6

17.3
4.6
59.8
19.9
29.5
9.3
34.9
13.2

24.5
6.6
78.7
26.2
46.3
14.6
71.5
27.9

27.9
7.5
85.0
28.3
54.3
17.1
96.9
36.6

Quality evaluation
Low
High
Suﬀ.
Suﬀ.

For PAN nominal case the above MTF(𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓 SNR criterion
is satis�ed only for periods larger than the Nyquist period
of 10 m at high radiances, but some oscillations aﬀected by
aliasing can also be observed at low periods as 7 m.
Finally an example of simulated Hypseo PAN image
(GSD = 5 m, 𝐷𝐷 𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷 mm) obtained from airborne high
resolution MIVIS data in a forest environment has been
performed (Figure 9(c)) to the scope of testing image fusion
methods based on the sharpening of hyperspectral image by
means of panchromatic observations [22].
 4BUFMMJUF )ZQFSTQFDUSBM -BOE 6TF $MBTTJĕDBUJPO Another
important use of the simulator has regarded the demonstration of potential applications of the HYPSEO SG spaceborne
hyperspectral camera.
A simulation of the HYPSEO SG space-borne hyperspectral camera was performed by using as input the airborne
MIVIS re�ectance images acquired on a Tuscany (I) test site
(S. Rossore Park and Arno River mouth) at 2.5 m spatial
resolution [23]. e instrumental parameters are reported in
Table 3 [24].
A MIVIS re�ectance image is transformed into the
satellite HYPSEO radiance (Figure 9) (𝐻𝐻 𝐻 𝐻𝐻𝐻 Km) by
using the atmospheric model parameters of Table 4. en
the HYPSEO radiance image is obtained by means of a
spectral resampling of the MIVIS image to the 210 spectral
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(c)

F 9: Airborne and simulated space-borne image on S. Rossore Park (I) test site: (a) MIVIS airborne re�ectance (2.5 m), used as input;
(b) simulated hyper-spectral HYPSEO radiance (20 m); (c) simulated PAN HYPSEO radiance (5 m) image.

bands of Hypseo, with a Gaussian Instrument Chromatic
Response (with FWHM = 10 nm) and a spatial resampling
to the HYPSEO spatial sampling interval of 20 m by using
the simulated spatial response, and adding the noise by
means of parameters coming from the HYPSEO radiometric
model. Moreover an HYPSEO re�ectance image has been
obtained aer removal of atmospheric eﬀects introduced by
MODTRAN code (Table 4).
A land use classi�cation map based on the Spectral Angle
Mapper (SAM) algorithm [25] from the HYPSEO simulated
re�ectance image is shown in Figure 10. e confusion matrix
shows a good correlation between classi�ed and ground truth
data, compared with multispectral sensors [23], con�rming
the instrument capabilities for this kind of application.
3.�. Target ��am�u�age� �n �ura� �a��gr�und. e dual use
capability for targets discrimination with camou�age panels
embedded in vegetation has been evaluated during the testing
phase of the SIMGA airborne hyperspectral instrument. To
this scope some simulations was done during the SIMGA
pro�ect phase. e simulated instrument SIMGA re�ectance
images been obtained by using the MODTRAN code in

a standard atmospheric condition (Table 8), the measured
instrument spatial response (Figures 6(a) and 6(b) and Tables
2(a) and 2(b)) and the instrument noise [16]. In Figure 11
a SIMGA re�ectance image of simulated green panels over
vegetation aer FLAASH inversion algorithm is shown. e
result of simulation showed that green panels were clearly
distinguished respect to vegetation, because of their higher
re�ectance in the SWIR bands (1.2 and 1.6 micron), so
validating the utility of the hyperspectral sensor for this
kind of application. Moreover a validation of the simulation
was obtained during an airborne campaign performed in S.
Rossore park (Tuscany, I), where diﬀerent green panels were
placed over green grass. In Figure 12 the green panels are
clearly distinguished in the SWIR bands while the contrast
in VIS bands is negligible.
3.5. Underwater Submerged Targets. Another dual use capability regarding the discrimination of underwater submerged
targets was tested by means of SIMGA image simulations and
veri�ed with over�ights in a controlled �one.
In order to test the detection capabilities of small grey
panels under water a direct bathymetric model has been
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F 10: �xample of forest �A� classi�cation map of �. �ossore test site (�taly) based on simulated �ypseo hyper-spectral image (20 m).
�onfusion matrix shows a good correlation between classi�ed and ground truth data.

developed to simulate the total re�ectance of shallow waters
on the basis of chlorophyll, sediment, and yellow substance
content, the bottom and panel re�ectance and the water depth
height.
�e total re�ectance (Figure 13) 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 has been calculated by means of the surface 𝑅𝑅surface (𝜆𝜆𝜆 and subsurface
𝑅𝑅sub-surface (𝜆𝜆𝜆 re�ectance with the following relationship [26]:
𝑅𝑅 (𝜆𝜆) = 𝑅𝑅surface (𝜆𝜆) + 𝑅𝑅sub-surface (𝜆𝜆) ∗ 


With

1 − 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 𝜗𝜗′ 
𝑛𝑛2

 ,


(12)

(i) 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌′ ) the Fresnel re�ectivity at the interface airwater which takes into account the re�ection of the
subsurface radiance into the water (∼0.021),

(ii) 𝜃𝜃′ is the incident angle of the radiation coming from
below the water which generates a refraction in air at
the angle 𝜃𝜃 in the observation direction [𝑛𝑛 𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛′ ) =
sin(𝜃𝜃𝜃 with 𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 the water refraction index],
(iii) 𝑅𝑅surface re�ectance depends from surface roughness
and foam, but in this analysis has been taken constant
and e�ual in �rst approximation to 0.021.
�e subsurface re�ectance is obtained by means of a
two-�ux algorithm (Figure 13) which yields the following
analytical relationship [27] for a water layer of uniform
optical properties and thickness 𝐻𝐻 (m), above a re�ecting
bottom with re�ectance 𝜌𝜌bottom :

𝜌𝜌bottom (𝜆𝜆) − 𝑅𝑅0 (𝜆𝜆) ⋅ 1 − 𝑅𝑅0 (𝜆𝜆)2 

 ,
𝑅𝑅 (𝜆𝜆) = 𝑅𝑅 (𝜆𝜆) +
2𝐻𝐻𝐻(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 +2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
0
0
0
 𝑅𝑅 (𝜆𝜆) ⋅ 𝜌𝜌bottom (𝜆𝜆) − 𝑅𝑅 (𝜆𝜆) + 1 − 𝑅𝑅 (𝜆𝜆) 𝜌𝜌bottom (𝜆𝜆) ⋅ 𝑒𝑒

0

(13)
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F 11: Simulated false color SIMGA radiance image (SWIR bands) of green panels over vegetation (a). e scenario has a dimension
of 740∗740 m2 and it is composed of 4 classes of background scenario: class 1 = green grass, class 2 = bare soil, class 3 = linear mixing of
green grass (1/3), dry grass (1/3), and bare soil (1/3); class 4 = pinewood [linear mixing of green (1/2) and dry (1/2) needles]. 18 targets are
used grouping in three diﬀerent sizes (T_1 = 1 × 1 m2 , T_2 = 2 × 2 m2 , and T_3 = 4 × 4 m2 ) and three diﬀerent types (light green paint, dark
green paint, and mimetic paint). Mimetic paint is composed of 1/3 light green paint, 1/3 dark green paint, and 1/3 light grey paint. e same
type and size of targets are disposed in the upper and in the lower part of the �gure at diﬀerent distances (resp., 40 m and 4 m) respect to the
class 4 scenario. Green panels are clearly distinguished as little dark points respect to vegetation, because of their lower radiance in the SWIR
bands (at 1.25 and 1.6 micron). Comparison between green grass (upper black curve in the SWIR bands) and light green paint panel (lower
red curve in the SWIR bands) (b).

where
(i) 𝑅𝑅0 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 𝜆 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 + 2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ,

(ii) 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 represent, respectively, the total
absorption and scattering coeﬃcients, including that
of water, chlorophyll, and yellow substance,

(iii) the range of validity is 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐵 𝐵𝐵𝐵.

e total absorption and backscattering coeﬃcients are
calculated from a three component water colour model ([28,
29]), which has been adapted for class 1 and class 2 waters
[30].
In this model the total absorption and backscattering
coeﬃcients (m−1 ) are obtained as a linear combination of that
of water, chlorophyll, sediment, and yellow substance with
the following relationships:
𝐵𝐵 (𝜆𝜆) = 0.5 ⋅ 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤 (𝜆𝜆) + 0.005 ⋅ 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆) + 0.015 ⋅ 𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠 (𝜆𝜆) ,
𝐴𝐴 (𝜆𝜆) =𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 (𝜆𝜆) + 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆) ⋅ 𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 (𝜆𝜆) ⋅ 𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑌 (𝜆𝜆) ,

(14)

where

(i) the suﬃx 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 means, respectively, water, chlorophyll, sediment, and yellow substance,

(ii) 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶, and 𝑌𝑌 represent the chlorophyll, sediment, and
yellow substance content (𝐶𝐶 in mg/m3 , 𝑆𝑆, and 𝑌𝑌 in
g/m3 ),

(iii) 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 , 𝑎𝑎𝑌𝑌 , respectively, the chlorophyll, sediment and
yellow substance speci�c absorption coeﬃcients
(m2 /mg and m2 /g, resp.) shown in Figure 14 [30]
(iv) 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 = 0.002 m−1 (𝜆𝜆(nm)/550)−4.3 ,

(v) 𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 = 1 (m2 /mg)∗𝑆𝑆 (g/m3 )∗[(𝜆𝜆(nm)/550)−1 ],

(vi) 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 = 0.12 𝐶𝐶0.63 [𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (550)/𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆𝜆] (m−1 ),

(vii) 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (550) = 0.0189 m2 /mg if 𝐶𝐶 𝐶1 mg/m3 ,

(viii) 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (550) = 0.00486 m2 /mg if 𝐶𝐶 𝐶 1 mg/m3 ,

(ix) 𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌 (𝜆𝜆𝜆 = 𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌 (443 nm)∗exp[−0.014∗(𝜆𝜆(nm) − 443)]
(m−1 ),
(x) 𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌 (443 nm) = (0.12 m−1 )∗𝑌𝑌,

(xi) 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 (443 nm) = 0.034 m2 /g,

(xii) 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (443 nm) = 0.07 m2 /mg if 𝐶𝐶 𝐶1 mg/m3 ,

(xiii) 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (443 nm) = 0.018 m2 /mg if 𝐶𝐶 𝐶 1 mg/m3 .

e concentration of the three water components can be
divided in
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F 12: SIMGA false colour radiance images on panels over vegetation (S. Rossore park): VNIR false colour (a), SWIR false colour (b).
�omparison between re�ectance of green panel (lower black curve at 1.6 micron) and green grass (upper green curve at 1.6 micron) (c), photo
of green panel over grass (d), and comparison between SIMGA radiance acquired on green grass (upper green curve at 1.6 micron) and green
panel (lower black curve at 1.6 micron) (e). Panels are clearly distinguished in the SWIR bands, while the contrast respect to vegetation in
VIS bands is negligible.

(i) completely correlated type 1 waters characterised by a
rather stable correlation between optically active substances, with phytoplankton concentration as dominant, in this case the yellow substance backscattering
and sediment absorption coeﬃcients has been considered as related to the chlorophyll with the following
relationships [12, 29]:

𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌 (443 nm)

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 (550 nm) = 0.2 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶0.63 ⋅ m−1 ,

(ii) completely uncorrelated coastal type 2 waters, with
no correlation between the three water components,
when high concentration of sediments and yellow
substances exist,
(iii) partially correlated coastal type 2 waters for which it
is possible to retrieve a partial correlation between the
three water components [30]. Examples are given by
the following relationships:
(1) Gulf of Naples [31]
Log (𝑆𝑆) = −0.25 + 0.57 ⋅ Log (𝐶𝐶)

(16)

Log (𝑆𝑆) = −0.026 + 0.59 ⋅ Log (𝐶𝐶)

(17)

0.2
=
𝐴𝐴 (443 nm) + 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 (443 nm) ⋅ 𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 (443 nm) ⋅ 𝑆𝑆,
0.8 𝑤𝑤

Log 𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌 (440) = −1.20 + 0.47 ⋅ Log (𝐶𝐶) ,

(15)

Log 𝐴𝐴𝑌𝑌 (440) = −1.28 + 0.38 ⋅ Log (𝐶𝐶) ,

𝑆𝑆 g/m3  = 

10−0.25
 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶0.57 mg/m3  ,
2

(2) Northern basin of the Adriatic Sea [32]
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F 13: Two �uxes direct bathymetry re�ectance model (𝑅𝑅surf =
surface re�ectance due to roughness and foam, 𝑅𝑅bulk = Sub-surface
water re�ectance due to particulate concentration 𝐶𝐶 = Chlorophyll,
𝑆𝑆 = sediment, 𝑌𝑌 = yellow substance, and 𝑅𝑅bottom = re�ectance of
bottom.
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F 14: Speci�c absorption spectra of chlorophyll a, suspended
sediment, and yellow substance normalized to the value at the
440 nm wavelength (le scale). Absorption spectrum of water is in
m−1 (right scale) [12].

(3) Tirrenian Sea near Migliarino-S. Rossore (Tuscany) [33]
Log (𝐶𝐶) = Log (0.0206) + 2.0615 ⋅ Log (𝑆𝑆) ,

(18)

A re�ectance simulation of S. Rossore waters at 1 m of bottom
depth obtained by means of the two �ux model is displayed
in Figure 15. e Total Re�ectance represents simulations of
correlated waters type 2 model (𝐶𝐶 = 3 mg/m3 , 𝑆𝑆 = 1.8 g/m3 ,
𝑌𝑌 = 0.6 g/m3 ), with the S. Rossore (I) bottom sand and grey
panels re�ectance measurements performed with a Field Spec
portable spectrometer.
Finally simulated SIMGA re�ectance and radiance images
of a marine environment (sand, waters with sand bottom
at 2 m and 8 m of depths, panels of 1 m∗1 m and 2 m∗2 m
under water at 1 m and 0.2 m of depth) have been performed

(Figure 16). SIMGA radiance has been simulated at 1.5 km
airborne altitude with MODTRAN code and at the SIMGA
spatial (1 m for VIS and 2 m for SWIR bands) and spectral
resolution (2.4 nm for VIS and 10.8 nm for SWIR). e simulated SIMGA re�ectance image has been obtained through
the inversion of MODTRAN parameters used for the direct
simulation and results show that all grey panels (both at 0.2 m
or 1 m depth) can be clearly distinguished both in low (2 m)
and high (8 m) depth waters (Figure 16).
is result was validated (Figure 17) by means of SIMGA
over�ights on the Morto mouth river (S. Rossore park in
Tuscany, I), where two diﬀerent grey panels were submerged.
e two panels are clearly detectable in the visible part of
the spectrum, so demonstrating the capability of the SIMGA
hyperspectral instrument for this kind of application.

4. Conclusions
An end-to-end soware tool (SG_SIM) for the simulation of
airborne/satellite optical sensors images has been implemented in ENVI-IDL environment. Input images can be
either high resolution airborne or synthetic data. e simulator features three separate modules: the re�ectance scenario,
which generates a desired re�ectance image with spectral
mixtures, the atmosphere module, which converts the input
re�ectance map into the at-sensor radiance image, and the
instrument module, which simulates the main degradations
introduced by the instrument (ISR, MTF, ICR and noise).
As other end-to-end simulators the SG_SIM Simulator integrates a complete atmospheric radiative transfer modelling
which could easily re�ned through the implementation of
most MODTRAN options and it includes all main functions
and features necessary for a complete hyperspectral image
simulation such as ISR&MTF, ICR and noise sources. Compared to the other simulators (e.g., SENSOR, [4]), SG_SIM
allows also the control of spectral mixing and the generation
of synthetic scenario, but is lacking of MWIR/LWIR spectral
bands, 3D re�ectance simulation, and DEM ray-tracing functions as included in CAMEO [5]. e implementation and
further development of the SG_SIM approach was boosted
signi�cantly by the Selex Galileo S.p.A. airborne imaging
system SIMGA and by other phase 0/A studies carried out
for preliminary evaluations of image quality and product
accuracy from new classes of space-borne optical sensors. e
validation of the simulator is reported in [16], whereas in this
paper the simulator’s theoretical basis and some simulation
examples have been described. For the simulated cases the
following results can be outlined:
(i) the 3D representation of the SRF allows the visual
inspection of the spatial pixel response for image
quality analysis,
(ii) the potentials of the simulator for the HYPSEO Panchromatic camera trade-oﬀ analysis between project
parameters (pupil diameter, optics degradations,
detector noise, etc.) and system performances (SNR,
spatial resolution, etc.) have been demonstrated by
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F 15: Total Re�ectance curves (green curves in the middle part of Figures 15(a) and 15(b)) from the two �uxes direct bathymetry
re�ectance model obtained from simulations with diﬀerent type of S. Rossore bottom targets: grey panel (upper maroon part of Figure 15(a)
(a) sand (upper blue part of Figure 15(b)) (b). e simulation is performed at a bottom depth (𝐻𝐻) of 1 m with partially correlated waters type
2 model (𝐶𝐶 = 3 mg/m3 , 𝑆𝑆 = 1.8 g/m3 , 𝑌𝑌 = 0.6 g/m3 ) (lower pink re�ectance curves in Figures 15(a) and 15(b)).

using as inputs synthetic bars and an IKONOS images
with diﬀerent radiance and surface albedo levels,
(iii) the potentials of the HYPSEO hyperspectral camera
for vegetation mapping has been demonstrated on the
basis of a MIVIS airborne scene rescaled at satellite
level and ground truth data,
(iv) the potentials for detection of camuﬄed targets in
a rural background has been demonstrated in the
SWIR bands by means of a simulation of a synthetic
scenario with green panels at diﬀerent size,
(v) the potentials for the identi�cation of submerged
targets in the visible spectral range at airborne level
(1 m of spatial resolution) have been demonstrated
by means of the simulation of a synthetic scenario
with submerged grey panels and the implementation
of a direct bathymetric-water color model to generate
surface re�ectance as input to the scene simulator,
(vi) real airborne data on submerged and camuﬄed
targets have con�rmed the results from simulations
performed before the �ight campaign,
ese results demonstrate the potentials of the proposed
simpli�ed end-to-end simulator as a preliminary aid tool
(during phase 0/A) for the dimensioning of new optical
instruments to trace the link between user and instrument
requirements.

5. Annex
e formulation of the following MTF components implemented in the SG_SIM model are described in the following
paragraphs:
(i) Detector pixel size

(ii) Detector cross talk
(iii) CCD detector charge transfer
(iv) Image motion during integration time
(v) Electronic �ltering
(vi) Focal plane random jitter during integration time
(vii) Optics diﬀraction and aberrations.
5.1. Detector Pixel Size. e �nite size of detector pixel
permits the spatial integration of the signal coming from a
�nite spatial region on ground and this introduces a sort of
degradation of the original high resolution image. is eﬀect
is analogous to a spatial �lter windowing with a rect function
which is 1 within a certain spatial rectangular domain and 0
outside:
PSFpixel 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 = rect Δ𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 = rect𝑥𝑥 (Δ𝑥𝑥) ⋅ rect𝑦𝑦 Δ𝑦𝑦 .
(19)
e transfer function of this function obtained by its Fourier
Transform is represented with the following relationship:
MTFpixel 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 , 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦  = sin 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 𝜋𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑥𝑥 ⋅ sin 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 𝜋𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑦𝑦 ⋅ Δ𝑦𝑦 ,
(20)

where

(i) 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 , 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 are the spatial frequencies along the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦
direction,

(ii) Δ𝑥𝑥, Δ𝑦𝑦 are the detector size along 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 directions,
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F 16: Simulated radiance/re�ectance image of marine environment (sand, waters with sand bottom at 2 m & 8 m depths, panels of 1 m ∗
1 m & 2 m ∗ 2 m under water at 2 m & 0.2 m depth, chlorophyll of 3 mg/m3 , sediment of 1.8 g/m3 , and yellow substance of 0.6 g/m3 ) obtained
with SIMGA model at 1.5 km altitude (spatial resolution 1 m VIS, 2 m SWIR, spectral resolution 2.4 nm VIS, 10.8 nm SWIR). Simulated
synthetic re�ectance (waters with sand bottom at 2 m or 8 m of depth, panels under water at 0.2 m and 1 m of depth, beach surface sand) from
two-�uxes model (a), radiances at 1.5 �m altitude (b), surface re�ectance (also beach sand and concrete pier are represented in the upper part
of Figures 16(b) and 16(d)) aer atmospheric inversion algorithm based on Modtran code with the same parameters as the direct simulation
(d), and RGB synthetic radiance image representing the simulated scenario (c).

(iii) the sinc functions are expressed from the following
relationships:
sin 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑥𝑥 =

sin 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑦𝑦 ⋅ Δ𝑦𝑦 =

sin 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑥𝑥
,
𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑥𝑥
sin 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑦𝑦 ⋅ Δ𝑦𝑦
𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑦𝑦 ⋅ Δ𝑦𝑦

(21)
.

5.2. Detector Cross Talk. e detector cross talk between two
successive pixels is taken into account as a �rst approximation
by assuming a trapezoidal spatial windowing �lter, instead
of a rectangular one, which can be obtained by means of
a convolution between two rect functions, one representing
the detector size (Δ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and the other representing the

cross talk size (𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 between two successive pixels (𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿
Δ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥:
PSFpixel−2 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = rect Δ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ⊗ rect 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
= rect𝑥𝑥 (Δ𝑥𝑥) ⊗ rect𝑥𝑥 (𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿)

(22)

⋅ rect𝑦𝑦 Δ𝑦𝑦 ⊗ rect𝑦𝑦 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 .

e Transfer function is obtained from the following relationship:
MTFpixel−2 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 , 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 

= sin 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑥𝑥 ⋅ sin 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

⋅ sin 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑦𝑦 ⋅ Δ𝑦𝑦 ⋅ sin 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 𝜋𝜋 𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝑦𝑦 ⋅ 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 .

(23)
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F 17: SIMGA RGB radiance images ((a), (b), (c)) on panels under water (S. Rossore park, Fiume Morto river), comparison between
radiance measurements of grey panel under water and water (d).

5.3. CCD Detector Charge Transfer. For a CCD (Charge
Capacitance Device) detector the reading of electrons acquired in each pixel of the matrix is performed by mean of a
charge transfer from a pixel to the other. In this way the
total transfer eﬃciency is related to the pixel-to-pixel Charge
Transfer Eﬃciency (CTE) and the total number of transfers
𝑁𝑁trans . As the CTE is not 1 some losses are present at the end
of the reading time which implies a reduction of image
contrast and then an MTF less than 1 in the direction of
output register:
MTFCCD-CTE 𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘Nyq  = 𝑒𝑒−𝑁𝑁trans ⋅(1−CTE)⋅[1−cos(𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋Nyq )] .

(24)

With
(i) CTE the pixel Charge Transfer Eﬃciency (greater
then 99,99%),
(ii) 𝑁𝑁trans the total number of charge transfers,

(iii) 𝑘𝑘 the spatial frequency and 𝑘𝑘Nyq the Nyquist frequency of the system (half of the sampling frequency
𝑘𝑘Nyq = 1/(2𝑝𝑝𝑝, with 𝑝𝑝 the detector pitch).

5.4. Image Motion During Integration Time. e eﬀect of temporal acquisition (integration time 𝑡𝑡int greater than zero)
during the image motion (with velocity 𝑣𝑣), which happens
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along the scan direction (the satellite velocity in a push
broom system) introduces an image blur, which can be taken
into account with a PSF similar to a rect function, which
represents the temporal aperture along the motion:
PSFtemporal (𝑥𝑥) = rect𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣 𝑣 𝑣𝑣int  .

MTFalong-motion 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 , 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦  = sin 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥 𝜋𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 ⋅ 𝑣𝑣 𝑣 𝑣𝑣int  .

(26)

e worst case happens when the integration time is equal
or larger than the dwell time, that is, the spatial displacement
equivalent to a pixel size, while the best case (MTF ≅ 1) is for
a short integration time.

5.5. Electronic Filtering. An electronic system can introduce
a temporal smoothing due to a �nite frequency bandwidth
and thus a reduced space/temporal response. is eﬀect has
been simulated by using a general formulation based on the
following Butterworth �lter response:

With

1

1 + 𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓 ⋅ 𝑓𝑓Nyq 

2⋅𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏

.

(27)

(ii) 𝑓𝑓Nyq the Nyquist frequency,

(iii) 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 the order of Butterworth �lter,

(iv) 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓 the ratio between the 3 dB �lter frequency and the
Nyquist frequency 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓𝑓3dB /𝑓𝑓Nyq ; this ratio should
be between 2.2 and 3 for a good reproduction of a
square wave.

e above equation correctly reproduces the behaviour of
the classical low-pass �lter for 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 = 1.

5.6. Focal Plane Random Jitter during Integration Time. For
high frequencies random vibration of the focal plane a
Gaussian spatial response (PSF) can be taken into account.
e Fourier Transform of PSF is still a Gaussian function,
representing the MTF, with the following relationship:

With

2

MTFjitter-random 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑒𝑒−2⋅𝜋𝜋 ⋅[jitter⋅𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 .

(29a)

with 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂, and other parameters de�ned as follows:

(i) 𝜂𝜂 = obscuration factor = ratio between the obscuration diameter and the pupil diameter,

(ii) 𝑓𝑓 = spatial frequency at detector level (cm−1 ),

(iii) 𝜔𝜔 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ,

(iv) 𝑓𝑓 cut-oﬀ = optics cut-oﬀ (cm−1 ) at detector level =
1/(𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆-number),
(v) 𝜆𝜆 = wavelength;

(vi) 𝑓𝑓-number = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, ratio between the focal length 𝐹𝐹
and the pupil diameter 𝐷𝐷.

(28)

(ii) jitter ∗ 𝑝𝑝 the fraction of pixel representing the rms
values of random �uctuations,

5.7. Optics Diﬀraction and Aberrations. e MTF related
to diﬀraction from optics has been evaluated by using
the O’Neill formulas, valid for diﬀraction in presence of a
telescope with central obscuration.

2
⋅ arccos (𝜔𝜔) − 𝜔𝜔√1 − 𝜔𝜔2 
𝜋𝜋

𝜔𝜔 𝜔 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔

𝜔𝜔 𝜔 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 𝜔𝜔
𝜂𝜂 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂
𝜂𝜂 𝜂 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂

𝜔𝜔
,
𝜂𝜂

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡2
𝜔𝜔 𝜔

𝜔𝜔 𝜔

1 − 𝜂𝜂
,
2
1 + 𝜂𝜂
,
2

(i) 𝑝𝑝 the detector pitch,

(iii) 𝑓𝑓 the spatial frequency at detector level.

(𝐴𝐴 𝐴 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 𝐴𝐴)
,
1 − 𝜂𝜂2 

e 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵, and 𝐶𝐶 parameters are de�ned from the following relationships:

(i) 𝑓𝑓 the frequency,

2

MTFdiﬀraction 𝑓𝑓 =

(25)

With the following MTF:

MTF�lter 𝑓𝑓 =

e following formulation for MTF diﬀraction term is
used [34]:

𝜔𝜔 𝜔

1 + 𝜂𝜂
,
2

(29b)

𝜂𝜂 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂
𝜙𝜙𝜙 arccos 

1 + 𝜂𝜂2 − 4𝜔𝜔2

2𝜂𝜂

arccos (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑡𝑡1 − 𝑡𝑡2 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2

𝜋𝜋

(29c)

− 2𝜂𝜂2

𝐶𝐶𝐶 2𝜂𝜂 𝜂𝜂𝜂 𝜙𝜙 + 1 + 𝜂𝜂2  𝜙𝜙

⋅

−2 1 − 𝜂𝜂2  arctan 

1
− 2𝜂𝜂2 ,
𝜋𝜋

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝜙𝜙
1 + 𝜂𝜂
 tan  
1 − 𝜂𝜂
2

(29d)

e above MTF formulation for optics diﬀraction can be simpli�ed to the following well known diﬀraction relationship in
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absence of central obscuration, which is zero for 𝑓𝑓 𝑓 𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ ∶
𝑓𝑓 𝑓 𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ ,
MTF
=

2

𝑓𝑓
𝑓𝑓
𝑓𝑓
2 

⋅ arccos 
 − 
 1 − 
  ,
𝜋𝜋
𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ
𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ
𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ



𝑓𝑓 𝑓 𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ ,
𝑓𝑓cut-oﬀ =

MTF = 0,

1
.
𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆𝜆number

(29e)

Regarding possible optics aberrations the model takes into
account, as a �rst approximation, the following exponential
�tting function:
𝑥𝑥

MTFaberration 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘cut-oﬀ ) ,

(30)

with 𝑘𝑘 and 𝑥𝑥 representing two empirical parameters used to
approximate all optics degradation eﬀects.
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The researchers focus on the IRT procedure of heat diﬀusion in ceramic finishing materials of contemporary architecture. The
aim of the research is the development of a method for the thermal characterization of clinkers, a very common ceramic finishing
material of buildings. The first experimental phase was performed in laboratory on clinkers of diﬀerent shapes, thickness, colors,
and glazing surface. The researchers determined two characteristic parameters related to thickness and thermal conductivity, by
the interpolation of the heating curve in function of time with an analytical curve (resulted from a particular solution of Fourier’s
equation). This curve allows to obtain a parameter characteristic of the material of the specimens under investigation. At present
time, the researchers have been studying the correlation between this parameter and the damage level in the specimens; they will
be testing the model on real-scale study cases in the second experimental phase.

1. Introduction
The use of clinker tiles for finishing the facades of contemporary architecture has been a common practice since the
50–60s.
The durability of the ceramic materials, their low cost,
their stainless and apparently low sensitivity to pollution
eﬀects, and finally the low requirement for maintenance
are some of the reasons of their diﬀused application in the
Middle-Southern region of Europe, as an eﬀective alternative
to brick-faced masonry, timber cladding, and stucco.
After more than 50 years from its first use, most of the
ceramic finishing shows damage due to weathering/pollution
in the mortar joints and the mortar underneath the tiles
[1–3] that cause the tiles detachment.
Since 2010, an articulate and widespread research has
been developed at Politecnico of Milano and State University
of Milan, entitled “Sustainable Campus Leonardo.” The focus
of the research is to involve scientists on the study, analysis,
survey, assessment, management, repair, and enhancement
of the universities’ campus in the Eastern area of Milano.

Among these research lines, the authors developed a
methodology to asses the state of conservation of the facades,
especially ceramic finishing. In the present paper, the authors
show the improvement of the preliminary tests based on the
solution of the mathematical model of heat transfer in the
ceramic medium. The preliminary test had its validation by
softly hammering both the sound zone and the delaminated
areas of the finishing. The diﬀerent sounds revealed the
detachment of the finishing. The method has been applied
on historical buildings, dating back to the beginning of XX
century up to the 60’s. The more recent buildings, built with
contemporary techniques and materials, were designed by
one of the most famous architect of that time, Gio’ Ponti, and
they are included in the preservation oﬃce list of monuments
(Figure 1).
Therefore, the assessment of facade in Campus Leonardo
is an important issue both for economical aspects related
to the costs of maintenance and for the project of repair,
dealing with high historical and artistic valued contemporary buildings. From this side, the critical point is to
preserve the authenticity of a building, of which materials
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could be perfectly replaced with new ones, thanks to the
possibility of reproducing industrial tiles (and the other
elements).
It is unanimously accepted in the current debate on
restoration of historical building that the repair should be
clearly identified, although it should not aﬀect the aesthetical
unit of the work of art, and that a mimetic solution, with
the substitution of materials and elements with new ones à
l’identique, has been a banned practice starting from the third
decade of the XX century. Nevertheless, the common practice
is to replace the damaged parts with new elements that have
the same apparel of the original ones. As an example, the
recent renovation of the historical site of Bauhaus, where
the architects provided a consistent refurbishment, including
the substitution of the finishing [4]. This approach could
not have been applied in Campus Leonardo on Gio’ Ponti
buildings, because the architect designed special polyhedral
tiles for his buildings, and he applied the tiles with diﬀerent
orientation to create diﬀerent eﬀects of reflection/color
during the day, depending on the inclination of sun rays
hitting the surface. The design of the surface is completely
connected with the concept design of the building, in a
holistic view of the buildings and its technological elements.
His projects and realizations are yet innovative, because
the architect always followed his incredible interest for
experimentation in new materials and pattern. Therefore,
the most advanced approach indicates the need to limit as
much as possible any substitution, preventing the damage by
reducing risk factors (environment, wrong building repairs,
inadequate use, lack of maintenance, etc.) and by means of a
plan of conservation [5].
The durability of the facade of contemporary buildings
is also an important issue for managing the building sector,
as well as the identification of the risk factors and the
evaluation of the buildings’ technological components’ life
cycle [6–8]; the costs of fixing the ceramic finishing is a large
part of the economic eﬀort within the whole maintenance
predictable costs. Nevertheless, only few nondestructive tests
are available to assess the facades, most of these tests
require the contact with the surface under investigation
(knocking with a hammer or knuckles or the vibration
test [9, 10]). Infrared thermography (IRT) is the only
technique that ensures a no-contact investigation of the
surface, and it has no competitor regarding costs (no scaffolding or forklift basket is required) or speed of inspection.
Moreover, the expected results are a map that localizes
and gives an approximated evaluation of the delaminated
finishing’s size.
Up to now, the common approach is the use of qualitative
IRT allowing only an approximated mapping of defects and
an evaluation of their size. False alerts in IRT are often the
worst risk for the assessment, caused by the optical properties
of tiles (colors, reflectance, and damage of the glazing
surface), their geometric shape (i.e., Gio’ Ponti designed
polyhedral tiles, Figure 2, to enhance the eﬀect of reflected
light), the nonhomogeneous layer of mortar underneath, and
the eﬀects of aging [11].
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Figure 1: Gio’ Ponti’s building, La Nave, located in Milan, in Campus Leonardo, after restoration. Clinker finishing is better shown in
Figure 3 that recaptures a small area of the Northern façade.

Figure 2: The two series of La Nave tiles after a first repair and substitution. Original tiles are on the right and the lower part of the left
corner; the new tiles are on the upper/middle of left part of the wall.

However, to increase the reliability of the investigation,
a new approach is necessary. If investigation is supposed to
be an enhancement for the program of conservation and
maintenance, the assessment of the facade has to be done
in the very preliminary phase of the project, by noncontact
tests and without any verification at close distance (from the
scaﬀolding) therefore, it is necessary to increase the reliability
of the tests results, because up to now the results of IRT
application can be misleading [12, 13].
Simplified mathematical models that are able to describe
with good approximation the thermal behavior of sound and
defected surface can be useful to this aim [14–16].
Scientific literature on the properties of ceramic materials
is very poor [17, 18], and none of the listed properties deals
with the on-site thermal characterization and detachment
analysis.
Authors determined two characteristic parameters related to thickness and thermal conductivity of the tiles, by
interpolating the time-dependent heating curve with a analytical expression, deducted from a solution of Fourier’s heat
diﬀusion equation [15]. In the first part of the work, a
standard procedures was used in the laboratory to obtain the
thermal characteristics of selected ceramic specimens.
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2. Determination of the Function of
Surface Heating

Table 1: Values of mean emissivity of the samples, tested in the
laboratory.

To determine the function that describes the surface heating
of a wall, we have to consider the Fourier equation for the
heat diﬀusion through a homogenous bulk

Board
—
—
—

∇2 T =

1 ∂T
,
α ∂t

(1)

where α is the thermal diﬀusivity. In laboratory tests, it is
assumed that the heat propagation in the sample is one
dimensional, namely, taking place only along one direction
(z), specifically the perpendicular one to the face hit by the
solar irradiation.
The experimental results are in agreement with this
approximation, allowing us to apply it to real cases of study.
The researchers chose the heating by irradiation simulated in
the laboratory by a pair of halogen lamps and generated by
the sun during on-site investigations.
Called z the heat propagating dimension, the Fourier
equation reduces to the following:
∂2 T(z, t) 1 ∂T(z, t)
=
.
∂z2
α ∂t

(2)
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The independence of the spatial variable (z) by the time (t)
allowed the researchers to apply the method of separation
of variables, so we have two coupled equations, one for the
spatial variable z, named θz , and one for the time t, θt :
1 ∂2 ϑz
= λ2 ,
ϑz ∂z2
1 ∂ϑt
= λ2 ,
αϑt ∂t

CE008

(3)

where λ is the unknown coupling term.
Seeking the function that describes the temporal evolution of the surface temperature of the wall, z = 0 was set, and
it was calculated the constants using boundary conditions
deduced from the experimental curves, obtaining from the
general solutions:
T0 (t) = −ΔTe−λ αt + TMax ,
2

(4)

where T0 is the surface temperature and Tmax = T0 (t = ∞).
To determine the coupling parameter λ, the researchers
used dimensional analysis, obtaining a relationship with a
length L that has been called limit of dimming. Where λ = L−1
in [m−1 ]. The researchers defined the parameter L by means
of experimental tests in the laboratory of heat diﬀusion in the
materials. L depends on the material thermal characteristics,
and it is the distance from the surface layer to the inner
layer from which no thermal signal can be detected. It is
not possible to detect any structure or void underneath the
layer at depth ≥ L from the surface. L depends on the
kind and intensity of heating too, therefore the quantitative
comparison between sound and detached areas has to be
done at the same environmental conditions. In the case
studies of clinker detachments, this parameter is used to infer
the presence of thermal anomalies due to degradation.

Clinker
K2
K4
K6
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E

Emissivity
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.93
0.87
0.94
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.96
0.94
0.89
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.96
0.90
0.92
0.93
0.97

3. Laboratory Test
23 clinker specimens, with diﬀerent shape and colors have
been studied for the evaluation of heat transmission and
emission. Three tiles were simply laid plain; other three were
applied on brick solid masonries, simulating a detachment
between the tile and the masonry for half of the specimens
surfaces. The other 17 specimens were glued to some
plywood tables, and a scheme of the experimental setup is
in Figure 3. The experimental setup for the heat transmission
evaluation allowed to obtain an extremely homogeneous and
controlled increase of the temperature up to 80◦ C on one
side of the tile (front), by using on the rear a heating surface
controlled through hot water vapor flux. The first evaluation
had the purpose to measure the heating diﬀerences on
the sound and delaminated areas of the same specimens,
therefore, to simulate a real case of damaged areas.
Emissivity measurement was obtained by the comparison
with a target of known emissivity (black carbon powder)
by lighting of both the specimens and the target with
two halogen lamps (650 W) symmetrically placed at 1.5 m
from the objects. Measurements were obtained by a LW
camera (microbolometric sensor, 0.08◦ C thermal resolution
at 20◦ C). Results of laboratory tests (Table 1) were used for
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Figure 3: Plan of the experimental set-up in the laboratory.
Figure 5: Experimental setup, three infrared camera, mod. TVS
700.
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Figure 4: Infrared image of La Nave tiles. The recaptured area has a
visualization in the visible range in Figure 2.

emissivity estimation in all on-site measurements, where
emissivity values were unknown.
The experimental results of the laboratory tests give
a 0.95 average value of emissivity. Values of emissivity
distribution are shown in Figure 6. In the cases under study,
the temperature variations, due to the diﬀerences of the
emissivity values and those linked to the surface irregularities
and colors, resulted smaller than the instrumental and
experimental error, in particular, when the thermal gradient
is taken into account instead of the temperature’s absolute
values.
Temperature diﬀerences between sound and damaged
areas resulted to be 1–1.5◦ C. As for the detection of
detachments on plaster [14], the analysis of the thermal maps
allows to find out the detachment of tiles. As an example
of laboratory tests, Figure 7 shows the higher heating in the
detached areas (the red dotted curve) due to the air gap
underneath the tiles, as it happens for plaster and plaster
detachments. The following tests were set on site with the
aim to verify the real feasibility of the procedure on the real
study cases.

4. On-Site Tests
The researchers chose a real-scale study case to examine the
modalities of on-site monitoring and to test the laboratory
procedure. A cavity wall of La Nave, an historical building at

Emissivity distribution

0.87 0.88 0.89 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98
Emissivity values

Figure 6: Emissivity distribution of samples based on the experimental recurrences.

Leonardo Campus, Politecnico di Milano (Figure 1), served
as a mock up (La Nave is a Gio Ponti’s listed building;
it recently underwent restoration of the facades due to the
clinker tiles detachment). The wall has a solid concrete
structure of 8 cm thick, an interior cavity of 23 cm, a finishing
of mortar (2.5 cm thick), and grey clinker tiles (3 mm).
The examined side of the wall is the Southern elevation,
ground level. Southern orientation was chosen with the aim
to exploit the solar irradiation and obtain a relevant thermal
gradient for the following data processing and analysis.
Measurements were performed in reflection mode, in two
consecutive days, with clear sky and similar environment
temperature (air temperature ranging between 15 and 24◦ C;
RH 40–64%), in the same location. Three thermocameras
(TVS Avio 700 LW, the same model used in the laboratory
tests) recorded a sequence of 420 images each, at the rate
of 1 frame per minute, during 5 hours of sun irradiation
and 2 hours of cooling, for the purpose to investigate a
wide surface at the same natural heating conditions. The
recaptured images have a spatial resolution of few mm, which
is necessary to detect the mortar joints between the tiles.
Furthermore, the use of three thermocameras allowed the
researchers to study the eﬀects of diﬀerent angles of view and
solar irradiation on nonplanar surfaces. In particular, the test
area on La Nave wall surface shows the presence of both Gio’
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Figure 7: Heating of a sound area (K4) and delaminated one (K4
d) in clinker tile K4.
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Figure 9: The relation between the calculated values and the
experimental ones shows a close match in laboratory tests, R2 =
0.989.
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Figure 10: Experimental results of the on-site recaptures: the trend
of the areas is similar and the diﬀerences of temperatures of the
heating are very small at the end (<5◦ C).

Data
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Figure 8: Fitting of the heating data obtained in the laboratory test
with the mathematical model for K2 clinker. R2 = 0.989.

Ponti tiles and new tiles, due to maintenance intervention.
The new series of tiles have flat and smoother surface while
the original ones have rounded polyhedral surface (Figure 2).
All the tiles have similar grey colors therefore, it was possible
to avoid the eﬀects of the absorption of solar radiation due to
the colors in the analysis of the heating curves.
The selected area under investigation has been analyzed
by means of three thermocameras, set at 4.5 m from the
surface, recapturing diﬀerent areas of 2 sq m at 1.5–3 m from
the ground level (Figure 5).
The thermocameras started the shooting 30 min before
the direct solar irradiation and continued 1 hour after
the shadowing, for a total time 7 hours, with a rate of
1 frame per minute. The first day, the lens axis of the
three thermocameras was set perpendicularly to the surface
(Figure 4).
The second day, the researchers set the lens axis with
diﬀerent inclination, with the aim to verify the influence on
the measures of the inclination as an eﬀect of the reflection
of the solar irradiation on the tiles.

5. On-Site Test: Data Analysis and Results
The data acquired on the second day showed a diﬀerent
thermal response on the rounded surface of tiles due to the
shooting angle. The thermal analysis of the tiles with flat
surface showed small diﬀerences when varying the shooting
angle. Nevertheless, in the analysis of thermal gradient, the
eﬀect of the inclination of the recapture axis, and therefore
of the reflected radiation, are negligible for such small
diﬀerences.
A general suggested procedure is to capture the areas with
diﬀerent viewing angles, better if symmetrical.
As expected, the derived curves obtained by the laboratory tests (Figures 8, 9, and 10) fit better the mathematical
model than the results of on-site tests. Errors of temperature
evaluation have the same magnitude of incertitude of the
thermocameras sensors (0.08◦ C). This is due to the higher
irradiation necessary to heat the whole surface; in fact, the
wall did not reach the equilibrium with the environment
even after 5 hours of solar irradiation. On the contrary, during the laboratory tests, this steady condition was achieved
after only 20 minutes of irradiation by halogen lamps.
Up to now, the researchers are acquiring new data on
clinkers with diﬀerent colors laid on concrete and stucco,
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with the purpose to verify and extend the recording and
analysis procedure.
Moreover, the authors are looking for relations between
the parameters and the level of damage of the surface.

6. Conclusions
The results pinpoint that the IRT application study detecting
delaminations of clinker finishing is similar to the wellknown application of the investigation of stucco and plaster
finishing, although tiles have a nonplanar, irregular, and
reflective surface. The development of both an experimental
methodology for homogenous heating of the samples and a
data interpolation curve allowed to obtain two parameters
characteristic of clinker tiles’ thermal behavior in laboratory studies/tests. Experimental data fit with the function
expressing the law of heat diﬀusion. The semiquantitative
approach used in the definition of the damage level of the
investigated areas is a novelty that can bring interesting
results on real-scale experiments. At present, the researchers
are testing the feasibility of the procedures on site, in addition
to the verification of the calculation procedure that are so
far robust and fitting of the experimental data. A further
development is to reduce the amount of thermographic
shootings necessary to extract the fitting parameters.
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The emissivity corrected thermal imaging combined with a real-time direct imposed-signal system on the freezing of biological
cells is presented, which makes it possible to visualize the exothermic latent heat at a minus temperature. The applicability of
the uncooled micro bolometer (thermal detector) to the micro-scale thermal analysis on the phase transitions of organic and
polymeric materials is discussed in comparison with the photon detector, equipped with the optics originally designed.

1. Introduction
Noncontact thermal imaging methods are preferred in the
characterization of materials in the increasing number of
applications. Creating and monitoring thermal distributions
with a spatial resolution of ∼10 μm is required, in particular,
for the materials developed in the energy saving and
renewable technology [1].
A recent advance in IR detectors arrays provides the
enhanced applications [2]. Thermal imaging applied to the
materials’ characterization in a micro-scale is summarized
with actual imaging results of organic, polymeric, and biological materials, using a cooled and an un-cooled infrared
cameras equipped with the optics originally designed in this
study. Examples of microscale thermal analysis and the lockin thermography are presented. The latent heat generation
and dissipation at minus temperatures during the freezing
of biological cells are visualized that clarifies the thermal
diﬀusion eﬀect on crystallization and the vitrification [3–
7]. On-lamellae thermal analysis of n-alkane visualizes the
early stage of anisotropic lamella formation and the difference of thermal propagation in crystallizations and the
rotator phase transitions [8]. The crystallization front of
polymeric spherulite of poly(ethylene oxide) visualizes the
temperature rise of ∼100 mK [9]. The basic results of lockin thermography visualize the phase and amplitude image
using a method of modulated spot heating with a diode laser
that generates a thermal wave inside the specimen [10, 11].

A promising application of micro-bolometer sensor is additionally introduced [12].

2. Approach and Techniques
In order to visualize the material’s thermal phenomena with
a spatial resolution ∼10 μm and in a time scale ∼10 ms, the
following techniques have been developed. The measurement is done preferably under the dynamic temperature field
such as a constant rate heating/cooling and a temperature
modulation.
2.1. Optics. Materials for optics suitable to the mid- and
long-wave infrared cameras are chosen, respectively. Spatial
resolutions 4.3 μm (calculated at λ = 5 μm, λ: wavelength)
and 11.1 μm (at λ = 10 μm) have been achieved for the
indium antimonide (InSb) and vanadium oxide (VOx)
detectors of focal plane arrays (FPAs), in a good balance of
modulation transfer function (MTF) and numerical aperture
(NA).
2.2. Precision Temperature Control. Equipped with the microlens, the measuring area is 1 mm2 . Temperature control of
the micro-scale area of the baseplate of a sample holder is
required. The temperature is controlled with a precision of
0.1 K and a temperature scan at a constant rate of 0.1 K–
500 K/min is routinely used. Together with the microalignment of an xyz stage the temperature is controlled using
a field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
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(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Photographical view of the experimental setup of a real-time direct signal imposing system with un-cooled IR FPA sensors
equipped with a micro lens optical system. The hight of the instrument system box is 20 cm.

2.3. Modulated Laser Scanning System. The excitation source
was a laser diode (LD) of 0.1 W power emitting at 630 nm
wavelength. The optical pick-up head was used to deliver
light to inside/onto the sample by a PMMA lens of D = 4 mm
diameter and f -number = 1.0. The corresponding numerical
aperture was NA = 0.5 and the focal spot size on the sample
is estimated to be d = 1.22 λ/NA ∼1.5 μm. This is the size of
a heat source.
2.4. Phase Lock-In Algorithm. It is based on the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) and the inverse discrete cosine
transform (IDCT). The heat source point is set as a reference
point for the phase shift calculation.
2.5. Time Diﬀerential Images. It is calculated as a standard
procedure as I  (t) = ∂I/∂t = minΔt → 0 (I(t) − I(t − Δt))/Δt,
where I(t) is the intensity at a time moment t and Δt is a time
interval between the captured images.

2.7. Superimpose for the Emissivity Corrections. In spite of the
improvement of the resolution of time and space with the
techniques developed as above, the procedure for emissivity
correction is still important, especially for the thermal phenomena including phase transitions. The emissivity change
during phase transitions is not a simple function of temperature.
In order to calibrate the intensity of all pixels in FPA into
temperature, the measured temperature data is directly
imposed to the IR intensity signal [12]. The application of
this approach to calibrate the emissivity into the temperature
during the materials characterization is one of the purposes
of this paper.

3. Experimental
The measuring instrument, including the signal imposing
system, is designed as follows [12]:
A: signal (composite video signal) capturing part,

2.6. Inverse Processing. The method to estimate the local
thermal diﬀusivity and a heat source distribution has been
developed by Pradere et al. [7]. Considering the Laplacian
terms, it enables to estimate the localized heat source and
thermal diﬀusivity simultaneously.

B: superimposer of video signal,
C: timing trigger generator,
D: synchronous IR camera with InSb or VOx FPA
sensors,
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Emissivity corrected image: InSb FPA
267.4

K 262.8

257

269.5

t = t1 + 50 ms

t = t1 + 133 ms

t = t1 + 183 ms

(A)

(B)

(C)

160 µm

Emissivity corrected image: VOx

K 259.5

264.5

t = t1 + 0.67 s
(a)

t = t1 + 0.77 s

t = t1 + 1 s

(b)

(c)

540 µm

Figure 2: ((A),(B), and (C)) Sequence of the emissivity corrected image of freezing onion-skin cells at minus temperatures under a cooling
scan observed with the InSb IR FPA (30 μm detector pitch) equipped with a ×7.5 magnification micro lens. ((a), (b), and (c)) Sequence of
the emissivity corrected image of freezing leek cells ((a),(b),(c)) at minus temperatures under a cooling scan 0.2 K/s observed with the VOx
IR FPA (17 μm detector pitch) equipped with a ×2.5 magnification micro lens. After the emissivity correction, temperature of each pixel is
calibrated. The temperature is shown in the concentration bar in the left. The signal is captured via NTSC in the time interval as shown in
the figures.

Emissivity corrected time diﬀerential image

(a2)

t = t1
(a3)

(b2)

t = t1 + 3.45 s
(b3)

(c2)

160 µm

t = t1 + 2.96 s
(c3)

Figure 3: ((a2), (b2), and (c2)) Sequence of the time derivative thermal image of freezing biological cells captured with InSb IR FPA at
minus temperatures and ((a3), (b3), and (c3)) the three-dimensional plot of time derivative image of (a2), (b2), and (c2).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

160 µm

Figure 4: Thermal image of the freezing process of the cellular tissue of a leek observed with the InSb IR FPA equipped with a ×7.5
magnifications micro lens. (a) The subtracted image, (b) the raw image, and (c) the temporal derivative image at minus temperatures.

160 µm
(a)

180 µm

160 µm
(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Thermal image in the crystallization of organic and polymeric materials; (a) n-pentacosane, C25 H52 , cooling at a rate of 0.6 K/min
from 56.1◦ C to 55.8◦ C, (b) poly(ethylene oxide) at a cooling rate of 30 K/min from the molten state, and (c) stearic acid at a cooling rate of
10 K/min from the liquid state. The temporal derivative images are shown.

E: high-precision/high-speed temperature controller,
F: actuator and laser drive,
G: stage scanners.
A handy size design is realized when VOx FPA is applied.
The photographical view of the instrument is depicted in
Figure 1.
The laser drive for generating a modulated spot heating
with 630 nm diode laser and the xy positioning actuator are
triggered with a timing signal synchronous to the video signal capturing. The video signal synthesizer makes it possible
to record a direct signal of temperature or positioning data,
simultaneously, with the imaging video signals. The imposed
data are applied to the pixel emissivity corrections at one
time under heating/cooling temperature scan. The Peltiertype dual heater is set to operate a heating and cooling scan
of the specimens.

4. Results
4.1. Pixel by Pixel Temperature Calibration with the Imposed
Temperature Signal. Figure 2 shows the thermal imaging of
the biological tissues of onion-skin cells and leek cells in
a cooling scan with the method of pixel by pixel temperature calibration with the imposed temperature signal. The

emissivity is corrected with the imposed signal, and the
calibrated temperature is shown as a contrast of light and
shade. Shortly after the surface water becomes frozen, the
freezing of cell starts in one cell by one cell, and because of the
localized temperature rise caused by thermal diﬀusion from
the freezing cell next to another one, the freezing proceeds in
a random way.
Figure 3 shows the temporal derivative image of the freezing onion-skin cells using the emissivity corrected intensity.
The white and dark color corresponds to the positive and
the negative temporal derivative coeﬃcient of temperature.
The adjacent cells do not freeze continuously. This is a
characteristic phenomenon in the freezing process in tissues
of plant cells. The cell wall plays an important role in the
transfer of the excited heat.
Comparing the temporal derivative images calculated
from the emissivity corrected and uncorrected images, no
large diﬀerences are found. However, the Laplacian terms
are influenced by the emissivity correction procedure. This
is promising to diminish the measuring noise that aﬀects the
inverse processing.
4.2. Crystallization of Organic and Polymeric Materials. Typical examples of the crystallization front of organic materials
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The anisotropic propagation of
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Laser spot heating

Contour plot

Laser spot heating during freezing

0.33 Hz

0.19 Hz

0.19 Hz
310 µm

Figure 6: Phase-locked image in comparison with the subtracted image of onion-skin cells irradiated with a laser-modulated spot heating at
r.t. ((A)–(C); 0.33 Hz) and under a cooling temperature control ((D)–(I); 0.19 Hz). A: subtracted image, B: amplitude image, (C): contour
plot of (B), (D): subtracted image, (E): amplitude image, (F): contour plot of (E), (G): time diﬀerential image, (H): phase image, and (I):
contour plot of (H). observed with the InSb IR FPA (25 μm detector pitch) equipped with a ×8.3 magnification micro lens.

excited heat generated in the phase change strongly correlates
to the high structure of the materials. In the tissue of leek
(Figure 4), in spite of the twice longer cell size, the freezing
occurs one cell by one cell.
The excited heat in the diﬀerent crystal morphology, a
linear shape, a spherulite, and a radial pattern are found in
Figure 5, respectively. The bidirectional anisotropic heat
propagation is observed in the crystallization of n-alkane.
The emissivity correction before and after the phase change
is important when thermal propagation is precisely extracted
from the data.
4.3. Application of the Phase Lock-In Technique
4.3.1. The Eﬀect of Noncontact Laser-Modulated Spot Heating
during the Freezing of Onion-Skin Cells. Figure 6 shows the
phase and amplitude image of onion-skin cells irradiated
with a laser-modulated spot heating under a temperature
control, kept at a room temperature (Figures 6(A)–6(C)) or
cooled at a constant rate (Figures 6(D)–6(I)).
The bright-colored cells in the subtracted image of
Figure 6(D) indicate that it has been frozen under cooling,

with a simultaneous irradiation of a laser spot heating. The
exothermic heat disturbs the modulated temperature field
and the contour lines in the amplitude and phase image of
Figures 6(F) and 6(I) are distorted in comparison with the
contour image in Figure 6(C), where no exothermic heat is
generated. The image in Figure 6 is captured with an InSb
FPAs equipped with a micro lens.
A micro-scale laser-modulated spot heating is also captured with the uncooled IR camera systems (VOx FPAs)
equipped with a micro lens. Figure 7 shows the examples of
phase and amplitude thermal image of the polyimide film
base copper clads laminates for flexible printed wiring boards
scanned with a modulated laser irradiation.
The regular intervals of the contour lines in the phase
image in Figures 7(B) and 7(C) indicate the homogeneous
in-plane thermal diﬀusivity on the polyimide film region. On
the other hand, if the spot heating is scanned between the
copper wiring area (Figure 7(D)), the intervals of the phase
contour lines become denser because of the higher and
anisotropic thermal diﬀusivity of the copper leads area
(Figure 7(E)). The higher the frequency is, thermal wave
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500 µm

Figure 7: Phase-locked image with a contour line ((B), (C), (E), and (F)) in comparison with the raw image ((A), (D)) of the polyimide film
base copper clads laminates for flexible printed wiring boards. The modulated frequencies are (B): 1.5 Hz, (C): 0.57 Hz, (E): 0.8 Hz, and (F):
1.6 Hz (2nd harmonic image of (E)), observed with the VOx IR FPA (25 μm detector pitch) equipped with a ×2.5 magnification micro lens.

diminishes inside the wiring area and does not expand in
the whole area of the film. The results in Figure 7 indicate
the applicability of the micro-bolometer systems combined
with the phase lock-in technique for the in-plane thermal
characterization of the composite film.

[4]

5. Conclusion

[5]

The emissivity correction procedure and the phase-locked
analysis are examined for the materials’ thermal characterization both with the photon type and the thermal type IR
detectors using the originally developed measuring systems.
It will be of use to apply these results to mathematical
processing to analyze the micro-scale thermal phenomena in
order to develop the advanced materials.
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In the textiles production industry it is more and more common to advertise new textiles, especially for sportswear, by claiming
their ability to emit IR radiation in the long wave band at a higher degree with respect to normal clothes, that is highly beneficial to
improve sporting performances. Three textiles are compared, one normal and two “special,” with Ag+ ions and carbon powder
added, with diﬀerent colors. The emissivity of the textiles has been measured to determine if it is increased in the “special”
textiles with respect to the normal one. No substantial increase has been noticed. Nonetheless, the test implied some nonstandard
procedures due to the semitransparent nature of the textiles, in comparison with the normal procedure that is commonly used on
opaque surfaces.

1. Introduction
Two textiles are made of polypropylene (PP) and charged
with Ag+ ions and Carbon powder. They diﬀer from the color
that is green for the first and blue for the second. They are
compared with a third “normal” PP textile of green color and
the same weft of the previous. The purpose is to demonstrate
if the emissivity in the Infrared-Long Wave band (IR-LW)
[1–3] of the charged textiles is increased or not due to the
presence of the charging elements.
The measurement is carried out in the wavelength
interval 8–14 μm; it is an integral measurement; that is, it
represents the average value of the spectral emissivity in the
considered interval [4].
The measurement is carried out by means of a microbolometric camera that exhibits an almost flat spectral
response at the various wavelengths. Therefore, it is not
taken into account any spectral response of the detector even
because of the comparative nature of the measurement [5, 6].
Any evaluation of the taking angle is neglected and so
the dependence of the emissivity with the view angle. The
measurement is performed with a normal view with respect
to the textiles [7].
The measurement technique consists in laying down the
charged textiles, to be measured, and the “normal” (the
reference) one, side by side and in contact with a thick

aluminum plate that is assumed to be as much isothermal
as possible. Observing the two textiles (that own the same
temperature) by an IR camera allows to evaluate the IR
radiation emitted by their surfaces. The possible diﬀerence in
the radiation collected by the IR camera in correspondence
of the “measured” textiles and the “reference” one is due
to the emissivity diﬀerence. In this case the measurement
is more diﬃcult than the one for an opaque surface in
so far the textiles are semitransparent and the radiation
collected by the camera is due to the contribution of the
textiles themselves plus the background, each one emitted
with its own emissivity and weighted by the surface fraction
that it covers. Therefore, a preliminary assessment of the
transmittance coeﬃcient of the textiles is done in such a
way to determine the percentage of radiation emitted by the
textiles themselves and the percentage that they transmit,
coming from the background.

2. Equations Related to
the Emissivity Measurement
In case of an opaque object at temperature To and emissivity
εm and with a surrounding environment at temperature Ta
the radiance measured by the IR camera is given by [8]
Im = εm Io + (1 − εm )Ia ,

(1)
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where εm Io is the radiance emitted by the object surface and
(1 − εm )Ia is the radiance generated by the environment
and reflected by the object surface. In (1) the eﬀect of the
absorption and emission of radiation by the atmosphere is
neglected due to the small distance between the camera and
the object. In case of comparative measurement, in which
one material is the reference (subscript r) and the other is
the measured one (subscript m) the ratio between the two
emissivities is given by

R=

εm
Im − Ia
=
,
εr
Ir − Ia

Laser power probe

Frame

Power meter
Textile fabric
HeNe laser head
Laser beam
footprint

(2)

where Ir , Im , and Ia are the radiances measured by the camera
in correspondence of the reference material, the measured
material, and the environment, respectively.
In case of semitransparent material, as it is the case of the
textiles, (1) is transformed in

Im = (1 − τm )[εm Io + (1 − εm )Ia ] + τm Is ,

(3)

where τm is the transmittance coeﬃcient of the textiles (that
is the one’s complement of the surface percentage covered
by the textiles) and Is is the radiance emitted by the surface
of the metallic plate on which the textiles are laid down
and that is heated at a constant temperature during the
measurement. In case of the comparative measurement of
semitransparent materials with transmittance coeﬃcients τm
and τr , respectively, for the measured and reference textiles,
one obtains

Figure 1: Experimental layout for the transmittance measurement
in the optical wavelength range.

where the uncertainties δτ r , δτ s , . . . , δI s have been estimated
by their standard deviation and the partial derivatives of Rst
are given by






∂Rst
1
Is − Ia
= Rst
−
,
∂τm
1 − τm Im − (1 − τm )Ia − τm Is
∂Rst
−1
= Rst
,
∂Ir
Ir − (1 − τr )Ia − τr Is
1
∂Rst
= Rst
,
∂Im
Im − (1 − τm )Ia − τm Is
⎡

ε
1 − τr Im − Ia − τm (Is − Ia )
.
Rst = m =
εr
1 − τm Ir − Ia − τr (Is − Ia )

(4)

3. Measurement Uncertainty Analysis
The evaluation of the ratio Rst by means of (4) requires the
measurement of six quantities. Each one is measured many
times (some tenths for transmittances to some thousands
for radiances). The statistical evaluation of (4) is therefore
necessary, together with its uncertainty by means of the
uncertainties propagation:


2 
2 
2
 ∂Rst
∂Rst
∂Rst

δτr +
δτm +
δIr · · ·

 ∂τr
∂τm
∂Ir

,
δRst = 


2 
2 
2

∂R
∂R
∂R
st
st
st

···
δIm +
δIa +
δIs

∂Im

∂Ia

∂Is

(5)



Is − Ia
1
∂Rst
= Rst
−
,
∂τr
Ir − (1 − τr )Ia − τr Is 1 − τr

⎤

(6)

1 − τr
⎢ Ir − (1 − τr )Ia − τr Is − · · ·⎥
⎢
⎥
∂Rst
⎥,
= Rst ⎢
⎢
⎥
∂Ia
⎣
⎦
1 − τm
···
Im − (1 − τm )Ia − τm Is
⎡
⎤
τr
− ···
∂Rst
⎢
⎥
= Rst ⎣ Ir − (1 − τr )Ia τ−m τr Is
⎦.
∂Is
···
Im − (1 − τm )Ia − τm Is

4. Experimental Apparatus for
Transmittance Measurement
The measurement apparatus for the transmittance evaluation consists of a Continuous Wave HeNe laser with emission
at the wavelength λ = 632.8 nm, at a power of 10 mW. The
beam is expanded to an FWHM of almost 2 cm. The power
of the beam is measured by a suitable detector connected
to a power meter, once without any obstacle in the optical
path and then with the textiles in between. From the ratio
of the measured power with and without the textiles, the
transmittance is obtained. See Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Experimental layout for the transmittance measurement
in IR wavelength range.

Figure 4: IR image relative to Figure 3. See the indication of the
areas utilized to evaluate (4).
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Figure 5: Results of the transmittance measurement in the IR.
Notice the regular appearance of the cold background areas.
Figure 3: Experimental layout for the emissivity measurement.

Table 1: Results of the transmittance measurement by laser
attenuation.
Textiles
RV
CV
CB

Transmittance
Mean ± standard dev.
0.13 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.02

A possible objection to the assessment of the transmittance as described above is connected to the wavelength of
the laser source that is 20 times smaller of the radiation
considered in the emissivity evaluation. On purpose a second
experimental layout has been prepared. An IR camera with
a macro lens (∼ 100 μm/pixel) observes a cold background

through the textiles at ambient temperature. The background object has no contact with the textiles, avoiding any
conduction eﬀect. See Figure 2.

5. Experimental Apparatus for
Emissivity Measurement
The measurement apparatus is composed of an aluminum
plate 2 cm thick, on which the reference and measured
textiles are laid down side by side. The plate is successively
inserted on the opening of an oven from which it receives
heat. The aluminum plate guarantees the uniformity of the
temperature of the textiles. An IR camera observes the textiles
that are heated at a temperature of 35-36◦ C, around the
human body temperature. See Figure 3.
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Figure 6: (a) Textiles RV on left and CV on right; (b) textiles RV on left and CB on right; (c) textiles CV on left and CB on right.

In the successive Figure 4 the IR image relative to Figure 3
is shown. The areas utilized for the radiance measurements,
according to (4) are indicated.

6. Measurements of Transmittance by Laser
The measurements have been carried out on three textiles:
the reference one of green color RV, the charged one of green
color CV, and the charged one of blue color CB. Each textile
has been positioned at 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the laser beam
optical path between the laser head and the detector. For each
position the measurement has been repeated four times, for
a total of 12 measurements. The results with mean values and
standard deviations are reported in Table 1.
A second transmittance measurement has been carried
out in the IR. Figure 5 shows the IR image of the textiles
with some cold areas regularly disposed in the image.
The measurement in this case consists in determining the
percentage of cold areas in comparison with the total area.
The weakness of this technique is related to the arbitrary
threshold that should discriminate between cold and hot
areas. By varying the threshold between 10.0 and 11.0◦ C one
obtains a transmittance value between 0.116 and 0.170. By
choosing a threshold at 10.5◦ C one obtain a transmittance of
0.142 close to the values obtained with the laser attenuation
technique.

Table 2: Results of the emissivity ratio according to (4).
Textiles
RV-CV
RV-CB
CV-CB

Rst
Mean ± standard dev.
1.036 ± 0.065
1.061 ± 0.053
1.059 ± 0.065

7. Emissivity Measurement
Three experiments have been carried out:
(i) in the first, the reference textile RV is on the left
and the charged green textile CV is on the right, see
Figure 6(a);
(ii) in the second, RV is on the left while the charged
textile of blue color is on the right, see Figure 6(b);
(iii) in the third, two charged textiles are directly compared: CV on the left and CB on the right, see
Figure 6(c).
The IR images and the computations are done in
Object Signal, units furnished directly by the IR camera
software, before the transformation in temperature unit, and
proportional to radiance.
In Table 2 the results are reported.
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8. Conclusion
The CV textile shows an emissivity 3.6% higher than the
RV. The CB textile presents an emissivity 5.3% higher than
RV. The measurements are aﬀected by an uncertainty of
about 5%, that means the diﬀerences in emissivity are
comparable to the measurement error. The last test, that
directly compares the two charged textiles, shows that the
blue textile has an emissivity higher than the green one. From
these considerations one could guess that the colors used in
the textiles aﬀect emissivity more than the charging elements.
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The improvement of surface properties such as laser hardening becomes very important in present manufacturing. Resulting laser
hardening depth and surface hardness can be aﬀected by changes in optical properties of material surface, that is, by absorptivity
that gives the ratio between absorbed energy and incident laser energy. The surface changes on tested sample of steel block were
made by engraving laser with diﬀerent scanning velocity and repetition frequency. During the laser hardening the process was
observed by infrared (IR) camera system that measures infrared radiation from the heated sample and depicts it in a form of
temperature field. The images from the IR camera of the sample are shown, and maximal temperatures of all engraved areas are
evaluated and compared. The surface hardness was measured, and the hardening depth was estimated from the measured hardness
profile in the sample cross-section. The correlation between reached temperature, surface hardness, and hardening depth is shown.
The highest and the lowest temperatures correspond to the lowest/highest hardness and the highest/lowest hardening depth.

1. Introduction
Laser hardening is one of the modern possibilities of improving surface properties of the metallic materials. It is a
characteristic of the laser surface hardening process that the
material is rapidly heated to a high temperature by guiding
the laser beam across the workpiece surface. Short times
of interaction between the laser beam and the workpiece
surface cause that the absorbed energy is concentrated only
at the workpiece surface, whereas the core remains cold.
The removal of heat from the surface layer to the colder
unaﬀected metal of a machine part permits rapid cooling
and formation of a hardened microstructure required at the
workpiece surface.
Parts of hardened surface can be manufactured separately
each with diﬀerent final properties. The final hardness and
hardening depth depend primarily on the beam irradiance
on the surface of the workpiece, the processing rate, and the
thermophysical properties of the material. A low interaction
time and a high power result in a shallow hardening depth
whereas the converse results in a deeper hardening depth
[1]. The parameter that can aﬀect the final properties is the
amount of energy accepted from the incident laser beam.
This can be changed by corrections of optical properties of

the surface absorptivity. The influence of diﬀerent types of
absorbing coatings on specimen surfaces and measurement
of IR radiation with a photodiode was presented in [2].
The depth of hardening with and without diﬀerent coatings
was compared in [3]; the connection between surface
temperature and absorptivity was emphasized. An infrared
camera was used in [4] for process characterization, control,
and temperature field monitoring.
An infrared camera ThermaCAM SC3000 was used in
[5] for temperature fields measurements during hardening
of a cylinder rotating under a laser beam (CO2 , 1.5 kW,
10.6 μm). The view of the camera was under angle of 30◦
from the laser beam. The emissivity was set to the value of
0.88, corresponding to the applied surface coating, which was
used to improve absorptivity.
The same camera but under angle of 53◦ from the laser
beam of direct diode laser (Nuvonix ISL-4000L, 4 kW, and
805 nm) was used in [6]. The emissivity of the sample was
estimated during the heating with the propane torch in order
to see how emissivity changes with temperature.
In this work an engraving laser is used to obtain
surfaces with diﬀerent optical properties that depend on the
parameters of the engraving laser—its wavelength, energy,
repetition frequency, and scanning velocity (velocity of laser
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moving). The emissivity for the IR camera measurement is
estimated after experiment from an image of infrared camera
(thermogram) of the sample that is heated on a hot plate.
The aim of this work is to demonstrate that due to
diﬀerent parameters of engraving laser (repetition frequency
and scanning velocity) are reached diﬀerent surface temperatures by laser hardening caused by diﬀerent absorptivity
on engraved surfaces. The surface temperature has a direct
connection with hardening depth and hardness distribution
[2, 3, 5]. This way is possible to control surface hardness and
hardening depth without change of hardening laser power,
for example, for precise hardening of small details on the
processed surface.

First track of
laser hardening
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Figure 1: Arrangement of engraved squares on the sample surface.

2. Theoretical Assumptions
Incident, reflected, absorbed, and transmitted fluxes are
connected together by energy conservation law. From this
fact can be deduced that the sum of optical properties
reflectivity (ρ), absorptivity (α), and transmissivity (τ) equals
one [7]:
ρ + α + τ = 1.

Infrared camera
on a tripod

Hardening
laser
head

(1)

For an opaque object without transmission (τ = 0) the
relation (1) simplifies
45°

(2)

500
300
100
50
20

Kirchhoﬀ ’s law provides a link between the absorption
and emission processes and thus between emissivity and
absorptivity
ε = α.

v (mm/s)

(3)

These relations are valid for similar spectral or total spectral
condition.
In this case there are three sets of optical properties (three
diﬀerent wavelengths) for that Kirchhoﬀ ’s law is valid. The
three wavelengths are wavelength of engraving laser 1064 nm,
wavelength of hardening laser 808 nm, and the range of
infrared camera 7.5–13 μm. This means that, for example,
emissivity of surface in range of infrared camera εIR has
no direct connection with absorptivity on wavelength of
hardening laser αHPDD .

2
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80

f(
kH
z)

ρ + α = 1.

Laser
engraved
squares

Controlling
computer

Figure 2: Scheme of laser hardening arrangement-laser head on the
robotic arm, computer controlled infrared camera on a tripod, and
investigated sample.

3. Experimental Settings
The investigated sample is a block of steel 95MnWCr5
of dimensions 105 × 65 × 15 mm with 30 squares of
size 5 × 5 mm made by laser engraving on the surface of
the largest side. The engraving was made with diﬀerent
repetition frequency of laser and scanning velocity. MarkingLaser System BLS-100 (SHT) was used. It contains pulsed
Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 1064 nm. The parameters of
engraving make a matrix with repetition frequencies f of 2,
5, 7, 15, 30, and 80 kHz and scanning velocities v of 20, 50,
100, 300, and 500 mm/s—see Figure 1.
This sample then undergoes laser hardening with continuous HPDD (high power direct diode) laser HighLight

ISL-4000L (Coherent). The laser working head is placed on
the robotic arm (Figure 2, photo on Figure 3). It works on
wavelength 808 ± 10 nm and the maximal possible power is
4 kW. The laser spot has rectangular shape of dimensions
6 × 12 mm with Gaussian energetic profile on the 6 mm
long side and uniform energetic profile on the longer side.
The distance between laser head and sample is 12 cm. The
laser treating consists of six tracks. The first track begins on
square made with highest repetition frequency (80 kHz) and
scanning velocity of engraving (500 mm/s) and continues
with squares of lower scanning velocity—see Figure 1. Next
tracks are columns of lower repetition frequencies.
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Figure 4: The sample surface after laser hardening.

Figure 3: Photo of laser hardening arrangement—(1) laser head on
the robotic arm, (2) infrared camera, and (3) investigated sample.

Table 1: Emissivities of engraved areas in the range of infrared
camera 7.5–13 μm.
f (kHz)/v (mm/s)
500
300
100
50
20

2
0.80
0.75
0.69
0.77
0.85

5
0.71
0.71
0.80
0.82
0.89

7
0.70
0.75
0.84
0.85
0.92

15
0.79
0.73
0.83
0.88
0.95

30
0.90
0.86
0.75
0.80
0.90

80
0.16
0.21
0.40
0.60
0.79

The process of laser hardening is measured with
computer controlled infrared camera system ThermaCAM
SC2000 by company FLIR—photo in Figure 3. It measures emitted infrared radiation in the wavelength range
7.5–13 μm and depicts it in a form of temperature field of
measured object surface with resolution 320 × 240 pixels
(uncooled microbolometer FPA detector). The infrared camera has measurement accuracy ±2%, temperature resolution
0.1◦ C, and range from −40◦ C up to +2000◦ C divided
into three regions. The first region, intended for room
temperatures, ranges from −40◦ C to +120◦ C, the middle
from 80◦ C to 500◦ C and region for very high temperatures
from 350◦ C up to 2000◦ C. The camera is placed on a tripod
mount and grips with the laser beam angle approximately of
45◦ . This position is chosen to prevent damaging IR camera
by the laser beam reflected from the sample. Another reason
is that the laser spot and hot trace are clearly seen and the
laser head is not visible in the infrared image.

the sample was placed on electrically heated plate. After
temperature stabilizing (at 220◦ C) a thermogram was captured and the emissivities of engraved areas were determined
from equality of temperatures. This proved that every
engraved square has diﬀerent emissivity strongly dependent
on parameters of engraving (Table 1).
The whole sample was cut to 30 pieces according
to engraved squares after the determination of emissivity
and analyzed on automatic microhardness testing system
OmniMet MHT (Buehler). Surface hardness HV10 was
analyzed and the hardening depth was determined from the
profile of microhardness HV0.3 in the sample cross-section.

4. Measurement

5. Postprocessing

Each engraved square has a diﬀerent value of emissivity
and these values are not known so the emissivity value of
the whole image is set to ε = 1 in the infrared camera.
Emissivities are set to correct values by postprocessing. The
filter (temperature range) from 350◦ C to 2000◦ C is selected.
The value of distance between camera and sample is set to
0.5 m and atmospheric and ambient temperatures to 23◦ C.
The recording of thermograms (images captured by infrared
camera) runs with frequency of 50 Hz. After the end of laser
hardening one image is captured with a filter suitable for
room temperatures. The treating laser moves with velocity
1200 mm/min and works with power of 60% in the first
column (80 kHz of engraving laser) and with 70% in other
cases. The sample surface after laser hardening of all columns
is shown in Figure 4.
After laser hardening the emissivity of all engraved
squares was measured using a method of known (constant)
temperature. The surface in surroundings of engraved
squares was painted with a color of known emissivity and

The infrared images of laser hardening were recorded and
saved in the form of sequences and one single IR image of
hot sample after laser hardening. All sequences and images
were evaluated in software ThermaCAM Researcher. The
postprocessing procedure started with the single image that
was captured with a filter suitable for room temperatures
immediately after the end of laser hardening. The sample
remained a little hot so the engraved squares with diﬀerent
emissivities and all details were clearly seen (Figure 5).
It was much easier to place single analyzed points with
corresponding emissivities to correct places (into the centre
of engraved squares) in this picture than in picture of laser
hardening made with filter for high temperatures.
With correctly placed analyzed points were loaded six
sequences of laser hardening (Figure 6). Each sequence
corresponds to one column (engraving laser repetition
frequency) and was evaluated separately.
The temporal dependence of temperatures from these
points for the second run of hardening laser (30 kHz of
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Figure 5: The thermogram of the sample captured with filter for
room temperatures immediately after laser hardening.
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Figure 7: Temporal dependence of maximal temperatures in
engraved areas for second run of hardening laser.
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Figure 6: Thermogram of the sample during second track of laser
hardening, analyzed points.
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engraving laser) is shown in Figure 7. The time consequence
of temperature peaks of analyzing points in centers of
engraved squares is clearly seen. Each temperature temporal
dependence curve begins with increase of temperature then
continues short peak and then with an exponential decrease
of temperature. The minimum of temperature that can be
measured with IR camera using measurement range for
region of high temperatures is 215◦ C.
From curves of Figure 7 (500–50 mm/s) could be seemed
that the maximal values of temperature increase with
decreasing emissivity of the engraved squares shown in
Table 1. But it is not true. The maximal temperature depends
on the amount of absorbed energy brought in the material
by hardening laser that is not equal for all squares because
of diﬀerent absorptivity on the wavelength of 808 nm. This
absorptivity has no direct connection with emissivity on the
wavelength range of infrared camera 7.5–13 μm.

6. Results
In Figure 8 is shown that the maximal temperature 1505◦ C
was reached on the square with parameters of engraving laser
of 20 mm/s and 15 kHz and the lowest temperature 1070◦ C
with parameters 500 mm/s and 30 kHz.
Absolutely the lowest temperature 901◦ C was reached
with parameters 300 mm/s and 80 kHz but whole this

200
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30

80

50 mm/s
20 mm/s

Figure 8: Maximal temperatures reached on the engraved squares
during run of hardening laser.

column (80 kHz) was made with power of hardening laser
60% and other columns with power 70%. From Figure 8 it
can be also seen that maximal temperature is reached on the
squares that were made with the lowest scanning velocity
of engraving laser 20 mm/s and the minimal temperature
on squares made with scanning velocity 500 mm/s. This is
valid with exception of the run of hardening laser with lower
power.
The measured surface hardness HV10 and the hardening
depth of analyzed squares made with repetition frequency of
engraving laser 30 kHz (second track of hardening laser) are
depicted in Figure 9. The maximal reached temperatures are
written above each column corresponding to the scanning
velocity of engraving laser.
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Figure 11: The enlarged picture of the sample cross-section
through the square with parameters 30 kHz and 300 mm/s made
by optical microscope Hirox. There are marked depths of regions
with changed structure (270 μm) and temperature aﬀected area
(816 μm).

Vickers hardness (HV10)

Figure 9: The dependence of surface hardness and hardening depth
after HPDD laser hardening on scanning velocity of engraving laser
by repetition frequency of 30 kHz.
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Figure 10: The microhardness depth profile on the sample crosssection of the square that was engraved with parameters 30 kHz and
300 mm/s.

Surface hardness was determined from averaging of
five measurements on diﬀerent places of hardened square
surface. The hardening depth was estimated according to big
change of hardness values in depth profile (Figure 10) and
verified with visual measurement of the sample cross-section
on digital microscope Hirox KH-7700 (Hirox) (Figure 11).
The value of hardening depth (square with parameters
30 kHz and 300 mm/s) was estimated to 846 μm because in
this depth occurred a big decrease of microhardness HV0.3
from value 431 (depth 846 μm) to value 239 (depth 910 μm).
The hardening depth correlates with the reached temperature; higher temperature means bigger depth of hard
material [2, 3]. The results of hardness measurement and
measurement of hardening depth in connection with surface
temperature measured during laser hardening by infrared
camera agree with conclusions stated in [2, 3]. Exception
makes only temperature 1330◦ C (square 100 mm/s) when
the Vickers hardness should be lower and hardening depth
higher than in case of temperature 1256◦ C (square 50 mm/s)
(Figure 12).
The higher surface hardness by lower surface temperatures (Figure 12) is caused by higher cooling rate to bulk

Figure 12: The dependence of surface hardness and hardening
depth on the temperature reached on squares made by engraving
laser by repetition frequency of 30 kHz.

material. The cooling rate by higher surface temperatures
is lower because the bulk material has higher temperature
in the same depth due to bigger amount of absorbed laser
energy. Higher temperature in the depth of material results
in higher hardening depth by higher surface temperatures.

7. Conclusion
The possibilities of using engraving laser to aﬀect surface
absorption of hardening laser were shown in this contribution. The diﬀerences in absorptivity cause big diﬀerences
in surface temperature that is measured with an infrared
camera during laser hardening process. Reached surface temperature is directly connected with hardness and hardening
depth. Maximal temperatures of all squares are determined
and compared together. The result is that the maximal
temperature increases with decreasing scanning velocity of
engraving laser. The column with repetition frequency of
engraving laser 30 kHz was selected for detailed analysis.
Hardness and hardening depth estimated from the hardness
profile in the sample cross-section were evaluated. The
hardening depth was verified by optical microscope. The
results prove that the higher surface temperature reached by

6
laser hardening means bigger depth of hard material and
lower surface hardness.
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Infrared science and technology has been, since the first applications, mainly dedicated to security and surveillance especially in
military field, besides specialized techniques in thermal imaging for medical diagnostic and building structures and recently in
energy savings and aerospace context. Till recently the security applications were mainly based on thermal imaging as surveillance
and warning military systems. In all these applications the advent of room temperature, more reliable due to the coolers avoidance,
low cost, and, overall, completely integrable with Silicon technology FPAs, especially designed and tailored for specific applications,
smart sensors, has really been impacted with revolutionary and new ideas and system concepts in all the infrared fields, especially
for security applications. Lastly, the advent of reliable Infrared Solid State Laser Sources, operating up to the Long Infrared
Wavelength Band and the new emerging techniques in Far Infrared Submillimeter Terahertz Bands, has opened wide and new
areas for developing new, advanced security systems. A review of all the items with evidence of the weak and the strong points of
each item, especially considering possible future developments, will be reported and discussed.

1. Historical Introduction
Infrared, as part of e.m. spectrum, was discovered by Sir
William Herschel as a form of radiation beyond red light.
These “calorific rays” renamed infrared rays or infrared
radiation (the prefix infra in latin means “below”) were
mainly devoted to thermal measurement and for a long time
the major advances were due to infrared thermal imaging
based on radiometric measurements [1].
The basic laws of IR radiation (Kirchhoﬀ ’s law, StefanBoltzmann’s law, Planck’s law, and Wien’s displacement law)
have been developed many years after the discovery of IR
radiation.
In 1859, Gustave Kirchhoﬀ found that a material that
is a good absorber of radiation is also a good radiator.
Kirchhoﬀ ’s law states that the ratio of radiated power and
the absorption coeﬃcient (1) is the same for all radiators
at that temperature, (2) is dependent on wavelength and
temperature, and (3) is independent of the shape or material
of the radiator. If a body absorbs all radiation falling upon it,
it is said to be “black.” For a blackbody the radiated power
is equal to the absorbed power and the emissivity (ratio of
emitted power to absorbed power) equals one.

In 1884, L. E. Boltzmann, starting from the physical principles of thermodynamics, derived the theoretical formula of
Black Body Radiation Law, stated empirically in 1879 by J.
Stefan’s, by developing the Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law
W = σ · T 4,

(1)

where W is the radiation power, T is the absolute temperature, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant.
In 1901, Nobel Prize Max Karl Ernst Ludwig Planck
developed the Planck’s law which stated that the radiation
from a blackbody at a specific wavelength can be calculated
from
I(ν)dν =

2hν3
1
dν,
c2 exp(hν/kT) − 1

(2)

where I(ν)dν is the radiation power emitted per unit of
surface and solid angle unit, in the frequency interval (ν ÷
ν + dν), T is the Absolute Temperature, c is the speed of light,
and h is the Plank’s constant.
Soon after Wilhelm Wien (Nobel prize 1911) established
the Wien’s Displacement Law taking the derivative of the
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Plank’s law equation to find the wavelength for maximum
spectral radiance at any given temperature:
λMax · T = 2897.8 μm · K.

(3)

IR detectors’ development, even after the discovery of
Infrared Radiation by Sir H. Herschel in 1798, was mainly
based on the use of thermometers/bolometers which dominated IR applications till the 1st World War, although in
1821 J. T. Seebeck had already discovered the thermoelectric
eﬀect. In the area of bolometer/thermometers L. Nobili had
fabricated the first thermocouple in 1829, allowing in 1833
the multielement thermopile development by Macedonio
Melloni, who was able to show that a person 10 meters away
could be detected by focusing the thermal energy on the thermopile. In 1878 Langley invented the bolometer, a radiantheat detector that was declared sensitive to diﬀerences in
temperature of one hundred thousandth of a degree Celsius.
Composed of two thin strips of metal, a Wheatstone bridge,
a battery, and a galvanometer, this instrument enabled him
to study solar irradiance (light rays from the sun) far into
its infrared region and to measure the intensity of solar
radiation at various wavelengths. Langley’s bolometer was
a device capable of accurately measuring thermal radiation
and was so sensitive that it could detect the thermal radiation
from a cow from 400 meter away [2] (Figures 1 and 2).
Between the years 1900 and 1920, the inventors of the
world “discovered” the infrared. Many patents were issued
for devices for security applications to detect personnel,
artillery, aircraft, ships, and even icebergs. The first operating
systems, in the modern sense, began to be developed during
the 1914–18 War, when both sides had research programs
devoted to the military exploitation of the infrared.
First advanced application of IR technology to security
in civil area was probably the “Infrared Eye” of Bellingham:
a device to detect the presence of icebergs and steamships
by using a mirror and an original thermopile, perhaps
developed one year before, but proposed for Patent in May
1913 (after the Titanic tragedy in April 1912) [3] (Figure 3).
“The infra-red eye, which in this case is a thermopile, is
mounted laterally in tube 2 preferably of stout copper and
of a diameter of about 10 inches or example, and near the
window end of the same. Window 3 may have a diameter
of about 6 inches and consists of a material transparent
to infrared radiations. The infrared eye is prevented from
directly receiving the radiation in question by being shielded
by shield 4 and by being mounted close behind the opaque
portion of mount 5 containing said window. At the other end
of the tube there is arranged mirror 6 which is preferably of
copper, the reflecting surface being gilt. The reflecting surface
of mirror 6 is supposed to be toroidal, the toroidal surface
being of such curvatures in the vertical and horizontal planes,
respectively, as to produce on the sensitive surface of the
thermopile sharply localized images in a horizontal plane, the
rays in the vertical plane on the other hand being distributed
over an angle of several degrees below to several degrees
above the horizontal, and the object being to prevent loss of
the image by pitching of the ship when the apparatus is in use
at sea.”

Similarly Parker in the same period of time was patenting
an advanced sensor using the high sensitivity of “Delta
zero measurement” by means of a Wheatstone Bridge [4]
(Figure 4).
“This invention relates to thermic balances or radiometers and has for its object an improved capable of detecting
the presence of a body by its sensitiveness to the ethereal
radiation produced by that body consists in improvements
in radiometers as well as in a novel adaptation thereof to
produce an instrument sensitive only to the energy radiated
by bodies and also rugged enough to be used as a commercial
instrument with particular reference to its use as a detector of
the presence of cold bodies, as icebergs. I accomplish this and
the other objects by the apparatus herein after described.”
So between the years 1900 and 1920, many inventions
in the world were based on the infrared with patents issued
for devices to detect personnel, artillery, aircraft, ships, and
even icebergs. The first operating systems, in the modern
sense, began to be developed during the 1914–18 War,
when both sides had research programs devoted to the military exploitation of the infrared. These programs included
experimental systems for enemy intrusion/detection, remote
temperature sensing, secure communications, and “flying
torpedo” guidance. An infrared search system tested during
this period was able to detect an approaching airplane at
a distance of 1.5 km, or a person more than 300 meters
away. The most sensitive systems up to this time were all
based upon variations of the bolometer idea, but the period
between the two World Wars saw the development of two
revolutionary new infrared detectors: the image converter
and the photon detector. In fact early thermal detectors,
mainly thermocouples and bolometers, were sensitive to all
infrared wavelengths and operating at room temperature and
normally, until few years ago, they were with relatively low
sensitivity and slow response time.
The first photon detectors (based on photoconductive
eﬀect discovered by Smith [5] in 1873 in Selenium and, later
on, by Bose in photovoltaic lead sulphide, but not applied
for many years) were developed by Case in 1917 [6]. In
1933, Kutzscher developed IR PbS detectors (using natural
galena found in Sardinia): these sensors were widely used
during the 2nd War. These detectors have been extensively
developed since the 1940s. Lead sulfide (PbS) was the first
practical IR detector, sensitive to infrared wavelengths up to
∼3 μm. In the mean time Cashman developed TaS, PbSe, and
PbTe IR detectors with high performances supporting the
developments in England and US.
At first, the image converter received the greatest attention by the military, because it enabled an observer to literally
“see in the dark.” However, the sensitivity of the image
converter was limited to the near infrared wavelengths, and
the most interesting military targets (i.e., enemy soldiers)
had to be illuminated by infrared search beams. (Since this
involved the risk of giving away the observer’s position to a
similarly-equipped enemy observer, it is understandable that
military interest in the image converter eventually faded).
The tactical military disadvantages of so-called “active”
thermal imaging systems provided impetus following the
1939–45 War for extensive secret military IR-research
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Figure 1: The Langley Bolometer.

Figure 2: Section of the Bolometer case and Bolometer.

Figure 3: Bellingham. Means for detecting the presence at a distance of icebergs, steamships, and other cool or hot objects. Filed May 1,
1913; patented November 2, 1915.
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Figure 4: Parker, Thermic balance or radiometer application, filed July 31, 1912; patented June 9, 1914.
Infrared: military applications 2◦ war
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Figure 5: Infrared: military applications 2◦ War.

programs into the possibilities of developing “passive” (no
search beam) systems based on the extremely sensitive
photon detector. During this period, military secrecy rules
completely prevented disclosure of the status of IR-imaging
technology. This secrecy only began to be lifted in the middle
of the 1950s, and adequate thermal imaging devices began to
be available to civilian science and industry (Figure 5).
High level results were achieved in the 1940s, especially
in lead salts (PbSe and PbTe good stable cells were developed
by OSRD, Oﬃce of Scientific Research and Development
in co-operation with the MIT, Harvard, and the British
TRE Telecommunication Research Establishment, Great

Malvern). The history of IR detector developments has been
therefore almost coincident with optoelectronics for military
applications for many decades, strongly conditioning the
cultural behavior of the IR industry and in some way of R&D
labs.

2. Focal Plane Array (FPA)
The basic strategic device in infrared technology is the
sensor that in its historical evolution has been growing
from single detector with an optical-mechanical scan of
the acquired scene and then, starting from the middle of
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1970s, multipixel sensor Focal Plane staring Arrays (FPA).
Infrared technology starting from the 1950s was enjoying
a great growth, especially in the development of solid state
IR sensors. Almost contemporarily lead selenide (PbSe),
lead telluride (PbTe), and indium antimonide (InSb) cooled
detectors extended the spectral range beyond that of PbS,
providing sensitivity in the 3–5 μm medium wavelengths
(MWIR) atmospheric window. (Extrinsic photoconductive
germanium detectors were allowing to reach long wavelength
spectral region, needing very low temperature with the use
of liquid helium). But we had to wait till the 1960s to
see the first advanced developments coming out thanks to
direct gap photon materials based on ternary semiconductor
compounds (HgCdTe and PbSnTe) [7, 8]. This was a real
breakthrough, because after the discovery of solid state
transistors (1948) and the explosion of solid state electronics,
microelectronic was oﬀering new advanced manufacturing
technologies like photo-masking and integrated microsoldering and assembly allowing multielements structure (first
Linear Arrays and then in the 1970–80s years Bidimensional
Focal Plane arrays FPAs) with the highest number of pixels.
After the 1980s strong eﬀorts were put to developing
integrated electronics for signal readout and elaboration,
with working temperature close to room temperature with
the main task of achieving high optoelectronic FPA’s performances with smaller and lighter structures, with possibilities
of applications in civil area thanks to cost reduction and
civilization by eliminating optomechanical scanning and
cryogenic low-temperature cooling.
The recent development of advanced IR FPA (with
>106 pixels in the 8–12 μm) working at room temperature
allows to forecast an incredible growth of uses besides
the evident growth of advanced applications of IR based
on thermal measurements. The choice, supported by US
industries, of concentrating eﬀorts and resources in a specific
technology produced the “first generation of linear detector
arrays,” which allowed to obtain BLIP detectors at liquid
nitrogen temperature (this first generation of CMT linear
arrays was the basis for the “Common Modules” LWIR
FLIR systems with a number of pixels from 60 up to
180, each detector connected with feed-throughs to the
room temperature read out electronics). The invention
of Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) in 1969 [9] made it
possible to start the developing of the “second generation”
FPAs detector arrays coupled with on-focal-plane electronic
analogue signal readouts which could multiplex the signal
from a very large array of detectors. In the middle 1970s,
while the 1st Common Module IR Arrays were produced, the
first CCD IR bidimensional arrays [10, 11] were appearing in
USA and, the first Smart Sensors based on LTT RF sputtered
thin films, using X-Y addressing readout, were developed in
Italy [12]. In 1975 the first CCD TV camera was realized
and this was allowing to forecast the “2nd generation FPAs”
capable of a staring vision, although the necessity of very
high spatial resolution and high reliability even in complex
structures, with extremely high number of pixels (up to one
million pixels), were pushing towards alternative solutions,
with materials less diﬃcult than CMT, in the manufacturing
process (e.g., extrinsic silicon detectors). The high quantum
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yield of CMT and the top performances required by the
military anyhow allowed to improve the performances of
sensor linear arrays by integrating time delay and integration
inside the detectors’ structure itself (SPRITE detector [13]).
In the late 1970s through the 1980s, CMT technology
eﬀorts focused almost exclusively on PV device development
because of the need for low power and high impedance for
interfacing to readout input circuits in large arrays (photoconductive CMT was not suitable due to its low impedance).
This eﬀort has been concretized in the 1990s with the
birth of “second generation IR detectors” which provides
large 2D arrays with the number of pixels up to many
hundred thousands thanks to hybrid integration (indium
bumps or loopholes soldering) of CMT bidimensional arrays
in silicon substrate with CCD and more recently CMOS
readout. At the same time, other significant detector technology developments were taking place. Silicon technology
generated novel platinum silicide (PtSi) detector devices
which have become standard commercial products for a
variety of MWIR high-resolution applications. Monolithic
extrinsic silicon detectors were demonstrated first in the
mid 1970s [14, 15]. Thanks to PtSi Schottky barrier IR
properties, great attention was dedicated to FPA arrays based
on integrated silicon Schottky sensors which were showing
reliable monolithic silicon CMOS-integrated technology and
high uniformity in detectivity, but were operating in the
short wavelength region and with the limitation of low
working temperatures. Similar considerations can be made
for the long wavelength GaAs/GaAlAs Multi-Quantum Well
IR FPA arrays [16], which, although if with lower quantum
eﬃciency, are close to CMT performances even showing
higher homogeneity and stability in sensitivity thanks to a
more reliable manufacturing process, but with the strong
limitation of working at lower temperatures (<77 K). This
requires the use of Cryogenic structures with high cost
of purchasing and maintenance, therefore improving the
restriction of the main use to military applications, limiting
the market size, and, as consequence, the product growth. In
all the latest developments the really driving key technology
has been the integration of the IR technology with silicon
microelectronics and it was, more and more, emerging the
importance to free IR from the constraints of the cooling
requirements due to its high cost (almost 1/3 of the total
cost) and low reliability and heavy need for maintenance.
For the above reasons, work on uncooled infrared detectors
has shown an impressive growth since the first developments,
allowing the real expectation for a production of low cost,
high performance detector arrays which finally should follow
the rules of a real global market, opening a real market
for civil applications following the winning rules of silicon
microelectronics. For these reasons the emerging room
temperature detectors in the 1970s by the use of pyroelectric
materials [17, 18], which shows the limitations of not
being fully monolithic, but the innovative room temperature
silicon microbolometers appearing on the IR scene in 1990
[19], seem to be a real breakthrough for future IR sensors.
In Table 1 are reported the highlights of the IR Sensor
developments since the Herschel’s discovery.
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Table 1: History of IR detectors.

1800
1821
1829
1833
1836
1873
1884
1902
1917
1933
1940
1942
1948
1950s
1959
1960s
1969

IR radiation Sir W. Herschel
Thermoelectric eﬀect Seebeck
Thermocouple G. Nobili
Thermopile Macedonio Melloni
Optical pyrometer Becquerel
Photo-detection (Selenium) Smith
IR radiation law Boltzmann
Photoconductivity eﬀect Bose
Lead sulphide Case
Lead sulphide (galena) Kutzsher
TI2S Cashman
Golay cell Golay—Queen Mary College
Transistor Bardeen-Brattain-Shockley
PbS, PbSe, PbTe T. Moss RRSE
HgCdTe W. Lawson, J. Putley
Ge: X, InSb
CCD Boyle-Smith (Bell Labs)

1970s

PbSnTe/HgCdTe, Si: X Lincoln Labs, SBRCHughes,
Honeywell, Rockwell, Mullard

1973

Common modules Night vision Lab

1975

IR Fly Eye Smart Sensors: C. Corsi, Elettronica SpA

1978

Si: X/CCD/PtSi/CCDHgCdTe/CCD RCA Princeton Lab
W. F. Kosonocky, F. Shepherd D. Barbee-F. Milton-J.
Steckel

1980s

HgCdTe SPRITE InGaAs QWIP T. Elliott RSE, F.
Capasso L. Esaki, B. FLevine, M. Razeghi, L. J. Kozlowski

1990s

Pyroelectric FPAs/MicroBolometer FPAs/Multi-colour
FPAs/Advanced FPAs RRSE-BAE,. R. A. Wood, J. L.
Tissot, P. R. Norton, A. Rogalski, H. Zogg S. D.
Gunapala, D. Z. Ting

2000

MEMS FPAs—Cantilever IR Nanotubes/Nanowires B.
Coole, S. R. Hunter, X. Zhang, J. M. Xu, S. Huang, Y.
Zhao, J. Xu, Maurer, G. Jiang, D. J. Zook

3. Smart Sensors
The most important applications for security systems have
been developed in military fields evidencing a consistent
growth in the system concepts especially for the capabilities
of intelligent evaluation of the signal detection and warning
for threats’ presence. So starting from the late 1970s [20–
23] and the beginning of 1980s under the pushing of
USA Strategic Defence Initiative for achieving outstanding
performances in sensors systems a new class of infrared
sensors systems called “Smart Sensors” were appearing on
the infrared stage. “Smart Sensors” integrate the sensing
function with the signal extraction, processing, and “understanding” particularly in application fields such as remote
sensing where minimum size and high level multifunction
performances were considered as the main achievements to
be reached. So the term “Smart Sensors” has been originated
to indicate sensing structures capable of gathering in an

“intelligent” way and of preprocessing the acquired signal to
give aimed and selected information [24].
In a broad sense, they include any sensor systems
covering the whole electromagnetic spectrum: this paper
deals specifically with a new class of smart sensors in infrared
spectral bands whose developments started some years ago
[20, 21] when the integrated processing capabilities based on
advanced readout integrated with signal processing were still
far from the complexity needed in advanced IR surveillance
and warning systems because of the enormous amount of
unwanted signals emitted by operating scenario especially in
military applications [23].
Later on, thanks to the CCD readout technology, it
was recognized that the rapid advances of “very large
scale integration” (VLSI) processor technology and mosaic
infrared detector array technology could be combined to
develop new generations of Smart Sensor systems with
much improved performances. Therefore, sophisticated signal processing operations have been developed in these
new systems by integrating microcomputers and other VLSI
signal processors within or next to the sensor arrays on
the same focal plane avoiding complex computing located
far away from the sensors. These developments were later
widespread on too many applications and the term “Smart
Sensors” was used and “abused” to identify and define
sensors with some integrated type of processing and even to
erroneously define “Smart Sensors” that are supplying aimed
information.
In conclusion there are two main classes of IR Smart
Sensors: the first one supported by the impressive growth of
integrated microcircuitry which, thanks to the CCD/CMOS
integrated readout, can allow sophisticated preprocessing
using the Smart Sensing techniques (these devices known as
“vision chips” in the visible range have been recently strongly
investigated and successfully developed) [25], and the other
one, more oriented to specific applications, in which most
of the intelligence of preprocessing is inside the design and
structure of the sensor itself [23, 25].
The Smart Sensor technology in fact should allow
integrating technical design and development from optics,
detector materials, electronics, and algorithms into the
sensor’s structure and function rather than trying to get the
required performance by relying on massive improvements
in just the aspect of the number of pixels and related
electronics readout and processing technology. Therefore,
the performance of the Smart Sensor can be achieved with
lower technological risk and with integrated structure which
allows smaller size and higher reliability and often higher
performances for specific applications like, for example,
warning and alarm systems. The “Smart Sensor” design
concept is based on the processing capabilities, at least
at some stage of threshold, inside the sensors structure
itself. Such new family of sensor, defined in a broad sense,
intelligent sensors, or Smart Sensors are the result of an
optoelectronics analogue processing which in some way
are simulating some functions of signal pattern extraction
information selection for pattern recognitions, as it happens
in the dynamic link between the human eye and brain or,
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more truly, in the primitive visual structures of some insects
(fly-eye) [26].
The main task is to satisfy better or even to substitute the
highly complex elaboration of signal output deriving from
the enormous mass of data coming from the high number
of sensing pixels by implementing an elaboration prefiltering
capability in the sensor structure itself. This prefiltering
capability associated to an integrated electronic processing
can allow implementing correlations in the spectral, temporal, and spatial domains, so that it is possible to contain
the flux of acquired data extracting only those with higher
information content. Examples of such correlations can be
exemplified by some well-defined signal extractions (Point
Source Detection, Edge Enhancement, and Morphological
Structure Recognition).
These correlations associated to appropriate temporal
signatures can allow to discriminate and identify the targets,
like that performed by an insect eye thanks to a spatialtemporal correlation. (Figure 6). One of the simplest feature extraction and in the same time most appealing for
the numerous applications is the discrimination of point
sources from extended background emissions and/or of
fast events (moving targets or changeable emissions) for
static or slow moving scenario. In this case a reticule
structured detector, which is electronically modulated to
obtain a spatial-temporal correlation of the focused spot
target, buried within the diﬀused background emission,
can allow the detection of point source or a well-definedshaped target improving the signal to clutter ratio. This
dynamic spatial filtering can be implemented with special
feature structure which is capable of preferable detection
for selectable forms (e.g., point sources, linearly structured
objects, etc.). These correlations associated to appropriate
temporal signatures can allow discriminating and identifying
the targets, like that performed by an insect eye thanks to
a spatial-temporal correlation. One of the simplest feature
extraction applications is the discrimination of point sources
from extended background emission and/or of fast events
(moving targets or changeable emissions) from static or
slow moving scenarios. Normally this is obtained by an
external chopper (mechanical or optical) which modulates
the incoming signal depending from its collimated spot size.
This signal processing can be done by emulating the flyeye structure that is a sensor with a finger-type electrodes
structure which, thanks to an electronic modulation in a
diﬀerential way between two adjacent subpixels, can detect
spot size almost cancelling the signal due to a diﬀused
irradiation source (e.g., clouds and diﬀused sun irradiation)
which are widespread in more than one single sub-pixel (a
third electrode structure can be inserted for avoiding the
missing of the detection of point target in case that the
focused spot is falling just in the middle of two adjacent
electrodes [23]).
Associated with the pushing towards highest number of
pixels (>106 ) and the highest working temperatures (close
to room temperature), the general trends of future detectors
will show more and more increasing of the “intelligence” of
the sensors which will integrate the sensing function with
the signal extraction, processing/“understanding” (Smart
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Figure 6: Smart Sensor emulating fly-eye recognition structure
with an integrated 3 electrodes modulation.

Sensors). The basic objectives of new IR smart sensors
are much more demanding because significant improvements in the performance of VLSI processors and infrared
mosaic detector arrays are being achieved. Especially in
the prethreshold stage, target signals are expected to be
deeply buried in background clutter noise which can be
much higher than the target intensity. Therefore, imaginative
pattern recognition processing techniques using all spatial,
temporal, and/or spectral information of both targets and
background clutter should be developed for suppressing
background clutter and unwanted signal, but maintaining
or ever enhancing the target signal. At last, it is important
to underline that the important recent developments of
neural networks for advanced computing allow foreseeing an impressive growth of the “Smart Sensor” concept
especially for those detector technologies which will take
advantage of the possibility of integrating processing devices
[27].

4. Infrared Technology System Applications
For a long time infrared was confined to military applications especially based on thermovision, technology that is
“infrared: to see the invisible” (Figures 7, 8, and 9).
In the end of 1990s the crisis originated by the solving
of Soviet Union and the consequent the end of “Cold War”
was pushing the use of infrared towards civil applications
(the famous slogan “from military to civil” and “the dualuse mode” with the explosion of thermovision technology
applied to environmental control, building/art masterpieces
analysis, medical functional diagnostics∗ , and recently car
guidance/collision avoidance systems)∗ [26, 28–35].
The developments were so great that, thanks to simultaneous lowering of costs due to mass production of advanced
room temperature FPAs sensors, there was emerging a dual
way use from civil to military markets [36, 37].
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Figure 9: Aerial infrared photo of “Kennedy Aircraft Carrier”:
aircrafts parked or just landed can be recognized.

Figure 7: High-resolution visible and infrared aerial photos.

Figure 8: Visible and infrared photos of a wood. Both photos
(FLIR System Inc.) are evidencing targets in the infrared photos not
detectable in the visible.

4.1. Smart Sensors for Collision Avoidance in the Fog. An
important application of the IR Smart Sensors for civil
security is an IR system for driving assistance in low visibility
due to fog/smokes as “collision avoidance in low visibility.”
In fact thanks to the better visibility trough fog in IR
field in respect to visible many systems proposals have been
done by car producers for the use of thermal viewers to
be installed on board. These IR systems up to now have
shown heavy limits for the sensible cost also if using the
IR room temperature microbolometers and for maintenance
and reliability and over all for “man interface” (it is evident
that few car drivers can use an helmet-type display or can
have enough skillfulness to look at a display while driving in
very low visibility).
For these reasons a new generation of simple, reliable,
Smart Sensors operating at room temperature with no costly

thermocontrol, which supply a sound and light alarm in case
of presence of an obstacle on the road, could be a winning
solution. In the presence of fog, air is more transparent to
IR radiation than to VIS light. CREO developed a low-cost
smart sensor, based on a 32 × 2 bilinear microbolometer
array, to be fixed close to the car headlamps, and capable to
perform radiometric identification of hot objects and deliver
an audible alarm to the driver.
In Figure 10 is shown a high-resolution thermal image of
two possible obstacles in a winter environment: a car parked
for more than 10 minutes and a running car. In Figure 11 is
shown the signal detected by the IR Smart Sensor structure
supplying automatic alarm in both cases.
4.2. Toxic Gas Sensing. Owing to the increasing demand
for security in civilian crowded areas, both for the risk
of accidents in dangerous materials transportation and in
industrial toxic substances processing and recently of terrorist threat, the development of novel large-scale applicable
technologies and methodologies for quick detection and
identification of extremely toxic compounds is strongly
advised. Particularly, in military battlefield operations or in
case of terrorist attacks, high detection capability coupled to
low false alarm rate and identification capability, at least for
classes, are required. The alarm systems should be compact
and small size, even expendable in case of military battlefield
operations. In fact due to the presence of dense smokes and
powders besides toxic gases, the environment of a battlefield
is normally turbid; therefore, it needed a stand-oﬀ point
detection system which should operate in the dangerous
selected areas and delivered by special launcher systems or
put on board of URPV (Unmanned Remote Pilot Vehicle).
Moreover, most of the CWAs (Chemical Warfare Agents)
are heavier than air and are spreading in the atmosphere
when there is ground movement: therefore, it needed a point
stand-oﬀ detection system to detect the presence of toxic
gases. Last but not least the system should be unattended
without the need of any intervention by human operators.
Existing technologies are based on two main classes
of sensors: one based on simple physical-chemical sensors
which are modifying their electronic properties in presence
of some gases and the other based on complex sensor
subsystems which are correlating the physical-chemical
properties detected by specific measurements. Both may
be high sensitive although the first class type is confined
to be used only for specific gases and with performances
changing with time and up to now is unable to supply gas
identification. The second class type (e.g., surface acoustic
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Figure 10: Thermal imaging—Smart Sensors signals.

Figure 11: Smart Sensor structure for collision avoidance.

wave, ion mobility spectrometry, and mass spectrometry),
can achieve high sensitivity and selectivity, but most of these
technologies cannot give both at the same time and not
in unattended way needing human intervention in their
use 1-3. Best performing systems usually require costly and
sophisticated laboratory equipments (e.g., FTIR spectrometry, gas chromatography, and mass spectrometry [38–40]).
Furthermore, they often require ancillary operations, such
as sample preparation and preconcentration, thus requiring
long time for analysis, not operationally acceptable.
4.2.1. Toxic Gas Sensing Based on NDIR Multichannel Absorption Spectroscopy. Best performing systems are costly and
sophisticated laboratory equipments (e.g., FTIR spectrometry, gas chromatography, and mass spectrometry) and are
recently substituted by innovative system, based on consolidated technique of nondispersive infrared spectroscopy
(NDIR) with Bidimensional Multipath Multi-Spectral Staring Smart Sensors in the IR (3 ÷ 5 and 8 ÷ 12 micron) using
a MEMS Multielement Blackbody Source optically coupled
to a Multipass Cell/Spectrally Linear Variable Filter. A new
Sensor Staring Array Structure, designed to perform multispectral measurements for Gas Detection, Identification,
and Alarm, has been developed. (Resolution of 0.3 microns

spectral resolution allows not only to detect but even to
identify, at least for classes, even a small amount (down
to few parts per million) of toxic gases operating at room
temperature and pressure, even if unattended).
Innovative systems, although based on the consolidated
technique of nondispersive infrared spectroscopy (NDIR),
performing a fast multispectral measurement of the radiation emitted from a thermal blackbody source in the
IR spectral range, particularly between 8 and 12 micron
wavelength region, have been recently developed [41].
The detection and identification of absorbing species is
achieved by analyzing the spectroscopic signal variation. The
novel technical approach consists in the implementing of a
low cost source and a microbolometer room temperature
sensor array with smart 6 architecture coupled to a spectrally
linear variable filter by using a high throughput eﬃciency
optical system 7 to increase the path length and make
simultaneous acquisition of several spectral bands within
a reasonably compact size. The linear variable filter is a
narrow band pass filter in which the wavelength of peak
transmittance changes linearly along one direction of the
filter surface.
The optical resolution of each detection channel is
optimized in width to be matched at the best between
resolving power and integrating absorption signal in the
widest band as possible, so it has to be not too narrow
and not too large. Also, considering technological constrains
associated to the filter feasibility, a good tradeoﬀ is around
0.1 micron bandwidth. The system is working at room
temperature, small, portable, low cost, and low power
consumption device, in order to allow easy operation and
large scale distribution both for environmental and security
applications.
A new Sensor Staring Array Structure has been developed
and designed to perform multispectral measurements for
gas detection, identification, and alarm. Resolution of 0.1
microns spectral resolution allows not only to detect but
even to identify, at least for classes, even a small amount
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Figure 12: Spectra of 4 vapour organic compounds: from highresolution database (top); as measured by the NDIR-CANARIO
sensor (bottom). CANARIO-EDA Italy-Spain Project. Similar
results available for CWAs [41].

(down to few parts per million) of toxic gases operating
at room temperature and pressure, even if unattended [41]
(Figure 12).
Application security: detection of toxic gases by IR
spectroscopy: the vast majority of TICs and CWAs show
strong absorption bands in the MID-IR.
This system aimed at developing a compact point sensor
for providing early warning in the presence of chemical
agents in the air. Battlefields and urban areas at risk of
terroristic attack were the foreseen application scenarios.
Wide chemical range and eﬀective identification of targets
and rejection of other vapours were given as the key
performance objectives.
The sensor is based on Active Multispectral InfraRed
Absorption Spectroscopy in the gas phase and uses 42
spectral channels to represent molecular fingerprints across
the Medium and Long Wave IR spectrum (MWIR and
LWIR). The heart of the sensor is an advanced detector
device operability (self-calibration capability); the system is
showing sensitivity for most Toxic Industrial Compounds
and Chemical Warfare Agents with a limit of detection to
Nerve Agents around 500 ppb.
The NDIR system matches very well the requirements
of an early warning system for toxic gases, that could be
implemented both as an autonomous unit and as the node of
a sensor network; key assets are its ability to detect and correctly identify a huge number chemicals of diﬀerent nature
and class of risk (CWAs, TICs, solvents, and perfumes.),
with minimal false alarm rate; other crucial assets are its
compact and simple design, cost-eﬀectiveness, unattended,
and continuous operability (self-calibration capability).
Moreover, it shows identification capacity and high
rejection of interferents and it is suitable for surveillance

4.2.2. Standoﬀ Detection. Infrared/microwaves techniques
and Imaging Hyperspectral Sensors are mostly developed for
their selectivity and specificity to detect diﬀerences in the
spectra of two or more species of chemical warfare agents
(CWA) allowing detection of explosives with high sensitivity
and very low false alarm rate. Infrared transmission spectroscopy is an analytical tool to detect and identify chemicals
in the gas phase.
Open-path Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is an established method to monitor environmental
pollutants (1), for example, aircraft exhaust gases (2), detect
toxic gas emissions at industrial plants (3), and even detect
chemical warfare agents (CWA). Thus, open-path FTIR is
a potential method for explosive detection too. A major
drawback of open-path FTIR is the long integration time
needed to collect a spectrum because of the low power
of the thermal radiation sources usually employed. This is
especially the case if trace compounds have to be detected,
which only show up in tiny spectral features in the spectra.
The sensitivity of infrared spectroscopy is linked to the
measurement of small relative transmission changes of for
example, less than 10-3. Selectivity and specificity are linked
to the ability to detect diﬀerences in the spectra of two or
more.
A major drawback of open-path FTIR is the long
integration time needed to collect a spectrum because of
the low power of the thermal radiation sources usually
employed. This is especially the case if trace compounds have
to be detected, which only show up in tiny spectral features
in the spectra.
The sensitivity of infrared spectroscopy is linked to the
measurement of small relative transmission changes of for
example, less than 10−3 at one or more spectral positions.
Selectivity and specificity are linked to the ability to detect
diﬀerences in the spectra of two or more species. If spectral
features of two compounds overlap at one wavelength, at
another wavelength a diﬀerence may occur which could be
used to discern between the two species. As is the case with
chemical warfare agents (CWA) for detection of explosives
very good sensitivity and a very low false alarm rate, that is,
specificity, are a must.
Recently integration of multispectral IR spectroscopy
with quantum cascade lasers and hollow-waveguides is
promising improved sensitivity and area coverage allowing
fast and eﬀective detection at public places like airports,
railway, or coach stations [42].
In fact infrared laser spectroscopy, an established method
to measure gas concentrations, due to the high power of
the laser and its higher optical collimation compared to
the thermal emitters used in FTIR equipment sensitive,
allows to make long distance measurements. Especially for
small molecules with singe rotational-vibrational lines in the
infrared laser spectroscopy methods are extremely sensitive
and relative transmission changes of 10−4 and below have
been measured even in industrial in situ applications.
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4.2.3. QC-Laser Spectroscopy. The stronger and more specific
infrared absorptions of most chemicals/toxic gases are in the
mid/far infrared range between 3 μm and 20 μm wavelength,
making this region interesting for infrared spectroscopy, for
this reason, although most work on laser spectroscopy is
performed in the near infrared, where suitable laser sources
thanks to wide use in telecommunications wavelength bands,
the quantum cascade lasers (QCL) in the middle/far IR are
the ideal source for IR laser spectroscopy. After the first QCL
spectroscopic applications made with pulsed QCL operation,
most of the developments are using CW sources at room
temperature, nowadays available for many wavelengths in the
mid/far infrared [43–46].
Recently QCL system for gas detection operating in the
pulse mode, driven by a short pulse in the 10–100 ns range
with pulse repetition rates in the low 10–100 kHz range, are
allowing enough time to get consistent absorption features of
the sample gas within the pulse duration.
Advanced QCL laser system has detection capability of
hidden explosives and other items on personnel. As is the
case with chemical warfare agents (CWA) for detection
of explosives, very good sensitivity and a very low false
alarm rate, that is, specificity, are a must. Fast and eﬀective
detection of explosives is a key security issue against possible
terrorist attacks. Especially at public places like airports,
railway, or coach stations eﬃcient detection systems are
needed. Usual methods at airport security checks are wiping
carry-on baggage/laptop computers, and so forth to collect
samples which are analyzed subsequently by, for example, gas chromatography mass spectroscopy (GC-MS); gas
chromatography chemo luminescence (GC-CL) ion mobility
spectrometers (IMS) (Figure 13).

5. Terahertz THz Systems
Recent events have led to dramatic changes to the methods
employed in security screening. For example, following
the failed shoe bombing, it is now common for shoes
to be removed and X-rayed at airport checkpoints. There
is therefore an increasing focus on new technologies that
can be applied to security screening, either to simplify or
speed up the checking process, or to provide additional
functionality. Terahertz (THz) technology is a promising,
emerging candidate.
5.1. Terahertz Radiation and Its Properties. The “terahertz
gap” due to the fact that until recently there was a lack of
high power sources and high sensitivity detectors can be
allocated between 100 GHz (3 mm) and 10 THz (30 μm)that
is between the millimeter-microwave part of the e.m. spectrum and the far infrared. Concerning microwave sources
till now few sources (recently solid state) are capable of
generating enough power radiation eﬃciently produced at
frequencies above hundred gigahertz, whereas solid state
laser sources have been limited by thermal eﬀects in their
performances in the far infrared region. However, in recent
years, several approaches have been developed that enable
the eﬃcient generation and detection of terahertz radiation
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truly commercially viable. The most mature technology uses
ultrafast pulsed laser technology and produces very short
terahertz pulses. As a pulsed technique, with picosecond
timescales, the method is intrinsically broadband.
Radiation at terahertz frequencies has unique properties
that may be advantageous for security applications. It
penetrates many nonconducting materials, but unlike Xrays is nonionizing. The short pulses produced by laser
techniques also allow radar-like imaging in three dimensions,
as well as the simultaneous collection of spectroscopic
information as in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or
optical spectroscopy. This is important because many substances have characteristic intermolecular vibrations at far
infrared/terahertz frequencies that can be used to characterize them as molecules.
Terahertz technology, which is a nonionizing radiation, is
really a powerful technique in security screening applications
thanks to the following properties [48–50].
(i) Spectroscopy allows detecting and identifying diﬀerent chemicals, thanks to their characteristic spectral
signatures, even when hidden inside dress clothing.
(ii) 2D terahertz imaging capable of making visible
metals and even plastics and ceramic, materials that
are hard to be detected using backscatter X-ray.
(iii) High-resolution 3D imaging thanks to the extremely
short pulses used in pulsed terahertz techniques like
in the radar technology. (e.g., layers of powder can be
detected and resolved inside a mail envelope).
In synthesis Multispectral (IR-Thz) Systems for security
applications will have high growth especially coupled to
new solid state tunable laser sources with innovative, new
technologies for Multispectral Pluridomain Smart Sensors:
(i) to IR/Thz Imaging/Pattern Security Applications,
(ii) to IR/THz Spectroscopy for Security Applications,
(iii) to Stand-Oﬀ Laser Detection IR/THz Spectroscopy.
5.2. Security Applications of THz Technology. Recently terroristic events, based on new types of threats and explosives,
have pushed towards the developments of new techniques of
detection and alarm employing diﬀerent parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, particularly extending from infrared to
terahertz radiation, that is, the e.m. band between infrared
and microwave. Also in these new developments there is
a priority to the developing of imaging systems, at least
for the know-how originated in infrared technologies, while
spectroscopic detection is mostly developed by microwaves
techniques.
Radiation at terahertz frequencies has unique properties
that may be advantageous for security applications; in fact,
it can penetrate many nonconducting materials, but unlike
X-rays is nonionizing, and can allow radar-like imaging in
three dimensions thanks to the extremely short pulses used
in pulsed terahertz techniques, as well as the simultaneous
collection of spectroscopic information like infrared. This
is important because many substances have characteristic
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intermolecular vibrations at Far IR-THz frequencies that
can be used to characterize them as molecules like IR
spectroscopy that can detect bond vibrations of single
molecules (Figure 14).
5.3. Surveillance; Detection and Warning Systems: Past,
Present, and Future Trends. Standoﬀ detection is showing
hidden explosives and other items on personnel.
(i) Selectivity and specificity are linked to the ability
to detect diﬀerences in the spectra of two or more
species. If spectral features of two compounds overlap
at one wavelength, at another wavelength a diﬀerence
may occur which could be used to discern between
the two species. As is the case with chemical warfare
agents (CWA) for detection of explosives very good
sensitivity and a very low false alarm rate, that is,
specificity, are a must.
(ii) Fast and eﬀective detection of explosives is a key
security issue against possible terrorist attacks. Especially at public places like airports, railway, or coach
stations eﬃcient detection systems are needed. Usual
methods at airport security checks are wiping carryon baggage/laptop computers, and so forth to collect

samples which are analyzed subsequently [51] by; for
example
(a) gas chromatography mass spectroscopy (GCMS);
(b) gas chromatography chemo luminescence (GCCL);
(c) ion mobility spectrometers (IMS).
Multispectral (IR-THz) Systems for security applications
will have high growth especially coupled to new solid state
tuneable laser sources with innovative, new technologies for
Multispectral Pluridomain Smart Sensors.
Thermography, associated to functional diagnostics with
high filtering correlation in time and spectral domain, will
stay as the main market and system application associated to
an impressive development of high number, fast, multispectral, room temperature sensors (microbolometers).

6. Synthesis Historical Technology Evolution
The main application for IR technology was in the past and
will be in the future surveillance and warning and more
specifically for military applications that conditioned for a
long time the development of IR devices and systems. The
highlights of this application field are quite well known and
have allowed to develop an impressive know-how either in
the systems’ performances.
The first historical lesson, missed for lack of knowledge
of the users, was the underestimation of the strategic value
of IR surveillance systems (at that time the RADAR was
not yet operating although in 1904 Christian Hülsmeyer
[50] had used radio waves for detecting “the presence of
metallic distant objects,” only in 1922 Guglielmo Marconi
[52] proposed the idea of a Radio Telemeter for localizing
metallic objects at distance and therefore the remote sensing
was mainly just optical). In fact Bellingham, probably in
1910, had developed a method to detect the presence
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of icebergs and steamships by using a mirror and the
original thermopile: he patented this device later in 1913
[3]. His infrared radiometer’s primary advantage over the
disappearing-filament optical pyrometer was that it was able
to detect temperatures substantially lower than ambient.
If this device was installed on the Titanic ship avoiding
that grave tragedy, probably the eﬀorts in developing IR
surveillance systems would have been much greater. During
World War 2 great eﬀorts have been dedicated to the
development of IR surveillance systems especially in the
Army with both parties capable of IR detection of enemy’s
tanks and support to night moving.
After the 1970s R&D developments of IR surveillance
systems, especially for navy applications, were done in
advanced Countries (especially US, UK, France, and Italy,
where the first Modular FPAs Staring Omni-Directional
Surveillance System prototype was designed and realized)
[20]. In the 1980s the SDI Program for Ballistic Missile
Defense by US was originating highly advanced E. O.
Surveillance System with performances close at BLIP limits.
Nowadays the main eﬀorts are dedicated to the multispectral
detection capability. Lastly, wide application of IR warning
is expected in automotive for Smart Collision Avoidance
Systems in poor visibility conditions: room temperature.
Smart IR Receivers could be installed with high reliability
and simple, immediate man-machine interface in any type
of motor vehicles [53].
Future trends of infrared detectors are linked to the
development of new emerging technologies of sensor fabrication for mass production especially for civil applications,
with a strong two-way synergy between civil and military.
New markets (automotive, intelligent building, and environmental control) and consolidated markets (biomedical and
medical, energy control, and surveillance and warning) will
get strong benefits from Microsystem Technologies (sensors,
control and actuators) especially in automotive applications,
with a real possibility of high level products at contained cost
feeding a double-way of technology transfer between civil
and military in the future more and more towards new military market applications (especially portable equipments).
The competition among various technologies and “technical
schools” has been strong with unforeseeable emerging
new actors in the last years (overall, room temperature
microbolometers for future, and extremely valid applications
in the civil field). Operational requirements (mainly of
maintenance and reliability) were pushing IR science to look
for new advanced sensors which could avoid the cryogenic
needs. The new microbolometers technology, because of the
micro size of thin films bolometers, completely integrable
with silicon technology and therefore often named silicon
microbolometers, have been emerging in the last years
with a very high promising for future IR sensors market
growth. For extremely high sensitivity sensors especially for
military and space applications the technologies actually with
major possibility of future development are mainly based on
photon sensors (Intrinsic and Quantum Well). Multispectral
and hyperspectral capabilities with spatial-temporal filtering
capabilities are also emerging especially in military and
space applications for target identification. The key emerging
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factor for future IR FPAs technologies is the room working
temperature for uncooled imaging systems and the complete
integrability with silicon microcircuits technology especially
because integrated signal processing (Smart Sensors) will
play a fundamental role in future applications where mass
production could allow consisting cost reduction (huge
markets are expected especially for automotive applications
for unit cost of few hundreds Euros). So, for the first time,
thanks also to the elimination of cryogenic cooling, wide
use of I.R., Smart Sensors are emerging on the international market, becoming strategic components for the most
important areas, like transports, (especially cars, aircrafts,
and helicopters), security, environment and territory control,
biomedicine.
6.1. Infrared Systems Evolution
(i) From Thermography to Digital Functional Imaging.
(ii) From Imaging to Pattern Analysis and Detection.
(iii) From Detection to Smart Sensors Alarm Systems.
(iv) Computational Methods in Gas Fluidodinamics.
(v) Energy/Structure Building Control, ElectricityMechanics Control, Medical-Veterinary Diagnostics,
and Art Restoration.
(vi) To Multispectral/Hyperspectral Patterns Systems.
(vii) To IR/Thz Imaging/Pattern Security Applications.
(viii) To IR/THz Spectroscopy for Security Applications.
(ix) To Stand-Oﬀ Laser Detection IR/THz Spectroscopy.

7. Conclusions
Terroristic events, based on new types of threats and
explosives, have pushed towards the developments of new
techniques of detection and alarm employing diﬀerent parts
of the electromagnetic spectrum, particularly extending from
infrared to terahertz radiation, that is, the E.M. band between
infrared and microwave. Also in these new developments
there is a priority to the developing of imaging systems,
at least for the know-how originated in infrared technologies, while spectroscopic detection is mostly developed
by microwave techniques. Recently the emerging terahertz
technologies [11], thanks to their nonionizing radiation and
their detection capability of hidden objects in clothing and
in packaging containers and luggage, coupled to the spectroscopic detection of plastic explosives and other chemical
and biological agents, are the most promising technologies
for integrated, eﬃcient systems for security screening and
counterterrorism. Radiation at terahertz frequencies has
unique properties that may be advantageous for security
applications; in fact, it can penetrate many nonconducting materials, but unlike X-rays is nonionizing, and can
allow radar-like imaging in three dimensions thanks to the
extremely short pulses used in pulsed terahertz techniques
as well as the simultaneous collection of spectroscopic
information like infrared. This is important because many
substances have characteristic intermolecular vibrations at
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Far IR-THz frequencies that can be used to characterize them
as molecules like IR spectroscopy that can detect bond vibrations of single molecules. Terahertz technologies, thanks to
their nonionizing radiation and their detection capability of
hidden objects in clothing and in packaging containers and
luggage, coupled to the spectroscopic detection of plastic
explosives and other chemical and biological agents, are
very promising technologies for integrated, eﬃcient systems
for security screening and counterterrorism attacks. Farinfrared/microwaves techniques and Imaging Hyperspectral
Sensors will be mostly developed for their selectivity and
specificity to detect diﬀerences in the spectra of two or more
species of chemical warfare agents (CWA) allowing detection
of explosives with high sensitivity and very low false alarm
rate. Recently integration of multispectral IR spectroscopy
with quantum cascade lasers and hollow waveguides is
improving sensitivity and area coverage allowing fast and
eﬀective detection at public places like airports, railway,
or coach stations. In future, an evolution from Infrared
Thermography to Digital Functional Imaging and from
Imaging to Pattern Analysis and from Detection to Smart
Sensors Alarm Systems is expected. Multispectral (IR-Thz)
Systems for security applications will have high growth
especially coupled to new solid state tunable IR laser sources
with innovative, new technologies for Multi-Spectral MultiDomain Smart Sensors.
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Gold nanoparticles have been widely used during the past few years in various technical and biomedical applications. In particular,
the resonance optical properties of nanometer-sized particles have been employed to design biochips and biosensors used as
analytical tools. The optical properties of nonfunctionalized gold nanoparticles and core-gold nanoshells play a crucial role for
the design of biosensors where gold surface is used as a sensing component. Gold nanoparticles exhibit excellent optical tunability
at visible and near-infrared frequencies leading to sharp peaks in their spectral extinction. In this paper, we study how the optical
properties of gold nanoparticles and core-gold nanoshells are changed as a function of diﬀerent sizes, shapes, composition, and
biomolecular coating with characteristic shifts towards the near-infrared region. We show that the optical tenability can be carefully
tailored for particle sizes falling in the range 100–150 nm. The results should improve the design of sensors working at the detection
limit.

1. Introduction
The development of biosensors devices requires sophisticated approaches to detect and to identify the analytes
[1–3]. Because the sensor signal-to-noise ratio increases
with decreasing size for many devices, many researchers
are expending considerable eﬀort for miniaturizing sensing
devices down to nanoscale size [3–7]. In the past decade
several authors have analyzed the eﬀect of flow, size, and
adsorption isotherms on biomolecular adsorption and in
a limited way the eﬀects at nanometer length scales. The
role of nanoscale size can be shown examining a simple
sensor geometry (e.g., hemisphere) that absorbs the analyte
[6, 8, 9]. The maximum number of molecules, N(t), that can
accumulate on a sensor due to irreversible adsorption may be
determined by
N(t) =

t
0

F(τ)dτ =

t 
0

A

f dσdτ,

(1)

where F is the total flux (molecule s−1 ), f is the flux at the
sensors (molecules s−1 m−2 ), σ is the unit area, A is the sensor

area, and t is time. Time dependence in (1) involves a crucial
question for clinical applications; that is, if any analyte
molecule that contacts the sensor surface can be detected,
what is the minimum detectable concentration for a given
accumulation time? Sheehan and Whitman [6] showed that
DNA microarrays with a 200 μm diameter hemisphere can
detect ∼1 fM in ∼1 min, which is actually very close to the
actual DNA detection limit, ∼20 fM. Analogously, from (1)
is possible to deduce the accumulation events
N(t) = 4DNA c0 at,

(2)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, c0 is the initial solution
concentration, a is the radius of the sensing surface, and D is
a diﬀusion constant. It is remarkable that (2) is linear in both
radius and time. This implies that when reducing the size of
the absorbing surface, the time for a critical accumulation of
events increases consequently. The advent of nanotubes and
nanowires as biosensors introduces new geometries into the
sensing activity with some changes to accumulation events as
in (2).
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The use of nanotechnologies for diagnostic applications
meets the rigorous demands of clinical standards sensitivity
with cost eﬀectiveness. Today, main nanodiagnostic tools
include quantum dots (QDs), gold nanoparticles, and cantilevers [10]. The eﬀectiveness of nanoparticles as biomedical
imaging contrast and therapeutic agents depends on their
optical properties. Biosensing applications based on surface
plasmon resonance shifts need strong resonance in the
wavelength sensitivity range of the instrument as well as
narrow optical resonance line widths. For actual in vivo
imaging and therapeutic applications, the optical resonance
of the nanoparticles is strongly desired to be in the nearinfrared (NIR) region of the biological water window, where
the tissue transmissivity is the highest [11–15].
The optical properties of gold nanoparticles in the
visible and near-infrared (vis-NIR) domains are governed
by the collective response of conduction electrons. These
form an electron gas that moves away from its equilibrium
position when perturbed by an external light field, thus
creating induced surface polarization changes that act as a
restoring force on the electron gas. This results in a collective
oscillatory motion of the electrons similar to the vibrations
of a plasma and characterized by a dominant resonance band
lying in the vis-NIR for gold and called plasmon excitations.
Thus the surface of gold nanoparticles can be used as a
sensing element because when biomolecules attach to such
surface the binding event can be revealed by optical changes.
In addition, it is possible to calculate the maximum number
of possible binding events and the consequent optical
response when the shape and size of the gold particles are
known.
In this paper, we will calculate and simulate the optical
tunability of gold nanoparticles and core-gold nanoshells
(optical changes with nanoparticles sizes) using the classical
Mie theory and discrete dipole approximation (DDA). We
will show that when biomolecules bind to gold surface
optical shifts toward the near-infrared region are produced,
and wavelengths changes can be accurately quantified. The
accurate knowledge of the optical tunability could allow for
improving sensing performance, sensitivity, and figure of
merit of biosensors operating at detection limit in short time
as requested in clinical applications.

2. Nanoscale-Sized Systems for Detection Limit
The increased demand for sensitivity requires that a diagnostically significant interaction occurs between analyte
molecules and signal-generating particles, thus enabling
detection of a single analyte molecule. Nanotechnology has
enabled one-to-one interaction between analytes and signalgenerating particles such as QDs and gold nanoparticles.
Here, we review briefly the most important nanoscale tools
for detection limit, such as QDs, cantilevers, and gold
nanoparticles [10, 16].
QDs are semiconductor nanocrystals, characterized by
strong light absorbance, that can be used as fluorescent labels
for biomolecules. A typical QD has a diameter of 2–10 nm
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and is usually composed of a core consisting of a semiconductor material enclosed in a shell of another semiconductor
material with a larger spectral bandgap. When a QD absorbs
a photon with energy higher than the bandgap energy of the
composing semiconductor, an exciton (electron-hole pair) is
created. As a result, a broadband absorption spectrum occurs
because of the increased probability of absorption at shorter
wavelengths. The recomposition of the exciton, generally
characterized by a long lifetime >10 ns, to a lower energy
state leads to emission of a photon with a narrow symmetric
band [17–19]. QDs are reported to emit with lifetimes of 5–
40 ns, whereas conventional dyes emit in a time less than 2 ns.
This characteristic produces a strong and stable fluorescence
signal. In addition, due to quantum confinement eﬀect a
direct relationship exists between the QD size and the values
of the quantized energy levels. Methods for tracking and
detecting QDs are numerous and include fluorometry and
several types of microscopy, such as fluorescence, confocal,
total internal reflection, wide-field epifluorescence, nearfield optical microscopy, and multiphoton microscopy. The
choice of detection techniques depends on the emission of
wavelengths; for example, QDs composed by CdSe/NzS emit
in the 530–630 nm range and InP and InAs QDs emit in the
NIR range, while PbS emits in the 850–950 nm range and
PbSe QD in the mid-infrared range.
Another nanoscale detection technique is based on
cantilevers [20–22]. Cantilevers are small beams similar to
those used in atomic force microscopy and they operate
detection by use of nanomechanical deflections. An instructive example of operating cantilevers is the detection of
DNA hybridization. The cantilever surface holds a particular
DNA sequence capable of binding to a specific target. When
the hybridization occurs with the cantilever single-stranded
DNA, mechanical stress produced by the rebinding process
underlying the hybridization deflects the cantilever, with a
measurable deflection by the optical lever method proportional to the amount of DNA hybridized. This technique
can be used as a microarray, allowing for multiple analyses.
However, this method currently needs further development
to solve the problem of nonspecific binding [23].
Gold nanoparticles and gold nanoshells provide great
sensitivity for the detection of DNA antibodies and proteins
[24–28]. The instrumental platform for the detection of
biomolecules including gold particles is based on surface
plasmon resonance (SPR). SPR is an optical technique
that measures the refractive index of very thin layers of
material adsorbed on a metal. It oﬀers real-time in situ
analysis of dynamic surface events and is capable of defining
rates of adsorption and desorption for surface interactions.
Plasmon-plasmon resonance, resulting from the interaction
of locally adjacent gold nanoparticle labels that have bound
to a target, produces changes in optical properties that can
be used for detection. It is known that the characteristic
red color of gold colloid changes to a bluish-purple color
on colloid aggregation because of this eﬀect. Analogously,
the reduction of gold particle sizes involves shifts toward the
NIR region [29]. Raman spectroscopy is a favored detection
method using silver in the visualization process. In this
case, gold nanoparticles can be coated with silver shells;
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silver-coated gold particles less than 100 nm in size have
strong light-scattering properties and can easily be detected
by optical microscopies operating at the detection limit
for oligonucleotides down to ∼10 fM, that is, nearly 50fold lower than conventional fluorophore-based methods.
Gold nanoshells could allow direct, rapid, and economically feasible analysis of whole blood samples. Generally,
a nanoshell consists of concentric spherical nanoparticles
with a dielectric core, meanly consisting of gold sulfide
or silica, surrounded by a thin gold shell. Variations in
the relative thickness of the core and outer shell allow the
optical resonance of gold to go into the midinfrared region.
Other relative surface properties can be used to focus the
absorption wavelength range into the near-infrared, just
above the absorption of hemoglobin and below that of water
[30]. This characteristic aids in avoiding interference from
hemoglobin giving the possibility to do a direct analysis of
whole blood. An additional advantage of gold nanoshells is
the excellent biocompatibility.
The optical tunability of gold nanoparticles and coregold nanoshells resides in plasmon resonance properties.
It is well known that the plasmon resonance of metal
nanoparticles is strongly sensitive to the nanoparticles’ size
and shape and the dielectric properties of the surrounding
environments. We will simulate the optical tunability of
gold nanoparticles and gold nanoshells (optical changes
with nanoparticles’ sizes and surface biomolecular coating)
using the classical Mie theory and DDA-modified approach.
Finally, we will obtain the wavelength shift as a function of
diﬀerent size dimension, environments, and biomolecular
coating layer of the gold nanoparticles. The accurate knowledge of the optical tunability and wavelength shifts should
allow for development of biosensors operating at detection
limit in short time as requested in clinical applications.
The design of biosensors working at the detection limit
must attempt to compare sensing performance, sensitivity,
and figure of merit (FOM) [31]. The sensitivity S is defined
as the ratio of the resonant wavelength shift ∂λres to the
variation of the surrounding refractive index ∂ns , while the
FOM is defined as the ratio of the refractive index sensitivity
to the resonance width Δλ:
S=

∂λres
,
∂ns

FOM =

S
.
Δλ

(3)

Resolution is typically defined as the minimum detection
limit. In addition, sensitivity and thence resolution can be
modified by size and geometry of the gold nanoparticles
and nanostructure environment. In general, the adsorbed
mass on the sensor surface can be approximated by the De
Freijter’s formula, which is based on the refractive index
change [32]
γ=

dΔn
,
∂n/∂c

(4)

where d is the dimension of the adsorbed species
(biomolecule) falling in the range of nanometers, Δn is
the refractive index diﬀerence between the medium and
the species, and ∂n/∂c is the correspondent biomolecular

refractive increment. Analogously, the spectral response of
the refractometric nanoplasmonic sensors can be described
by
Δλ = m(neﬀ − nmedium ),

(5)

where m is the refractive index sensitivity, expressed in
plasmon resonance peak shift per refractive index unit (RIU),
and neﬀ is the eﬀective refractive index of the adsorbate
layer. In the simplest approximation, the surface plasmon
resonance-induced evanescent field decays exponentially
from the surface as E(z) = exp(−z/ld ) with a decay length
ld . The eﬀective refractive index of the adsorbate layer is
described as
neﬀ =

2
ld

d
0

n(z)E2 (z)dz.

(6)

Using (5)-(6) into (4) we obtain a relationship of the surface
plasmon resonance peak shift with the surface coverage of the
adsorbate:
γ(t) =

dΔλ(t)


.
m 1 − exp(−2d/ld ) ∂n/∂c

(7)

In the next section, we will provide the accurate calculation
of wavelength shifts due to increased size of gold nanoparticles and coating of gold surface in core-gold nanoshells.
Equation (7) establishes that the accurate knowledge of such
shifts gives the possibility to design gold nanoparticles based
sensors working at the biomolecular detection limit.

3. Optical-Infrared Response of Gold
Nanoparticles and Core-Gold Nanoshells:
Calculation and Simulation Methods
The complexity of the electromagnetic field in the presence
of arbitrarily shaped nanoparticles is such that Maxwell’s
equations must be solved using numerical methods [33].
The far-field performance of a nanoparticle is summarized
in the wavelength-dependent absorption and scattering cross
sections, and as a consequence, the optical properties of gold
nanospheres and silica-gold nanoshells will be quantified in
terms of their calculated absorption and scattering eﬃciency.
The light intensity transmitted through a dilute dispersion I
(assuming no more than one photon-particle collision per
photon) is I = I0 exp[−(σabs + σsc )NL], where I0 is the
incident light intensity, N is the number of particles per
unit volume, L is the path length inside the dispersion, and
σabs and σsc are the wavelength-dependent absorption and
scattering cross sections, respectively. The optical modeling
of nanoparticles thus relies on the solution of Maxwell’s
equations for each specific geometry and set of illumination
conditions, assuming a local dielectric function, ε(ω), and
description of the materials involved. When dipolar contribution in plasmon excitation is prominent, then the far-field
cross sections can be obtained from the polarizability α using
the following expressions [34]:
2π
σabs + σsc = √ Im{α},
λ εm

σsc =

8π 3 2
|α| ,
3λ4

(8)
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where εm is the environmental permittivity of the medium
outside the particle and λ is the light wavelength.
To simulate the optical properties of gold nanoparticles,
many methods can be found. Mie theory is one of such
methods [35]. Mie scattering theory begins with Maxwell’s
equations and the necessary boundary conditions, which
are then transformed into spherical polar coordinates with
a solution of the wave vector equation emerging. The
coeﬃcients for scattering arise and the theory is extended to
the far-field solution based on a plane constructed from the
incident and scattered waves. At this point, the Stokes parameters that are the measurable quantities and the formulation
of matrix plane can be quantified. From Mie theory, once
scattering matrices have been derived, information about
the direction and polarization dependence of the scattered
light can be extracted, so that absorption, scattering, and
extinction cross sections for any arbitrary spherical particle
with dielectric function ε can be calculated. Since extincted
power is the sum of the scattered and absorbed power, the
absorption cross section is simply σabs = σext − σsca , while
the scattering and extinction cross sections can be calculated
from the total cross section of a spherical particle, that can be
written as

σ=

l=∞
  
 
λ2m 
(2l + 1) Im ϕEl + Im ϕM
,
l
2π l=1

(9)

are the electric and magnetic scattering coeﬃwhere ϕE,M
l
cients, respectively, and l is the orbital momentum number
(e.g., l = 1 for a dipole). These coeﬃcients admit analytical
expressions in terms of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions
for a homogeneous sphere [33]
ϕEl =

  
   
 
   
−εm jl ρm jl ρ + ρ jl ρ + ε jl ρm + ρm jl ρm jl ρ
  
   
 
   
εm hl ρm jl ρ + ρ jl ρ − ε hl ρm + ρm hl ρm jl ρ

ϕM
l =

   
   
−ρ jl ρm jl ρ + ρm jl ρm jl ρ
   

  ,
ρhl ρm jl ρ − ρm hl ρm jl ρ

√

√

(10)

where ρ = (2πR/λ) ε, ρm = (2πR/λ) εm , and the
prime represents the first diﬀerentiation with respect to the
argument in parentheses. It should be noted that plasmon
modes are related to the poles of ϕEl . In fact, the magnetic
contribution to scattering produces only resonances for
particle sizes comparable to the wavelength. The multipolar
polarizability is proportional to ϕEl , and in particular, the
dipolar polarizability reads α = (3λ3 /4π 2 )ϕEl=1 , where the
dipolar electric scattering coeﬃcient can be readily calculated
using j1 (x) = sin x/x2 − cos x/x and h1 (x) = (1/x2 −
i/x) exp(ix), so that (8) can be used instead of (9). The value
of α obtained is really accurate for describing gold spheres

with diameters up to 200 nm and simplified expression can
be found as, for example,
α = 3V εm
×

1 − 0.1(ε + εm )θ 2 /4
3/2 3 ,
(ε + 2εm )/(ε − εm ) − (0.1ε + εm )θ 2 /4 − i(2/3)εm
θ
(11)

where V is the particle volume, ε and εm are the permittivities
of the particle and the surrounding medium, and θ = 2πR/λ
is the size parameters that recover the electrostatic limit for
θ = 0. Analogously, the dipolar polarizability of a coated gold
nanosphere is given by
α = 3V εm
×

(R0 /Ri )3 (2εcoat + ε)(εcoat − εm ) − (εcoat − ε)(2εcoat + εm )
,
(R0 /Ri )3 (2εcoat + ε)(εcoat + 2εm ) − 2(εcoat − ε)(εcoat − εm )
(12)

where Ri is the internal radius of the core material described
by ε, the coating of permittivity εcoat extends up to a radius
R0 , and the medium outside the particle has permittivity
εm . An analogous formula can be derived for a barium
titanate core particle with a gold nanoshell. Calculations
of the optical absorption and scattering eﬃciency of gold
nanospheres and barium titanate-gold nanoshells will be
presented below. The required parameters for the code were
the value of the core and shell radii R1 and R2 , the complex
refractive indices for the core, shell, and biomolecular
coating, and the surrounding medium nc , ns , nb , and nm ,
respectively, Figure 1.
The discrete-dipole approximation (DDA) has been
used as a complimentary method to Mie theory [36].
DDA is a flexible and powerful technique for computing
scattering and absorption by targets of arbitrary geometry.
DDA calculations require choices for the locations and the
polarizabilities of the point dipoles that represent the targets.
To approximate a certain geometry (e.g., a sphere or a
core-shell-environment system, where the shell is made by
gold) with a finite number of dipoles, we might consider
using some number of closely spaced, weaker dipoles in
regions near the target boundaries to do a better job of
approximating the boundary geometry. For a core-shell
system, we use the following algorithm to generate the dipole
array. Given a coordinate reference system, (1) we generate
a trial lattice defined by a lattice spacing d and coordinates
of the lattice point nearest the origin. (2) All lattice sites are
located within the volume V of the core-shell-surrounding
system (where the surrounding is considered as a sphere
enveloping the core-shell system). (3) Try diﬀerent values of
d and dipoles coordinates and maximize some goodness-offit criterion for a list of occupied sites i = 1, . . . , N. Each
of these occupied sites represents a cubic subvolume d3 of
material centered on the site. Particular eﬀorts have been
addressed to distinguish between lattice sites near the surface
and those in the interior. (4) We therefore rescale the array
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic sketch of a gold nanoshell, R1 and R2 are the core and shell radii, and the complex refractive indices for the core,
shell, and the surrounding medium are nc , ns , and nm , respectively. (b) The same gold nanoshell with a biomolecular absorbed coating layer.
Note that the shell radius is defined as the total radius minus the core radius.

5
4
Absorption (a.u.)

by requiring that d = (V/N)1/3 , so that the volume Nd3 of
the occupied lattice sites is equal to the volume V of the
original target. (5) For each occupied N sites, assign a dipole
polarizability αi .
The assignation of dipole polarizabilities is a crucial
question in a DDA method. Following the seminal paper
of Draine and Flatau [37], the polarizability α(ω) can be
found analytically in the long-wavelength limit |n|kd 
1 as a series expansion in the powers of kd, with the
criterion that N > (4π/3)|n|3 (kreﬀ )3 where n is the refractive
index and reﬀ = (3V/4π)1/3 is the eﬀective radius of
the nanoparticles of volume V . As a consequence, for
materials with higher refractive indexes the DDA method can
overestimate absorption cross sections. A customized code
for the DDA calculations of gold nanoshells has been written
adapting DDSCAT program that is a freely available code
[38, 39].
The finiteness of the speed of light has important consequences that aﬀect the response of gold nanoparticles.
First of all, the electromagnetic field cannot penetrate
beyond a certain depth inside the metal, the so-called skin
depth, which is of the order of 15 nm in the vis-NIR.
But more importantly, redshifts take place as the particles
size increases, and retardation eﬀects play a significant role
when the diameter is a consistent fraction of the mode
wavelength λm in the surrounding medium, which is√related
to the free-space wavelength through λm = λ/ εm . In
particular, opposite charges are separated by roughly one
particle diameter in a dipole mode, so that the reaction of
one end of the particle to changes produced in the other end
takes place with a phase delay of the order of 4πR/λm , and
consequently, the period of one mode oscillation increases
to accommodate this delay. Analogously, quadrupoles and
higher-order modes produce more nodes in the distribution
of the polarization charges induced on the surface of the
particle, which reduce the eﬀective interaction distance.
Figure 2 shows the shift towards the NIR region for the
eﬃciency of the absorption calculated using the Mie theory
and DDA approach for a gold nanoparticle (radius 120 nm,
black line) and a barium titanate (BaTiO3 )-gold nanoshell
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1100
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Figure 2: Calculated spectra of the eﬃciency of absorption as a
function of the wavelength for gold nanoparticle (120 nm, black
line) and barium titanate-gold nanoshell (100 + 20 nm, red line).

(core 100 nm, gold 20 nm, red line). The barium titanate
refractive index was taken to follow the dispersion formula
as n2 − 1 = 4.187λ2 /(λ2 − 0.2232 ). The refractive index of the
surrounding medium was considered to be nm = 1.34 + 0i at
all wavelengths, close to the water.
Optical tunability plays a fundamental role for the identification of size, shape, and core-shell composition of the
nanoparticles for biomedical sensors and detection limit
definition. In order to define the optical tunability, the red
shifts must be carefully identified. In Figure 3, the tunability
of the extinction cross section of a gold nanoparticle as a
function of the diameter size is reported, while in Figure 4,
the same quantity for a core-gold nanoshell (core = BaTiO3 ,
gold shell = 20 nm) is reported as a function of diﬀerent
core/gold ratios. In the case of a gold nanosphere, the total
extinction cross section increases linearly as the nanosphere
size increases, with an initial value of σext (nm2 ) = 4871
for a gold nanosphere diameter of 40 nm. Approximately,
linear behavior of total extinction cross section is waited for
core/shells systems, Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Tunability of the extinction cross section of nanoparticles.
Variation of the total extinction cross section as a function of the
nanosphere diameter size. The extinction cross section changes
linearly with the gold nanosphere diameter giving the possibility of
direct tuning of optical response with gold nanosphere dimension.

The increase in the extinction scattering with the nanoparticle volume has been related to increased radiative
damping in larger nanoparticles based on experimental
scattering spectra of gold nanospheres and core-gold systems
[29–33]. This behavior suggests that larger nanoparticles of
high core/shell ratios would be more suitable for biological
sensors applications based on light scattering. In the case of
nanoshells, the relative core-shell dimensions vary linearly
the magnitude of light extinction. This implies that a
decrease in the core/shell ratio can be seen to be an eﬀective
handle in increasing the scattering contribution to the total
extinction. The next calculated quantity is the eﬀect of
a biomolecular adsorbed layer on the gold surface for a
core/shell system with fixed ratio (80 nm for BaTiO3 and
20 nm for gold surface) on wavelength shifts Δλ for diﬀerent
layer dimensions. This quantity is particularly important
for the definition of sensitivity response and FOM of a
biosensor, as described by (3). In Figure 5, the progressive
plasmon resonance maximum wavelength red-shift is shown
as a function of increased homogeneous layers of adsorbed
bovine serum albumin (BSA, 170 mg/mol). The calculation
was made, as in the previous case, using (8) and (12),
but including in the DDA approach progressive 1-to-3
supplemental layers with a known refractive index [40]. It
is interesting to note that when increasing the size of the
nanoparticle (from left black line to cyan line on right) an
increasing wavelength red-shift is observed. The reduction
of the peaks is an artifact eﬀect and the absorption quantity
should be normalized including the increasing nanoparticle
volume.
Figure 5 represents the most important result of the
present paper. In fact, once the red-shift, Δλ, is accurately
known, it should be possible to quantify the refractive index
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Figure 4: Tunability of the extinction cross section as a function
of nanoshells core/shell ratios. As in the case of nanospheres, the
extinction cross section shows a behavior close to be linear with
core/shell ratio increments (gold shell = 20 nm).

changes, γ, (7), to design high sensitive biosensors operating
at detection limit with eﬀective optimal ∂n/∂c factor. The
absolute magnitude of the optical cross section provides
a limited reliable measure of the optical properties of a
population of nanoparticles employed in the biomedical
sensing activity or other real-life biomedical applications
because broad size nanoparticle population can have a
diﬀerent optical response with respect to few nanoparticles
but with higher sizes. The red-shifts as a function of
nanoparticles diameter size, shown in Figure 5, are one
quantity that can be measured in scanning near optical
microscopy (SNOM) technique, measurements that will
provide the next development of the present paper.

4. Conclusions
The development of biosensors devices requires sophisticated approaches to detect and to identify the analytes.
Because the sensor signal-to-noise ratio increases with
decreasing size for many devices, many researchers are
expending considerable eﬀort for miniaturizing sensing
devices down to nanoscale size. Gold nanoparticles have been
widely used during the past few years in various technical
and biomedical applications. In particular, the resonance
optical properties of nanometer-sized particles have been
employed to design biochips and biosensors used as analytical tools. The optical properties of nonfunctionalized gold
nanoparticles and core-gold nanoshells play a crucial role
for the design of biosensors where gold surface is used as
a sensing component. Gold nanoparticles exhibit excellent
optical tunability at visible and near-infrared frequencies
leading to sharp peaks in their spectral extinction. In this
paper, we have simulated how the optical properties of gold
nanoparticles are changed as a function of diﬀerent sizes,
shapes, and composition. We have shown that the optical
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Figure 5: Plasmon resonance maximum red-shift for the absorption in a core/shell nanoparticle (BaTiO3 80 nm, Au 40 nm)
with a diﬀerent number of coating layers of BSA biomolecules
(170 mg/mol). Black line represents the uncoated nanoshell, red
line represents the coating with a uniform BSA layer, the green line
represents two layers and, finally, the cyan line shows the eﬀect of
the third layer.

tunability can be carefully tailored for particle sizes falling
in the range 100–150 nm. Nanoshells made by a barium
titanate core have been considered and the optical response
of gold surfaces coated by 1-to-3 layer of BSA was taken in
consideration. The simulated results will help experimental
optical tests that will be performed using nanoscale optical
scanning technology.
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The ever wide use of composite materials in the aeronautical industry has evidenced the need for development of ever more
eﬀective nondestructive evaluation methodologies in order to reduce rejected parts and to optimize production costs. Infrared
thermography has been recently enclosed amongst the standardized non destructive testing techniques, but its usefulness needs still
complete assessment since it can be employed in several diﬀerent arrangements and for many purposes. In this work, the possibility
to detect slag inclusions and porosity is analyzed with both lock-in themography and pulse thermography in the transmission
mode. To this end, carbon-fiber-peinforced polymers diﬀerent specimens are specifically fabricated of several diﬀerent stacking
sequences and with embedded slag inclusions and porosity percentages. As main results, both of the techniques are found definitely
able to reveal the presence of the defects above mentioned. Moreover, these techniques could be considered complementary in
order to better characterize the nature of the detected defects.

1. Introduction
In the last thirty years a huge employment of carbonfiber-reinforced polymers (CFRPs) has characterized the
production of components in the aerospace industry [1].
Indeed, since their introduction in the civil aviation in the
eighties, CFRPs have gained a progressive interest due to their
versatility (e.g., perfectly matching the design requirements)
as well appreciable low weight and high stiﬀness with costs
saving.
However, due to the many parameters involved in the
CFRP manufacturing process, special care must be devoted
to production control [2], in order to reduce rejected parts,
and to detect, at the onset stage, buried defects, which may,
unpredictably, grow once the structure is under load. Moreover, the intrinsic nonhomogeneities of the components and
their properties, which are strictly dependent on the fiber
quantity and orientation, make them susceptible to damage
if impacted, also at low energy. This is why strong eﬀorts have

been paid by the industries to develop ever more eﬀective
non destructive testing and evaluation techniques [3].
Great attention was devoted, in the last twenty years, to
the use of infrared thermography, (IRT) for non destructive
evaluation (NDE) of materials and, recently, it was included
amongst the standardized NDE techniques in the aeronautical field [4]. The main advantages of IRT are related to
its contactless character and fast rate of inspection of large
components. It can be used as complement to, or substitute,
of the most common techniques.
Infrared thermography for NDE is basically used in the
so-called active mode [5], which means that the inspected
part is heated (or cooled) with respect to the ambient
temperature, by an external source. The presence of an
inhomogeneity in the inspected material aﬀects the heat
propagation and causes a local surface temperature variation.
Halogen lamps are mostly used for heating the inspected
parts, but also mechanical loading, such as ultrasound waves,
could be applied to induce mechanical friction in materials
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Figure 1: Schematic of the coupon with the Teflon disk embedded.
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discontinuities [6]. This causes the generation of heat in the
discontinuity, which is revealed by an infrared camera. It has
been proven by several authors that infrared thermography
is very eﬀective for porosity detection. Amongst the used
techniques, the measure of thermal diﬀusivity, or thermal
eﬀusivity, of the material was addressed [7–10].
In this work, CFRP coupons with induced porosity,
through the curing cycle and buried slag inclusions are
inspected with lock-in Thermography (LT) [11] and Pulse
thermography (PT), both used in the transmission mode.

2. Fabrication of CFRP Coupons
A set of coupons was manufactured by hand lay up of
prepreg laminas. In order to induce a controlled porosity
level, curing in autoclave was performed by applying a
temperature-pressure cycle, modified with respect to that
suggested by the row material provider. In particular, to
generate porosity, just only a partial pressure was used with
respect to the prescribed one (7 bar gauge); specifically,
a value of 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% of the total
prescribed pressure was applied during the autoclave curing.
For each curing pressure level, four diﬀerent lamination
sequences (see Table 1) were considered in order to study
any possible influences the specific fiber alignment may
have on the porosity distribution. Therefore, 20 coupons
were fabricated (i.e., 4 coupons involving the four diﬀerent
stacking sequences for each curing pressure level).
Moreover, a thin Teflon disk, 20 mm in diameter, was
inserted in the middle of the stacking sequence to simulate
delamination or inclusion of the bagging film; the thickness
of the Teflon disk is of the same order of that of a single prepreg lamina. As sketched in Figure 1, each coupon is 50 mm
large and 100 mm long; the thickness may be evaluated
owing to the number of plies.
The presence of entrapped gas in the coupons (i.e., porosity), which increases with decreasing the applied pressure,
was assessed through density measurements. More specifically, small samples were cut from each type of coupons and
subjected to density measurements through the volumetric
method (i.e., using a digital balance and the Archimedes
plush). The obtained density values are plotted against the
curing pressure in Figure 2. As expected, on the whole, the
density increases with the pressure.

P3
P4

Figure 2: Density values versus the curing pressure percentage
(used in autoclave).

3. Inspection with Infrared Thermography
As already stated, the inspection of the manufactured coupons was carried out with LT and PT in the transmission
mode; thermal stimulation was performed with a halogen
or a flash lamp, respectively. To screen the camera, which is
the SC5000 (Flir systems), from the direct intense flash light,
coupons were mounted in a proper housing. A test setup is
shown in Figure 3; the position of the camera is opposite with
respect to that of the lamp.
For LT tests, the infrared camera frames the thermal images and acquires the amplitude/time temperature
variations over the rear surface of the coupon. Then, by
the provided software, the phase diﬀerences between the
modulated heating source and the out coming thermal
waves are elaborated and represented in false color maps.
Of course, the local color variations indicate the presence
of inhomogeneities in the material. Then, the presence of
the inclusion and/or porosity clusters could be alternately
represented with lighter or darker colors in the phase maps.
In order to rapidly get an idea about the inner coupons
structures, the same excitation frequency was used for testing
all the coupons.
The pulse thermography involves a similar test arrangement (Figure 3). The flash lamp is a Hensel MH6000, which
is able to emit up to 6000 Joules, and it is driven by a Hensel
TRIA6000S power pack producing a flash duration of 1/440 s
at the maximum power. The heating of the rear surface of
the coupon is recorded by the infrared camera. The timetemperature distribution is characterized by an increase in
temperature from the initial one Ti until a maximum TM is
reached, as shown in Figure 4.
It can be demonstrated, under proper hypothesis, that
if the surface of a finite slab of a homogeneous material is
instantaneously heated up [12], then, if t = 0 is the time
when the flash is enforced (on the slab opposite side), the
instant t1/2 , corresponding to TM/2 (the half of TM − Ti ) can
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Table 1: Stacking sequences and number of plies of the coupons.
Coupon
P1
P2
P3
P4

Stacking sequence
[0◦ ]
[90◦ ]
◦
[(45 /−45◦ )6 ]S
[45/0/−45/90/45/0/−45/90//90/−45/0/45/90/−45/0/45]S

No. plies
24
24
24
32

accounting for the “thermal history” and to calculate and
map the thermal diﬀusivity.

4. Discussion of Results

Figure 3: Experimental setup for the lock-in thermography in
transmission mode. For the pulsed thermography, the halogen lamp
is replaced with the flash lamp.
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Figure 4: Typical temperature plot during flash heating.

be put in relation with the thermal diﬀusivity coeﬃcient α
and the thickness L of the slab through the following relation:
α=

1.38L2
.
π 2 t1/2

(1)

Of course, the thermal diﬀusivity has to be considered
as a mean value across each specimen thickness. Thanks to
the use of the infrared camera, the thermal “history” of the
coupon can be easily recorded and successively analyzed.
Then, by neglecting tangential conduction eﬀects, from (1),
the thermal diﬀusivity of the coupon can be calculated point
by point over its entire surface. All the calculations, for each
coupon, were done by an ad hoc tool developed in the Matlab
environment, which is able to read the sequence of images

In the following Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are reported some
of the obtained results. For the same coupon, a phase map,
obtained by the LT technique, and a thermal diﬀusivity map,
obtained with the Matlab routine from PT sequences, are
shown together in the same figure to allow for a direct
comparison. In particular, each pair of maps is related to
a coupon representing a specific lamination sequence and
curing pressure. A color scale with values expressed in
10−3 cm2 /s is added to each diﬀusivity map.
By comparing phase and diﬀusivity maps, it can be
noted, in general, a good matching of data regarding the
slag inclusion detection. In particular, from phase maps, it
is possible to distinguish not only the buried defects, but
also the fiber orientation. On the other side, the map of
thermal diﬀusivity is helpful to better distinguish areas of
the material with diﬀerent thermal behavior. Thus, on the
whole, the application of both techniques can lead to a more
comprehensive knowledge of the materials inner defects.
However, to a closer view some diﬀerences appear, which
mainly reside in the position of the detected inclusion. This
is due to some diﬀerences in the field of view used for the
two diﬀerent tests carried out with LT and PT. In addition, it
has to be noted that some phase maps appear quite blurred
making diﬃcult distinguishing the Teflon disk; this occurs
mainly for the coupon P4 cured at 50% (Figure 7(a)) and
the P3 cured at 0% (Figure 9(a)). This is explicable by
looking at the diﬀusivity maps; in fact, it can be noted that
the thermal diﬀusivity in a high porosity area and in the
inclusions attains almost the same value, which is smaller
than that of the more dense material. Thus, the dampening
down of the contrast with decreasing the curing pressure is
obviously due a more diﬀuse presence of porosity, within
the whole coupon volume, which masks the thin Teflon disk.
This is what happens for the P3 coupon cured at 0% pressure
(Figure 9(b)). More diﬃcult to explain appears, at first sight,
the poor contrast displayed by the phase map for the coupon
P4 at 50% (Figure 7(a)) with respect to that of the coupon P3
at 25% (Figure 8(a)), which, instead, shows a well-contoured
defect. However, this may be due to many diﬀerent factors;
the main ones being as follows.
(i) The stacking sequence—the coupon P3 involves
fibers at ±45◦ , while the P4 one is characterized by
the [45/0/ − 45/90/45/0/ − 45/90//90/ − 45/0/45/90/ −
45/0/45]S sequence. Of course, the more complex
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Figure 5: Phase map (a) and diﬀusivity map (b) of the P1 coupon cured with 100% of the pressure.
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Figure 6: Phase map (a) and diﬀusivity map (b) of the P3 coupon cured with 75% of the pressure.
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Figure 7: Phase map (a) and diﬀusivity map (b) of the P4 coupon cured with 50% of the pressure.
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Figure 8: Phase map (a) and diﬀusivity map (b) of the P3 coupon cured with 25% of the pressure.
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Figure 9: Phase map (a) and diﬀusivity map (b) of the P3 coupon cured with 0% of the pressure.

(ii) The thickness—the coupon P4 includes a greater
number of plies. The contrast generally decreases
with increasing the defect depth.
(iii) Manufacturing errors—something wrong is likely to
occur during any process.

0.006
Diﬀusivity (cm2 /s)

stacking sequence hinders the passage of air during
application of the vacuum bag, then favouring the
formation of air bubbles and of porosity clusters.

0.005

0.004

0.003
0

To better quantify the influence of the curing pressure, an
average value αM of the thermal diﬀusivity is calculated in a
given area relating to the sound half part of the coupon (i.e.,
the half part without the buried defect). These αM values are
plotted against the curing pressure pc in Figure 10. As can
be seen, the trend of αM versus pc is in very good agreement
with that of the measured density already shown in Figure 2.
By the way, the density is measured by weighting only a
very small part of the coupon, while the average thermal
diﬀusivity is measured over a large coupon surface. In the
present case, the average was restricted to the coupon sound
part (excluding the part with buried the Teflon disk); in a
more general way, the thermal diﬀusivity can be calculated
by considering a desired larger area and accounting also
for a data deviation to include maxima and minima for a
better material characterization. And so, it may be claimed
that the indirect porosity estimation, obtained with infrared
thermography and the flash method, is more eﬀective and
reliable with respect to that measured by the balance method.
As known, thermal diﬀusivity is higher along the carbon
fibers than in the perpendicular direction, where the heat
diﬀusion is principally due to the matrix of the composite.
It seems, from Figure 10, that present data, considering data
relative to P1 (fibers at 0◦ ) and P2 (fibers at 90◦ ) coupons,
are in general agreement with the previous assertion. Instead,
data for the P3 and P4 coupons present a quite similar trend,
which might mean that, in a complex lamination sequence,
the fibers orientation and the number of plies do not have
an appreciable influences on the whole trend of the average
thermal diﬀusivity. However, looking at Table 1, it is possible
to see that for both P3 and P4 coupons, the external surface is
characterized by fibers at 45◦ ; so, this may justify the obtained
thermal diﬀusivity values. On the other side, data obtained

25
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50
Pressure (%)

75

100

P3
P4

Figure 10: Average diﬀusivity versus applied curing pressure as
percentage of the prescribed one.

with infrared thermography are generally aﬀected by the
characteristics of the viewed surface.

5. Conclusion
An experimental investigation was performed in order
to gain new information on the application of infrared
thermography in the inspection of CFRP for aeronautical
use. Several ad hoc coupons with both porosity and slag
inclusions were fabricated and then inspected with LT and PT
techniques; results were presented in terms of phase images
and thermal diﬀusivity maps.
Firstly, results highlight the capability of both techniques
to detect the two types of defects. In particular, a smaller
diﬀusivity value was found in a defective zone with respect
to the almost homogeneous material. So, the comparison
between the phase maps and the diﬀusivity maps allows
gaining more exhaustive and clear information on the
nature of the detected inhomogeneities. The obtained results
demonstrate the advantage of using both LT and PT in the
transmission mode because of the possibility of using the
same set-up arrangement for both detection of defects and
measurement of thermal diﬀusivity as well as the possibility
for a direct comparison between phase angle and thermal

6
diﬀusivity values. In addition, testing in the transmission
mode is helpful in the inspection of thick parts, which cannot
always be resolved in the reflection mode.
The main drawbacks of both techniques are related to
specific experimental conditions. In the case of LT in transmission, proper excitation frequencies must be investigated,
as well as their relation with the obtained phase maps, which
could lead to improve the knowledge about the porosity
distribution and to distinguish inhomogeneities of diﬀerent
nature. Moreover, measurements of thermal diﬀusivity with
PT needs further investigation to improve the signal to noise
ratio for more quantitative measurements. What it is clear, is
that the two techniques could be combined in order to draw
a more clear picture of the conditions of the inspected part.
In the future, these approaches will be deeply investigated
in order to define the optimum setup and test parameters so
as to enhance the technique ability to detect specific defects
and to obtain quantitative information.
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We analyze some of the consequences of omitting series resistance in InAs/GaSb p-i-n T2SL photodiode dark current modelling,
using simplified p-n junction model. Our considerations are limited to generation-recombination and diﬀusion-eﬀective carrier
lifetimes to show the possible scale of over- or underestimating photodiodes parameters in high-temperature region. As is shown,
incorrect series resistance value might cause discrepancies in τgr and τdiﬀ ’s estimations over one order of magnitude.

1. Introduction
Type II superlattices (T2SLs), especially InAs/GaSb, are very
promising materials for both uncooled as well as cooled midwavelength infrared (MWIR) and long wavelength infrared
(LWIR) photodetectors [1]. Relative easiness of controlling
band oﬀset causes them to be used in diﬀerent types of
structures [2]. Especially, introducing unipolar barriers in
various designs based on type II SLs drastically changed the
architecture of infrared detectors. At present, the InAs/GaSb
T2LSs are considered to be an alternative to the HgCdTe IR
material systems [1] and a candidate for the third-generation
IR detectors [3]. However, InAs/GaSb T2SL is in an early
stage of development. Problems exist in material growth,
processing, substrate preparation, and device passivation [4–
6]. Moreover, correct interpretations of measured detector
characteristics are often diﬃcult due to fact that T2SLs’ band
structures are much more complicated than bulk materials
[7]. From this reason, there have been developed many
simplified models [8–13], which assume that T2SL electrical
parameters are mainly dependent on energy diﬀerence
between first conduction and heavy hole miniband (which
is treated as an eﬀective bandgap). For an approximative
describing of the detector transport mechanisms, the wellknown standard theory of p-n junction is used [2, 14].
Recently published results of our group show that usage of
this method can give very good fitting between theoretical

predictions and experimental data in a wide range of bias
voltage (from –1.6 to +0.3 V) and temperature (from 77 to
240 K) for p-i-n and nBn devices [15–17]. It appears that
good agreement between both types of results is possible
if the influence of series resistance (Rseries ) is taken into
consideration, what might be essential in a thermoelectrically
cooled (TE) photodetectors (in temperature range above
180 K).
In this paper we present the consequences of Rseries
omitting in the dark current modelling of p-i-n T2SL junctions, often met in literature. These consequences are shown
on an example of temperature dependence of two fitting
parameters—generation-recombination (τgr ) and diﬀusion
(τdiﬀ )-eﬀective carrier lifetimes. Both two mechanisms have
decisive influence on current-voltage characteristics of TEcooled p-i-n T2SL junctions in near-zero bias voltages [17].

2. Experimental Results
In the studies we have chosen representative sample of
10/10 ML InAs/GaSb T2SL in a p-i-n structure, fabricated
in the Center for High Technology Materials, University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, USA. The photodiode
cutoﬀ wavelength is roughly equal to 5.6 μm at 120 K and
6.2 μm at 230 K [18]. The detector architecture design and
measurement details of current-voltage characteristics of
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Figure 1: Experimental dark current density-voltage characteristics
of p-i-n T2SL photodiode at diﬀerent temperatures (after [17]).

these samples were presented elsewhere [16, 17]. Here we
present only a few of the results (see Figures 1 and 2),
indispensable for presenting the main goal of the paper.

3. Modelling of Current-Voltage Characteristics
In order to explain current-voltage characteristics of the
MWIR type-II SLS photodiodes a bulk-based model with
an eﬀective band gap of SL material is used. It is well
recognized that the photodiode dark current can be found
as a superposition of several mechanisms (see Figure 3):
Idark = Idiﬀ + Igr + Ibtb + Itat + IRshunt ,

(1)

including four main mechanisms: diﬀusion (Idiﬀ ),
generation-recombination (Igr ), band-to-band tunnelling
(Ibtb ), and trap-assisted tunnelling (Itat ). The remaining
mechanism is current due to the shunt resistance (IRshunt ,
originates from the surface and bulk leakage current and
shows the presence in the reverse bias region).
The relation between the applied voltage, V , and the
diﬀusion current density, Jdiﬀ , is given by


Jdiﬀ = Js exp





qV
−1
kT

(2)

,

where q is the electron charge, k is the Boltzmann’s constant,
and T is the absolute temperature. In the case of our devices,
due to a gradient doping profile at the contacts, we apply
the reflective contact configuration, and then the saturation
current density Js can be expressed as


Js =

qn2i



xp
Dh
x
De
tanh
+
tanh n ,
Na Le
Le Nd Lh
Lh

(3)

−0.1
Bias voltage (V)

0.1

220 K
230 K

Figure 2: Experimental resistance-area product versus bias voltage
of p-i-n T2SL photodiode at diﬀerent temperatures (after [17]).

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, Na,d is
acceptor/donor doping concentrations, μe,h is minority electron/hole mobility, and xn,p is the device thicknesses (xn is the
thickness of n-type region, instead x p is the thickness of ptype region). Additionally, Le,h means electron/hole diﬀusion
current length, and De,h diﬀusivity (with diﬀusion lifetime
τe,h ), where

kT
De,h =
Le,h = De,h τe,h .
μe,h ,
(4)
q
The g-r current density under reverse-bias voltage and for
forward-bias voltage values, that are less than Vb by several
kT/q, is derived as




qni w 2 sinh qV/2kT
f (b),
Jgr =
(τeo τho )1/2 q(Vb − V )/kT

(5)

where τeo and τho are the carrier lifetimes for electrons and
holes within the depletion region (w is the depletion width).
In our estimation we also assumed that τeo = τho = τgr and
τe = τh = τdiﬀ . The function f (b) is a complicated expression
involving a trap level and an applied voltage [2]. The values
of parameters used in a device modelling are taken from
published literature [19–21] and are gathered in Table 1 [16].
The description of other mechanisms, essential in high
reverse bias voltage condition and detailed discussion of
fitting procedure (including simple method of avoiding
diﬃculties connected with the influence of series resistance),
can be found in [16].

4. Results and Discussions
In some of the recently published papers related to high operating temperature (HOT) T2SL devices (see, e.g., Cervera
et al. [12]) is mentioned the diﬃculties connected with
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Table 1: Parameters taken in modelling of MWIR InAs/GaSb
superlattice photodiodes.

0.27 μm
2.25 μm
2.03 × 10−3 cm2
1 × 1016 cm−3
1 × 1018 cm−3
8 × 1014 cm−3
10000 cm2 /Vs
1000 cm2 /Vs
0.015m0
0.4m0

0.1
RA (Ω·cm2 )

Device geometry
thickness of p-type region, x p
thickness of n-type region, xn
electrical area
Donor concentration, Nd
Acceptor concentration, Na
Trap concentration, NT
Minority electron mobility, μe
Minority hole mobility, μh
Electron-eﬀective mass, m∗e
Hole eﬀective mass, m∗h

1

0.01

T = 230 K

0.001
−0.2

−0.15 −0.1

Rseries
Rseries
diﬀ
diﬀ 2
gr

I

Rshunt
Idiﬀ

Iph

Igr

Ibtb

Itat

Iav

Figure 3: Possible currents operating in the photodiode. Idiﬀ is
ideal diﬀusion current, Iph is the photocurrent, Igr is due to a
generation-recombination mechanism, Ibtb is due to a band-toband tunnelling, Itat is due to a trap-to-band tunnelling, and Rshunt is
due to a surface and bulk leakage shunt resistance. Limiting currents
act in opposition to diﬀusion current.

fitting procedure between measured I-V characteristics and
theoretical predicted results above 200 K. In our opinion
these diﬃculties are strictly connected with the influence of
series resistance in high-temperature region. Because Rseries value is connected in a series to all generation-recombination
mechanisms (see Figure 3), we should solve the nonlinear
problem to obtain voltage drops on both whole device
except series resistance and a series resistance separately
(see discussion in [16]). Omitting this problem causes it
to be impossible to fit to measured dynamic resistancevoltage characteristics, Rd (V ), under HOT conditions. It
is caused by the fact that voltage drop on device except
Rseries might be essentially lower than measured voltage,
what causes considerable changes in shapes of RA-product
curves (see Figure 4), and, in consequence, great diﬃculties
in theoretical fitting procedure to the experimental Rd (V )
characteristics.
At the beginning, we present a comparison of two
simulation results, which were made using the same input
parameters, except Rseries . As we can see on Figure 4, the
diﬀerence in a bias-dependent peak positions of dynamic
resistance is nearly equal to 0.1 V, what in consequence causes
significance discrepancy in an eﬀective lifetimes estimations
from (2) and (5).

−0.05

0
0.05
Bias voltage (V)

0.1

0.15

0.2

gr 2
dark
dark 2
Meas.

Figure 4: The comparison of two simulation results at 230 K,
assuming the same input parameters except Rseries . Curves with
2-index are calculated assuming zero value of Rseries . Plots with
no additional indexes are calculated assuming that Rseries ≈ 2 Ω
obtained from the fitting to the measured dynamic resistance (see
Figure 2) under the forward bias voltage condition (at ≈0.2 V).

Second aspect, previously mentioned, is the fact that
influences of Rseries on shapes of diﬀerent dark current components are eﬀective if the Rseries value is comparable with
dynamic resistance contributions of respective dark current
components. This is especially visible for g-r mechanism. As
a result, estimating of τgr and τdiﬀ data assuming incorrect
Rseries value causes significant over- or underestimation in the
eﬀective current lifetimes.
Assuming the consideration above, we should underline
that it is impossible to fit to measured RA(V ) characteristics using (2) and (5), and omitting Rseries . It causes
many researchers to try to fit roughly only to the I-V
characteristics, without analysing first derivative of it (RA(V )
dependence). In a consequence, for avoiding overestimation
of dark current in a near zero-bias voltage region, it is needed
to increase τdiﬀ and decrease τgr at bias voltage about –0.2 V
in our case (this value depends on sample, temperature, and
Rseries ) shown in Figure 5. Curves with no additional index
are calculated using parameters obtained from the correct
fitting, but with zero value of Rseries . Plots with 2 indexes are
calculated using incorrect procedure.
As we can see on Figure 6, discrepancies between fitting
results, made with and without including Rseries , increase
with temperature. It is caused by the fact that ideal photodiode resistance of p-i-n T2SL photodiode (with Rseries =
0) decreases with temperature and becomes comparable
with weak temperature-dependent series resistance at hightemperature operation. In a consequence, a voltage drop
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5. Conclusions

10

|J | (A/cm2 )

T = 220 K

In this paper we analyze some of the consequences of omitting series resistance in InAs/GaSb p-i-n T2SL photodiode
dark current modelling, using simplified p-n junction model.
Our considerations are limited to generation-recombination
and diﬀusion-eﬀective carrier lifetimes to show the possible
scale of over- or underestimating photodiodes parameters.
As is shown, incorrect series resistance value might cause
discrepancies between τgr and τdiﬀ over one order of magnitude. Our results seem to be good explanation of diﬃculties
in the estimation of parameters of MWIR T2SL photodiodes
operated in high-temperature region.
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Figure 6: Comparison of g-r and diﬀ. eﬀective current lifetimes
estimated theoretically for two cases: with including Rseries and
without it (see additional description in the text).

on an ideal diode and on series resistance are comparable,
and I-V characteristics essentially change their shapes. This
results in under- or overestimations in key photodiode
fitting parameters, like τgr or τdiﬀ . Our results for the
MWIR potodiode seem to be confirmed by more direct
measurements [22], where eﬀective current lifetimes are
weekly temperature dependent over 200 K.
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GaInNAs was proposed and created in 1995. It can be grown pseudomorphically on a GaAs substrate and is a light-emitting
material with a bandgap energy that corresponds to near infrared. By combining GaInNAs with GaAs, an ideal band lineup
for laser-diode application is achieved. This paper presents the reproducible growth of high-quality GaInNAs by molecular
beam epitaxy. Examining the eﬀect of nitrogen introduction and its correlation with impurity incorporation, we find that Al
is unintentionally incorporated into the epitaxial layer even though the Al cell shutter is closed, followed by the concomitant
incorporation of O and C. A gas-phase-scattering model can explain this phenomenon, suggesting that a large amount of N2 gas
causes the scattering of residual Al atoms with occasional collisions resulting in the atoms being directed toward the substrate.
Hence, the reduction of the sublimated Al beam during the growth period can suppress the incorporation of unintentional
impurities, resulting in a highly pure epitaxial layer.

1. Introduction to GaInNAs for Application to
Near-Infrared Laser Diodes
GaInNAs was proposed and created in 1995 by Kondow et al.
[1, 2]. It is is a member of the family of dilute nitrides and
III-N-V alloys, such as GaNP and GaNAs, which are novel
semiconductor materials developed in the 1990s. A couple of
research groups reported on III-N-V alloy semiconductors
before 1994 [3–6]. However, these reports have been limited
to crystal growth and measurements of physical properties.
Kondow et al. proposed application of dilute nitrides to
optoelectronic devices [1, 2] because the exceptional physical
properties of III-N-V alloy semiconductors, such as their
huge degrees of bandgap bowing, facilitate devices with
levels of performance greatly superior to those of current
devices. The unusual physical properties are consequences
of the exceptional chemical characteristics of N as compared
to the other elements in groups III and V. However, these
chemical characteristics lead to diﬃculties in the creation of
alloys of N and III-V crystals, that is, in the growth of IIIN-V alloys. A strongly nonequilibrium method of growth
and highly reactive N precursor are essential to overcome

the immiscibility of N in III-V alloys. For this reason, no
one had succeeded in growing any such material before
the early 1990s. Kondow et al. proposed and developed
a growth method for III-N-V alloys in 1994 [7]. They
adopted molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) with N supplied
in the form of radicals. Their method has subsequently
been widely used as a standard method for growing III-NV alloys with excellent crystallinity. In 1996, S. Sato et al.
succeeded in growing GaInNAs with excellent crystallinity by
conventional organometallic vapor-phase epitaxy (OMVPE)
[8], despite the failure of several groups. In general, the
advantages of OMVPE are its applicability to the fabrication of complex layered structures, good reproducibility of
growth from run to run, and suitability for use in mass
production. The availability of both growth methods has
accelerated research in III-N-V alloys and the development
of devices based on these materials.
GaInNAs is a light-emitting material with a bandgap
energy suitable for near-infrared laser diodes (LDs) (1.3–
1.55 µm and longer wavelengths) and can be grown pseudomorphically on a GaAs substrate. Combining GaInNAs with
GaAs or any other wide-gap materials that can be grown
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on a GaAs substrate results in a type I band lineup for
applying a material to the quantum-well active layer of an
LD. A type I band lineup is essential for both electrons and
holes to be confined to the quantum-well layer. This allows
the fabrication of very deep quantum wells, especially in
the conduction band. Deep quantum wells provide many
advantages in terms of LD performance, as shown later.
In this section, we start by examining the bandgap
structure of GaNAs and GaInNAs. Next, we explain the
band lineup of GaNAs and GaInNAs. Then we present
quantum levels in a GaInNAs/GaAs well. Finally, we discuss
the advantages of GaInNAs in the application of LDs.
Figure 1 shows the experimentally obtained relationship
between the N content and bandgap energy of GaNAs epilayers grown on a GaAs substrate [7]. The N content was
estimated using X-ray diﬀraction, and the bandgap energy
was measured by photoluminescence (PL). As for GaNAs
with a low N content, the PL peaks of the GaNAs epilayer and the GaAs substrate overlapped when measurement
was taken at room temperature. Therefore, PL was also
observed at the very low temperature of 77 K. The bandgap
energy decreased monotonically with increased N content.
The energy diﬀerence between room temperature and 77 K
measurements hardly varied, remaining at approximately
70 meV. The lines denoting room temperature and 77 K
measurement thus run parallel in this figure. The slope of
each line is 0.184 eV/% N. The GaNAs epilayers grown on
a GaAs substrate were under tensile strain, which lowers
the bandgap energy. To determine the relationship between
the N content and bandgap energy of free standing, that is,
stress-free, GaNAs, the bandgap energy was calibrated using
the deformation potential parameters for GaAs. The results
are shown as broken lines having a slope of 0.156 eV/% N in
Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the lattice
constant and bandgap energy in various III-V alloy semiconductors, including GaNAs and GaInNAs [9]. The bowing
parameter of GaNAs was derived from the above experimental results for GaNAs with a small N content [7],
assuming a parabolic curve [10]. With conventional alloy
semiconductors, the results for which lie in the shaded area of
Figure 2, the tendency is for the bandgap energy to increase
with a decreasing lattice constant. On the other hand, the
result for GaNAs departs from the shaded area to which
conventional alloy semiconductors are restricted. Until N
comes to make up half of the GaNAs, an increase in N content
leads to a monotonic decrease in bandgap energy rather than
an increase towards the value for cubic GaN (3.2 eV). This
curious behavior is supported by both experimental results
[6] and theoretical predictions [10]. The responsible factor
is the large discrepancy between the electronegativity values
for N and the other constituent atoms [10]. Phillips states
that the electronegativity of N is 3.00, while the values for P,
As, and Sb are from 1.31 to 1.64 [11]. Since one property
of III-N-V alloy semiconductors is that a decrease in the
lattice constant leads to a decrease in the bandgap energy,
they provide operation over a dramatically broader area
than conventional III-V alloy semiconductors, as shown in
Figure 2. This leads to significantly greater freedom in the
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Figure 1: The relationship between N content and bandgap energy
of GaNAs epilayers grown on a GaAs substrate [7]. The solid lines
are experimental results. Broken lines are the result of calibration to
remove the eﬀect of strain.

design of semiconductor devices, to the extent that novel
devices and dramatic improvements in the performance of
current devices become possible. This figure includes results
for GaNAs, which might possibly have a negative bandgap
energy for large N concentrations. This might mean that
GaNAs can act as a metal or semiconductor, according to
the N content. While such behavior is very interesting, there
is no reliable experimental data on this region because of
phase separation. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that
bandgap theory can be expanded to cover this region. Thus,
the middle range of III-N-V alloy composition remains
unexplored.
Let us focus on the bandgap energy of GaInNAs. Adding
In to GaAs, that is, making a GaInAs-alloy semiconductor,
increases the lattice constant, while adding N to GaAs,
that is, making a GaNAs-alloy semiconductor, decreases
the lattice constant. GaInNAs can thus be lattice matched
to GaAs by adjusting the contents of In and N. Adding
In to GaAs decreases the bandgap, and in the same way,
adding N to GaAs also decreases the bandgap, as shown
in Figure 2. Since both GaInAs and GaNAs are directtransition-type semiconductors, GaInNAs is also of this
type. Thus, GaInNAs is a light-emitting material that has a
bandgap energy suitable for near-infrared laser diodes (0.8–
1.0 eV) and is suitable for formation on a GaAs substrate.
Figure 3 shows the N-content dependence of the
band-discontinuity energy in the valence band (ΔEv ) for
GaNAs/GaAs measured using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [12]. The rather large experimental error was
due to the limited energy resolution in this measurement.
The center value of ΔEv for GaNAs decreased as the N
content increased. This suggests the formation of a type
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Figure 3: Dependence of ΔEv on the content of N in GaNAs/GaAs
[12].

II band lineup in GaNAs/GaAs. From the slope, ΔEv for
GaNAs/GaAs was estimated as −(0.019 ± 0.053) eV/%N (the
large experimental error means that there is still a possibility
that a type I band lineup will form in GaNAs/GaAs). Ding
et al. reported ΔEv of −1.84 eV in cubic-GaN/GaAs based
on XPS measurement [13]. If the ΔEv of cubic-GaN/GaAs is
linearly interpolated, ΔEv of GaNAs/GaAs can be calculated
as −0.0184 eV/%N. This is in good agreement with the above
measured value of −0.019 eV/%N. Thus, bandgap bowing

seems to have little eﬀect on the ΔEv of GaNAs, and this result
supports the theoretical prediction by Sakai et al. in which
bowing of the valence band of GaNAs is negligible [14].
Next, the band lineup of the GaInNAs materials system
is examined from the viewpoint of application to an LD
because a type I band lineup is essential for both electrons
and holes to be confined to the quantum-well layer in order
to apply a material to the quantum-well active layer of an LD.
A schematic diagram of the bandgap for GaInAs is shown
in the right half of Figure 4, and the bandgap of GaNAs is
shown in the left half. The horizontal axis shows strain, which
allows us to draw the diagrams for GaInAs and GaNAs in
the same figure. GaAs is therefore located in the center. In
Figure 4, bowing of the valence band of GaNAs is assumed
to be zero on the basis of the experimental results cited
previously [12]. As a result, both the conduction band and
bandgap have the same bowing parameter in the GaNAs
system. Thus, the bowing of the conduction band is very
large. Increasing the In content in GaInAs, that is, increasing
the compressive (+) strain, lowers the conduction band and
raises the valence band. On the other hand, increasing the N
content in GaNAs, that is, increasing the tensile (−) strain,
lowers both the conduction and valence bands. Since the
conduction band falls more steeply than the valence band,
increasing the N content decreases the bandgap. If a small
amount of N is added to GaInAs to form GaInNAs, the
conduction and valence bands will be moved from A to B
and from D to E (Figure 4). When the composition is such
that GaInNAs is lattice-matched with GaAs, the conduction
band will be at C and the valence band will be at F. Note that
the valence bands of the GaInNAs and GaAs are at almost the
same energy level. Therefore, by combining GaInNAs with
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Figure 5: The eﬀective mass of an electron in GaInNAs as a function
of the content of N [15]. Broken line denotes a theory for GaNAs
[16].
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of bandgap of GaInAs, GaNAs, and
GaInNAs. For lattice matching of GaInNAs to GaAs, In concentration is required to be approximately 3 times of N concentration. For
example, Ga0.90 In0.10 N0.035 As0.965 is lattice-matched.
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wide-gap materials, such as AlGaAs, a type I band lineup
is easily achieved. Compressively (+) strained GaInNAs can
also have a type I band lineup in combination with GaAs. In
general, a ΔEv of more than 50 meV is required to confine
holes to the quantum-well layer. Since the GaInAs quantumwell layer in a 0.98 µm range laser diode formed on a GaAs
substrate is strained by approximately 1% and has a ΔEv as
high as 50 meV, compressively strained GaInNAs has to be
strained by at least 1% to achieve good hole confinement
(in this case, the GaInNAs should be grown as a strained
quantum-well layer that is thinner than the critical thickness
where misfit dislocations start to appear). The conduction
band of GaInNAs, whether it is lattice-matched to GaAs
or compressively strained, has a large discontinuity energy
(ΔEc ).
Next, we discuss the quantum levels in GaInNAs/GaAs
wells. Knowledge of the eﬀective masses of individual holes
and electrons is necessary if we are to determine these levels.
As mentioned above, alloying Ga (In) As with N strongly
aﬀects the conduction band but has little eﬀect on the
valence band. Therefore, we may assume the eﬀective mass
of a hole in GaInNAs to be the same as that of a hole
in GaInAs with the same In content. On the other hand,
the eﬀective mass of an electron in GaInNAs diﬀers greatly
from that of an electron in GaInAs. Figure 5 shows this
eﬀective mass as a function of the N content. This result
was obtained by analyzing the optical transitions between the
ground levels [17] and high-order quantum levels [15, 18]
in GaInNAs/GaAs quantum wells. Note that the transition

= 384 meV

E1 = 30 meV

Eg = 916 meV

ΔEv
= 125 meV

H1 = 6 meV
H2 = 24 meV
H3 = 52 meV

Figure 6: The quantum levels in a 10 nm thick Ga0.68 In0.32 N0.01 A0.99 /
GaAs well with an emission wavelength of 1.31 µm.

energies between the high-order quantum levels are sensitive
to the mass value. Therefore, we can thus obtain precise
values through this approach. The eﬀective mass remains
in the range 0.08 ± 0.01 m0 (where m0 is the mass of a
free electron) almost independently of the N content. This
behavior is in good agreement with a theoretical prediction
for GaNAs [16]. An electron has a 60% larger eﬀective mass
in Ga0.7 In0.3 NAs than in Ga0.7 In0.3 As.
Figure 6 is a sketch of the quantum levels in a
Ga0.68 In0.32 N0.01 A0.99 /GaAs well, a system that produces
emission at 1.31 µm. The well is 10 nm thick. The strain of the
well is about +2%. The energy diﬀerence between electrons
at the first and second quantum levels is 90 meV. Thus, most
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electrons are on the ground level. This leads to a large optical
gain for the LD.
Deep quantum wells provide many advantages in terms
of LD performance, including high operating speeds and
excellent temperature stability of threshold current (Ith ) and
lasing wavelength. GaInNAs is also promising as a material
for use in near-infrared vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs), because a GaInNAs active layer can be grown
on a highly reflective GaAs/AlAs distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) mirror over a GaAs substrate in a single stage of
epitaxial growth [19]. GaInNAs can be grown by both
OMVPE and MBE. However, LDs with a long lifetime is
limited to MBE-grown devices [20, 21]. Therefore, from the
viewpoint of industry use, MBE growth is important for
GaInNAs. Currently MBE-grown GaInNAs VCSELs are on
the market [21].

2. Unintentional Al Incorporation during
GaInNAs Growth
2.1. Background. The features of GaInNAs material may
come from the large electron negativity diﬀerence between
III-nitride compounds and other III-V compounds. However, the large electron negativity and large atomic size
diﬀerences also make obtaining a high-quality crystal difficult. Researchers worldwide have devoted much eﬀort to
improving the crystallinity of this novel material [22]. As
a result, the threshold current density (Jth ) of 1.3 µm range
GaInNAs LDs has been reduced to as low as that of LDs
made of conventional materials [23, 24]. However, this is
still higher than that of LDs made of GaInAs, that is,
the host material of GaInNAs. Therefore, the maximum
performance of GaInNAs LDs has not yet been achieved.
Some experimental studies have revealed that GaInNAs LDs
still exhibit serious nonradiative recombination [25, 26].
Nonradiative recombination may be related to intrinsic and extrinsic defects. GaInNAs is thermodynamically
metastable or unstable. Therefore, careful optimization of
both growth and postannealing is necessary. Much eﬀort
by many researchers worldwide has been devoted to such
optimization to reduce intrinsic defects [22]. However, the
results have not been satisfactory, as mentioned above.
Therefore, extrinsic defects in GaInNAs should now be
studied. Aluminum was detected in OMVPE-grown GaInNAs grown over an AlGaAs layer [27–29]. According to
Takeuchi et al. [27], Al generates three-dimensional growth
and degrades the crystallinity of a GaInNAs active layer and
LD performance.
GaInNAs can be grown by both OMVPE and MBE.
However, LDs with a long lifetime are limited to MBE-grown
devices [20, 21]. Therefore, from the viewpoint of industry
use, MBE growth is important for GaInNAs. Kondow et
al. investigated extrinsic impurities in MBE-grown GaInNAs
[30]. They used 1.3 µm range GaInNAs LDs with Al0.3 Ga0.7 As
cladding layers as specimens. Thus, the Ga0.7 In0.3 N0.01 As0.99
active layer was grown over an AlGaAs layer. The LDs were
grown using a solid-source MBE system with an N plasma
cell [31]. Their N2 gas line from an N2 cylinder to a plasma
cell did not have any material containing Al. It had two
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inline purifiers, MILLIPORE Waferpure, which remove H2 O,
O2 , CO, and CO2 from N2 gas. The gas line was kept in
a high vacuum at around 1 × 10−8 Torr using a vent/run
system when N2 gas was not introduced. Figure 7 shows
a cross section of the LDs they studied. The active layer
had a single quantum well (SQW) with a thickness of 7 or
10 nm sandwiched between two 150 nm thick GaAs layers.
The cladding layers were each 1.5 µm thick and had a carrier
density of approximately 1 × 1018 cm−3 . A p-GaAs contact
layer (p = 1 × 1019 cm−3 ) was formed to decrease the contact
resistance. The ridge mesa width was approximately 2 µm,
and the cavity length was 400 µm. Facets were as cleaved.
This LD structure is likely one standard for the GaInNAs
LD. The typical Ith of GaInAs LDs grown using their MBE
system is 10 mA. This value is quite reasonable as a GaInAs
LD under this LD structure. On the other hand, the GaInNAs
LDs Kondow et al. investigated had an Ith of 60–70 mA.
To examine what residual molecules exist in their MBE
chamber, experiments using quadrupole-mass spectrometry
(QMS) were conducted under high sensitivity when N2
gas was not introduced into the chamber. The peaks
corresponding to the residual molecules of H2 , H2 O, CO, N2 ,
or CO2 were observed at 2, 18, 28, and 44 a.m.u., respectively,
rather than those related to As at 37, 38 and 75 a.m.u. More
specifically, the peaks at 2 and 18 a.m.u. accompanied peaks
at 1 and at 16 and 17 a.m.u., respectively, because H2 , H2 O
were cracked in a QMS analyzer. Hence, the candidates of
the extrinsic impurities in the GaInNAs crystal are H, C, and
O. Note that no signal corresponding to O2 was detected at
32 a.m.u. Considering the lack of O2 and the typical Ith value
for GaInAs LDs, their MBE system was prepared well and had
no problem at least in growing conventional III-V materials.
The concentrations of impurities in the GaIn(N)As active
layer were measured using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). Figure 8 shows the relationship between the
impurity concentrations and Ith of the LDs. The Ith does
not depend on H or C concentration. Since the respective
concentrations for H and C at 1 × 1017 and 1 × 1016 cm−3
were the detection limit in the SIMS measurement for their
study, actual concentrations for H and C might be lower than
these values. While we cannot determine the real relationship
between Ith and H or C concentration, it is likely that the
respective concentrations for H and C at 1 × 1017 and 1 ×
1016 cm−3 are too low to aﬀect Ith . On the other hand, Ith
increased as the O concentration increased (concentration
of O at 2 × 1016 cm−3 is the detection limit.). The O
concentration dependence of Ith in the figure means that O is
the main impurity that must be reduced to 2 × 1016 cm−3 or
less.
Although the O concentrations in the GaInAs and
GaInNAs active layers are the same at 4 × 1016 cm−3 , there is
a considerable diﬀerence in Ith among these LDs. Therefore,
some other impurity may exist in GaInNAs. When Kondow
et al. considered the QMS results and the fact that the precursors used in the MBE were extremely pure, it was hard to
believe that any atoms other than the precursors for the LDs
could provide the unknown impurity. Thus, they checked
for Al by using SIMS. They prepared samples of which the
upper cladding layer was mostly etched oﬀ because it was
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Figure 7: Cross section of the GaIn(N)As LDs used in the study [30].
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of the GaIn(N)As LDs [30].

diﬃcult to detect the Al signal at the GaInNAs quantumwell position in a sample with a whole layer structure due
to a relatively high etching speed. Figure 9 shows an Al
depth profile. Both sides correspond to the AlGaAs cladding
layers. There was a distinct Al peak at the center of the
GaInNAs/GaAs active layer (i.e., the position of the GaInNAs
quantum well), even though Al was never supplied during
GaInNAs growth. The Al concentration was as much as
0.1%. Coincidently, this value agrees with that in OMVPEgrown GaInNAs [27]. According to Takeuchi et al. [27],
Al generates three-dimensional growth and degrades the
crystallinity of GaInNAs. Although the growth mechanism
and the Al supply mechanism are diﬀerent for OMVPE
and MBE, it may be possible that GaInNAs is degraded by
three-dimensional growth if 0.1% Al is incorporated. The Al
incorporation in MBE may depend on the plasma condition
of an N plasma cell and the inside structure of the growth
chamber.

2.2. Investigation of Al Incorporation Mechanism. Ishikawa et
al. investigated the origin of the unintentional incorporation
of Al during plasma-assisted MBE growth [32]. They grew
samples having a GaNAs/GaAs/AlAs stacked structure at
450◦ C. Prior to growing the structure, a 200 nm GaAs buﬀer
layer was grown at 580◦ C. They grew a 1 µm thick AlAs
layer on the buﬀer to make the growth situation similar
to that of the laser structure. The growth was carried out
without interruption throughout the structure. After the
growth of the AlAs layer, the shutter of the Al cell was
closed and the shutter of Ga cell was opened simultaneously.
Then, the Al source temperature was kept at the growth
temperature of 1020◦ C until the end of full-structure growth.
The growth of GaNAs with plasma-assisted MBE requires
many operations. They grew the sample shown in Figure 10
with the procedure summarized in the same figure. They
considered the layer grown with bright mode N plasma with
its shutter opened as the GaNAs layer. There are 16 steps,
labeled (i)–(xvi). They carried out the listed operations at
the beginning of every step. They maintained the growth
condition for 5 min, corresponding to the growth of 83 nm
for each layer. However, step (i) was maintained for 10 min,
growing 166 nm to prevent Al diﬀusion, as reported by
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Figure 11: Partial pressures of N2 and As2 estimated from total
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Figure 12: SIMS depth profile of N and Al for the sample shown in
Figure 10 [32].

(xvi) Close Ga shutter and finish the growth

Figure 10: Schematic of the sample structure with the list of growth
procedures. Every step has its thickness of 83 nm except step (i) of
166 nm [32].

Sundgren et al. [29]. These thicknesses were chosen to resolve
the eﬀect of each operation on the concentrations of the
investigated elements with SIMS measurement. The details
of this procedure are as follows. Ishikawa et al. first (i) grew
GaAs. During this procedure, the cell shutters of N and Al
were closed and the N2 gas flow rate was 0 sccm. They (ii)
opened the variable leak valve (VLV), which was attached
between the mass flow controller (MFC) and the plasma cell,
and (iii) set the N2 gas flow rate to 0.12 sccm to supply a
suﬃcient amount of N2 gas that would enable the succeeding
plasma ignition. They (iv) opened and (v) closed the N
shutter to examine these eﬀects. To examine the eﬀect of
As flux, they increased and decreased its beam equivalent
pressure (BEP) in steps (vi) and (vii), as shown in Figure 11.
The As2 BEP of 3.5 × 10−6 Torr in step (vii) is the standard

growth condition for GaAs at 1.0 ML/s in their MBE system.
They (viii) turned on the RF power of the plasma cell and
adjusted it to 300 W where N plasma ignites in dark mode.
In step (ix), the N2 flow rate was decreased to 0.02 sccm to
make the plasma transfer to bright mode. In steps (x)–(xiii),
they opened and closed the shutter of the N plasma cell and
repeated this twice to accurately examine its eﬀect. In step
(xiv), the RF power was turned oﬀ and then the plasma was
extinguished. In step (xv), the N2 flow rate was set to zero
and VLV was closed. The shutter of the Ga cell was closed to
finish growth in step (xvi).
Figure 12 shows the SIMS depth profiles of N and Al for
the sample. The N concentration is preferably controlled by
the applied power, flow rate, resulting plasma mode transfer,
and its shutter operation. Aluminum was incorporated in
spite of the closed shutter of the Al cell. When the VLV was
opened in step (ii), the Al profile showed a peak. The largest
concentration of 1.0 × 1018 cm−3 was observed between
steps (iii) and (viii). The concentration decreased to 2 ×
1017 cm−3 in step (ix), maintaining that amount until step
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Figure 13: (a) SIMS depth profile of Al and N for the sample grown at various TAl values as indicated. N2 gas flowed at the indicated points.
(b) Plots of Al vapor pressure and concentration of incorporated Al as functions of reciprocal temperature. The solid line indicates a linear
fit on the results [33].

(xv). The concentration then dropped to 3 × 1016 cm−3 . The
above results cannot be due to the failure of the shutter
control since Al concentration was suppressed in steps (i)
and (xv) where N was not introduced. These results cannot
be related to the diﬀusion or segregation from the AlAs layer,
as mentioned by Sundgren et al. [29] since the incorporation
of Al was not detected in the GaAs layer in step (i) locating
just above the AlAs layer. Consequently, the Al concentration
solely depends on the N2 flow rate and the vapor pressures
of N2 . The plasma power, mode, shutter conditions, and As
flux that varied within the parameters had no impact. A peak
observed in step (ii) probably resulted from the residual N2
gas remaining at the gas line between VLV and MFC. It was
evacuated in about 1 min corresponding to the 16 nm GaAs
growth, which agreed well with the peak widths. Since the
variation in As BEP has no impact on the concentration of
extrinsic Al, the phenomena observed are considered due to
the specific characteristics of N2 under their conventional
growth conditions.
Ishikawa et al. also investigated the correlation between
the vapor pressures of N and Al to ascertain the origin of
the incorporated Al [33]. They carried out an experiment
similar to the one above at various Al vapor pressures during
growth. Figure 13(a) shows the SIMS results for the sample.
They used a lower growth rate of 0.3 ML/s to eﬃciently
detect unintentional Al flux. The N plasma was not ignited
throughout growth. Initially, the temperature of the Al cell
(TAl ) was set at the common idling temperature of 750◦ C,
and N2 gas was not introduced. As indicated in the figure,
they introduced the N2 gas at a flow rate of 0.12 sccm for
a certain period. After that, they shut oﬀ the flow. Within
this period, they increased and decreased TAl to vary the
vapor pressure of Al. At position A, indicated in the figure,
they started to increase TAl from 750◦ C to 1030◦ C at a
ramp rate of 20◦ C/min Subsequently, TAl reached 1030◦ C at
position B. As is clearly shown in Figure 13(a), they observed
Al incorporation during the period the N gas was flowing

into the chamber. Moreover, the concentration depended on
TAl . In contrast, N was not incorporated into the sample.
Figure 13(b) shows the vapor pressure and concentration
of Al as functions of reciprocal temperature. Remarkably,
the temperature dependences were completely identical.
This result indicates that the unintentionally incorporated
Al originating from the Al beam sublimated from the Al
source. The Al remaining on the chamber wall, cell wall,
or backside of the shutter is not likely the origin because
of this temperature dependence. The Al incorporation is
not followed by incorporation of N, that is, these species
cannot bind to each other. The research team presumed that
the introduction of N2 gas at a high vapor pressure would
modulate Al beam dispersion, resulting in an ineﬃcient
shut oﬀ of the Al flux by the shutter. This phenomenon
would be similar to the case of solid-source As and Sb at
a high vapor pressure. These sources show unintentional
incorporation even when the mechanical shutters are closed
and with concentrations at a certain proportion of the initial
sublimation [34, 35].
The above results suggest that the density of incorporated
Al (nAl ) has linear dependencies on the vapor pressures of N2
and Al. An analytical gas-phase-scattering model reproduced
these dependencies, suggesting that a large amount of N2 gas
causes the scattering of residual Al atoms with occasional
collisions resulting in atoms directed toward the substrate
[33]. Calculated nAl agreed well with the experimental values
within the errors of one order of magnitude, indicating the
adequacy of the model.
2.3. Solution. As discussed above, the origin of the unintentional incorporation of Al, which generates threedimensional growth and degrades the crystallinity of the
GaInNAs active layer and LD performance, is the Al source
in the MBE growth chamber. Adachi et al. made GaInNAs
LDs with very low Ith by using a brand new Al-free MBE
growth chamber [36]. They used GaInP in place of AlGaAs
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Figure 14: Depth profile of Al for the samples grown at the Al cell
temperature (TAl ) of 1020◦ C and 750◦ C [32]. Those were grown
with the sequences (i)–(xvi) skipping the procedures between (iv)
and (vii) shown in Figure 12. The representative numbers of the
steps are mentioned in Figure 10.

as the cladding layer. Although they succeeded in making
excellent edge-emitting LDs, they could not make VCSELs
because GaInNAs should be grown over an AlAs/GaAs DBR.
Bank et al. used an MBE system with dual growth chambers
[37]. One chamber was used for growing GaInNAs, and the
other was for growing AlGaAs. With this MBE system, they
could make VCSELs [38]; however, their MBE system is very
expensive.
Figure 13 shows that Al is hardly incorporated into the
epi-layer even under high vapor pressures of N2 when TAl is
set at 750◦ C. Ishikawa et al. carried out a similar experiment
to that shown in Figure 12 for two samples grown with
diﬀerent TAl [32]. They prepared two samples grown with the
same procedure of the sample shown in Figure 12, skipping
steps (iv) and (vii). Figure 14 shows the Al concentration for
those samples obtained by SIMS. The sample grown at TAl of
1020◦ C exhibited a similar Al concentration profile to that
in Figure 12. A peak observed at a depth around 100 nm,
corresponding to step (xv), was due to the mechanical failure
of the MFC. When they set the flow rate value to zero, the
MFC occasionally showed spiky pressure increases, inducing
the observed peak. In contrast, the sample grown at TAl of
750◦ C showed no Al incorporation corresponding to the N
gas flow rate throughout the structure. These results imply
that the unintentionally incorporated Al originated from the
Al beam sublimated from the Al source metal. It is diﬃcult
to determine the origin of the Al remaining on the chamber
wall, cell wall, or backside of the shutter because of the
dependence on cell temperature. Hence, at the common Al
cell idling temperature, unintentional incorporation of Al
can be eﬃciently suppressed even though the MBE chamber
has an Al cell and epilayers containing Al have been grown
inside.
The introduction of N may also enhance the concentration of other undesirable impurities such as C and O, possibly
originating from the constituents of N gas or residuals in the

chamber. These impurities may be harmful to the epitaxial
layers, resulting in poorer devise performance. Ishikawa et
al. carried out an experiment similar to that described in the
previous section by focusing on impurities other than N and
Al within the layer [33]. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show SIMS
results for samples grown at diﬀerent TAl of 1020 and 750◦ C,
respectively. The concentrations of C, O, Al, and S are plotted
in the figures against the N2 gas flow rates of 0 and 0.12 sccm,
at which the N2 gas shows its partial pressures of 0 and
1.3 × 10−5 Torr, respectively. The growth rate was 1.0 ML/s.
Sulfur stemming from epiready treatment was observed
within the samples. The S concentration was 1 × 1015 cm−3 ,
which does not depend on TAl and N2 gas flow rate. In
contrast, the concentrations of C, O, and Al varied with
changes in the above parameters. At TAl of 1020◦ C shown
in Figure 15(a), the concentration of Al clearly increased
following the introduction of N2 gas. Furthermore, C and O
also showed similar behavior. In contrast, at TAl of 750◦ C,
as shown in Figure 15(b), the dependence on N2 gas flow
rate was solely observed for O and was negligible for C
and Al. Oxygen concentration showed a dependence on the
N2 gas flow rate but was much smaller, over one order of
magnitude, than that shown in Figure 15(a). It was as low as
2 × 1016 cm−3 even with the N2 gas flow rate of 0.12 sccm.
This result indicates that a heated Al cell and Al partial
pressure can enhance O incorporation into the epitaxial
layer. It should be noted that they have also measured the
concentration of N on the layer, not shown in Figure 15, since
it was below the detection limit. These may result from the
getter eﬀect of Al, which would be eﬀective for O, which has
a strong aﬃnity to Al, but not with inert N2 gas.
The unintentional incorporation of Al and the related
phenomena can result in deterioration of the epitaxial layer
due to undesirable impurity incorporation and decreased
diﬀusion length of atoms on the growing surface, which
becomes pronounced at low temperatures. We should
emphasize that the above phenomena are not dependent on
the plasma working conditions possibly due to the dominant
N2 constituent. Thus, they arise during the entire plasmaassisted nitride growth by MBE. Accordingly, nitrides should
be grown under conditions that prevent the previously
described unintentional incorporation of Al by suppressing
the Al partial pressure or eﬃcient shielding of N2 gas
dispersion.

3. Summary
GaInNAs can be grown pseudomorphically on a GaAs
substrate and is a light-emitting material with a bandgap
energy that corresponds to near infrared. By combining
GaInNAs with GaAs, an ideal band lineup for LD application
is achieved. GaInNAs is also promising as a material for use
in near-infrared VCSELs because a GaInNAs active layer can
be grown on a highly reflective GaAs/AlAs DBR mirror over a
GaAs substrate in a single stage of epitaxial growth. GaInNAs
VCSELs are currently on the market.
GaInNAs can be grown by both OMVPE and MBE.
However, LDs with a long lifetime are limited to MBEgrown devices. Therefore, from the viewpoint of industry
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Figure 15: Concentrations of C, O, Al, and S obtained from SIMS measurement varying the N2 gas flow rate for 0 and 0.12 sccm at diﬀerent
TAl of (a) 1020◦ C and (b) 750◦ C [33].

use, MBE growth is important for GaInNAs. During plasmaassisted MBE growth, Al is unintentionally incorporated into
the epi-layer followed by the concomitant incorporation of
O and C even though the shutter of the Al cell is closed.
The origin of the unintentionally incorporated Al is the Al
beam sublimated from the Al source but not Al remaining
on the chamber wall, cell wall, or backside of the shutter.
A gas-phase-scattering model can explain these phenomena,
suggesting that a large amount of N2 gas causes the scattering
of Al beam sublimated from the Al source with occasional
collisions resulting in the Al atoms being directed toward the
substrate. Hence, the reduction of the sublimated Al beam
during the growth period can suppress the incorporation of
unintentional impurities, resulting in a highly pure epitaxial
layer. Thus, we can reproduce the growth of high-quality
GaInNAs simply by setting the temperature of the Al cell at
the common idling temperature of 750◦ C, even though the
MBE chamber has an Al cell and epilayers containing Al have
been grown inside.
The above phenomena are not dependent on the plasma
working conditions, possibly due to the dominant N2
constituent. Thus, they arise during the entire plasmaassisted nitride growth by MBE. Accordingly, nitrides should
be grown under conditions that prevent the above-described
unintentional incorporation of Al by suppressing the Al
partial pressure or eﬃcient shielding of N2 gas dispersion.
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The attention of the present paper is focused on the use of an infrared imaging device to monitor the thermal response of
composite materials under cyclic bending. Three types of composites are considered including an epoxy matrix reinforced with
either carbon fibres (CFRP) or glass fibres (GFRP) and a hybrid composite involving glass fibres and aluminium layers (FRML).
The specimen surface, under bending, displays temperature variations pursuing the load variations with cooling down under
tension and warming up under compression; such temperature variations are in agreement with the bending moment. It has
been observed that the amplitude of temperature variations over the specimen surface depends on the material characteristics. In
particular, the presence of a defect inside the material aﬀects the temperature distribution with deviation from the usual bending
moment trend.

1. Introduction
Infrared thermography (IRT) has proved helpfulness in
many industrial and research fields as stated by the proceedings of the four main international symposia [1–4]. Amongst
its many applications, an infrared imaging device is helpful
for thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA) purposes [5, 6] and
to monitor the surface temperature change (thermoelastic
eﬀect) which is experienced by a body when subjected to
stress variations under load [7].
The thermoelastic eﬀect was first conceived by Lord
Kelvin (Thomson) in 1978 [8]. Many years later, in 1956 [9],
Biot performed a thermodynamic analysis and formulated
the classical thermoelastic equation, which expresses the
change in temperature (T) of a solid in terms of the change
in the sum of the principal stresses (σ). The temperature
variation, under reversible and adiabatic conditions (i.e., in
the elastic regime and neglecting heat transfer within the

body and to the environment), for isotropic materials can be
written as
ΔT = −KTa Δσ,

(1)

where Ta is the absolute body temperature, Δσ is the
mean stress amplitude, and K is the material thermoelastic
constant. Equation (1) relates the temperature local variations to the stress variations. In particular, under adiabatic
conditions, positive dilatation (tension) entails cooling of the
material and vice versa. In metals, the thermoelastic limit
is generally assumed [10] as an indication for the yielding
point. In orthotropic materials as fibre-reinforced polymers
(FRP) (1) is modified as
ΔT = −

Ta
(α1 Δσ1 + α2 Δσ2 )
ρc p

(2)

with α1 and α2 being the thermal expansion coeﬃcients
along the principal material directions and ρc p the mean
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volumetric heat capacity. For complex composite materials
a direct relationship between the mean stress and TSA data is
not possible [5]; however, in any case, the availability of the
temperature map is important for materials characterization
[11–16]. Thus, IRT represents a valuable mean for rapid
determination of the fatigue limit (Risitano method) [11]
and for damage evolution assessment.
It is worth nothing that within the fatigue concept
IRT has been till now mainly used for TSA purposes
associated with cyclic tension-compression tests [5, 6, 11–
15]. Owing to bending tests, Luong [13] reports on the use
of infrared thermography for detecting the onset of intrinsic
dissipation, or damage indicator, owing to the thermomechanical coupling. The adopted procedure was to acquire
a thermal image after a fixed number of cycles. In all these
cases the analysis was driven towards the thermoplastic phase
in which the temperature variation is significant and then
easy to be measured [17]. A more diﬃcult point is to deal
with measurements of temperature variations experienced by
the material during the elastic phase, that is, thermoelastic
eﬀects. Recently, Meola and Carlomagno tackled with such
diﬃcult endeavour; in particular, by choosing an appropriate
image sampling rate, they succeeded in appraising the
material temperature variations, which are due to both
thermoelastic and thermoplastic eﬀects, under low-energy
impact [7, 18]. In particular, Meola and Carlomagno [18]
supplied, through measurements of temperature rising and
warm area extension, information about initiation and
propagation of the impact damage in glass/epoxy materials.
As a next step in the analysis of thermoelastic eﬀects,
the thermal behaviour of composite materials under cyclic
bending is addressed in this paper. Under cyclic bending
the material undertakes tension and/or compression with
cooling/warming eﬀects involved. The main question, which
arises, regards the possibility to acquire information on
the material characteristics by simply monitoring the thermoelastic eﬀects. Another question is if, which, and how
material properties interfere with thermoelastic eﬀects. And
then, the attention of this work is focused on the use of an
infrared imaging device for monitoring the thermal response
of diﬀerent types of composites during cyclic bending tests.

2. Experimental Analysis
The investigation is carried out in laboratory considering
several diﬀerent specimens made of diﬀerent composite
materials [17]. Specimens are subjected to bending tests with
two diﬀerent configurations, which are later described, and
are also nondestructively inspected with lock-in thermography.

3. Materials
Several specimens are fabricated of three diﬀerent types of
composites owing to the composition (i.e., fibre and matrix).
(i) GFRP includes E glass fibres embedded in a low
viscosity epoxy matrix. More specifically, this type
of specimen is obtained by hand layup of eight

epoxy adhesive preimpregnated unidirectional glass
fibres and allowed to cure at ambient temperature.
The stacking sequence is [02 , 904 ]s with an overall
specimen thickness s = 2.9 mm. Specimens are
30 mm wide and 134 mm long.
(ii) Gl specimens came from a type of FRML including
3 Al with 2 GFRP layers in between them; the
overall thickness is s = 1.5 mm. This material is
fabricated following industrial standards with curing
in autoclave. Specimens are 30 mm wide and 148 mm
long. In particular, one specimen, called Gl1, presents
the outside surface covered with an aeronautical
coating. In another one, called Gl2, the external
aluminium layer was removed (through milling)
from the side viewed by the infrared camera. And
thus, the surface viewed by the infrared camera is
practically that of a GFRP with the diﬀerence that
there is no epoxy resin finishing.
(iii) CFRP is based on an epoxy-matrix (HFM 934)
reinforced with T400 carbon fibres content of 55%
by volume, fabricated by hand layup and autoclave
curing. The stacking sequence is ([(0/90), ±45]s ),
with an overall specimen thickness s = 2.0 mm.
Specimens are 20 mm wide and 196 mm long.
3.1. Setup for Bending Tests
3.1.1. Bending Tests Are Performed with Two Configurations
Conf I. The specimen is fixed at the extreme A and is in
contact with a punch in point C as sketched in Figure 1.
Bending arises under the action of the force F that is applied
cyclically at the extreme B and is directed downside. The
infrared camera is positioned to see the surface on the top.
Conf II. The specimen is fixed at the extreme A as in
Conf I with the exception that the punch is removed and
then the configuration is that of a cantilever beam. In this
case, tests are performed with the force acting cyclically in
the direction upside-rest, down-rest, and upside-downside
(downside-upside). For each type of test both surfaces (top
and bottom) are monitored with the infrared camera. In
particular, the bottom surface is viewed with the aid of a
mirror placed at 45◦ underneath the specimen.
For both configurations the load is applied manually with
care paid to assure adiabatic conditions. The amplitude is set
with the aid of fixed supports, while the bending frequency is
calculated as number of cycles in a given time measured by a
chronometer.
Two infrared cameras are used, which are the SC3000
and the SC6000 (Flir Systems) both equipped with a QWIP
detector working in the 8-9 μm infrared band. The standard
acquisition rate for the SC3000 is 60 Hz full frame 320 × 240
pixels, but it can reach up 900 Hz with a reduced field of view
of 16 lines. Conversely, the SC6000 oﬀers a better thermal
sensitivity and spatial resolution with 640 × 512 pixels full
frame and a windowing option linked to frequency frame
rate and temperature range.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the Conf I test setup.
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Figure 3: ΔT variation versus time in several areas located on the
left and on the right of the punch under cyclic load for the Gl1
specimen.
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Figure 2: Setup for tests with lock-in thermography.

3.2. Setup for Nondestructive Inspection. Nondestructive tests
are carried out with the SC3000 camera coupled with the
Lock-in option and the IRLockIn software [19]. Thermal
stimulation is performed with a halogen lamp; a sketch is
shown in Figure 2; the heating frequency f is varied to
inspect the material at diﬀerent layers through the thickness
according to the relationship:


μ=

α
πf

(3)

with μ the thermal diﬀusion length, α the thermal diﬀusivity,
and f the heating frequency. Results are shown as phase
images.

4. Bending Tests
Thermal images are taken in time sequence starting before
loading application and ending after force removal to
account for thermal phenomena with respect to the ambient
temperature. The first image (t = 0) of the sequence (i.e., the
ambient temperature of the specimen surface before load) is
subtracted to each subsequent image so as to have a map of
temperature diﬀerence ΔT:








ΔT = T i, j, t − T i, j, 0

(4)

i and j representing lines and columns of the surface
temperature map. Therefore, a sequence of ΔT images is
created.

4.1. Tests with Conf I. First, tests are carried out by monitoring, with the SC3000 camera, the top surface of the
specimen while subjected to three points bending, which
means employing the Conf I arrangement (Figure 1). In this
case, thermal images are acquired in time sequence at 900 Hz;
in general, each test involves ten cycles and so sequences of
over 20 k images are obtained.
As an example, in Figure 3 are shown ΔT values against
time at diﬀerent positions over the Gl1 specimen under
bending with Conf I. The specimen is undergoing a deflection
of 10 mm at a frequency of about 0.85 Hz. In particular,
each ΔT value is obtained by averaging the values inside
a given area, which may be located on the left and on the
right with respect to the punch position. More specifically,
the position of each area (white rectangle) over the thermal
image is shown on the right side in Figure 3; this image
appears rotated by 90◦ counterclockwise with respect to the
test setup (Figure 1). ΔT displays quasi-sinusoidal variations,
which are perfectly coupled to the cyclic load.
Next, the temperature amplitude variation strongly
depends on the position of the area over the specimen surface
that is, on the area relative position with respect to its
distance from the punch; this is in good agreement with the
bending moment diagram. This feature is shown in Figure 4.
In more details, in Figure 4(a) the ΔT variation moving left
and right with respect to the punch position (Conf I) are
reported. Such a distribution is similar for every specimen; of
course, quantitative values depend on the specimen material
(for this reason no scale is added). In Figure 4(b) the diagram
of the bending moment is shown; this comes out from the
theory of elasticity.
With reference to Figure 4(b), the maximum bending
momentum Mbmax is equal to the load (or force) F multiplied
the distance b:

Mbmax = Fb

(5)
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Figure 4: Comparison between temperature amplitude distribution (a) and bending moment diagram (b).

while the deflection of point B DF is linked to the load F, the
distances b and l, the area moment of inertia of the crosssection I, the specimen thickness s, the Young modulus E,
and the stress σ through the following relationship:
Fb2
DF =
EI









b l
2σb b l
.
+
+
=
3 4
Es 3 4

(6)

Considering (1) it is possible to write the relationship:
DF Es = kσ = k ΔT

(7)

ΔT ∝ DF Es.

(8)

and then

Of course, as already specified, (1) generally applies
for isotropic materials, while, for composites, it takes a
more complex form (2) involving components along fibres
direction. However, stress analysis is outside the aim of the
present paper, which is mainly focused on the possibility
to assess the material integrity through the analysis of
thermoelastics eﬀects.
The average maximum ΔT values in the area over the
punch (as indicated in Figure 4(a)) are compared in Figure 5
for the diﬀerent types of specimens. As can be seen, the
highest value is achieved for the Glare(R) specimen Gl1,
while the value displayed by the Gl2 is slightly higher
than the values obtained with both CFRP and GFRP.
This because the ΔT amplitude depends on the material’s
thermal conductivity. Of course, the thermal conductivity of
a composite material depends on both the matrix and the
reinforce as well the stacking sequence. Within the present

(a)

(b)

F

(c)

Figure 6: Sketch of the load application modes for tests with Conf
II.

context, the main role is surely played by the outside layer,
which is also aﬀected by the presence of any coating. It has
to be taken into account that the outside surface of any
composite material is composed of a thin layer of epoxy
resin, which, generally, acts as surface finishing, and that the
thermal conductivity of the epoxy resin is lower than that of
the carbon and the glass fibres. Thus, the distribution of ΔT
values in Figure 5 is justified.
4.2. Tests with Conf II. These tests are performed by applying
the load F in diﬀerent ways as schematically depicted in
Figure 6:
(i) from the bottom side directed upside (Figure 6(a)),
(ii) from the top side directed downside (Figure 6(b)),
(iii) for complete cycles upside-downside (Figure 6(c)) or
downside-upside.
For each of the diﬀerent load application modes, both
of the specimen surfaces (top and bottom) are monitored
with the SC6000 by acquiring sequences of images at 85 Hz
during load application. The sequences of images are then
transformed into sequences of ΔT images according to (4).
For a general comparison between data obtained with
the two test configurations, the thermal response of the
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Figure 8: Variation of the temperature response for varying the
load direction (red line upside as in Figure 6(a) and dark line
downside as in Figure 6(b)).
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Figure 9: ΔT distribution on the bottom surface (under tension) of
Gl1 and CFRP5 specimens with increasing x/Le.
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(c) Bending moment diagram for a cantilever beam

Figure 7: Behaviour of the Gl1 specimen by varying the load
direction.

Gl1 specimen is analyzed and compared with the bending
moment in Figure 7. First, the ΔT value is extracted as
average in a small area located at 34% from the fixture on
the top surface and plotted for diﬀerent load conditions in
Figure 7(a); Le is the cantilever length (Figure 6(a)). Then,
ΔT values obtained at diﬀerent distances x along the length
Le are plotted in Figure 7(b), while the bending moment
is shown in Figure 7(c). For a direct comparison between
the ΔT distribution and the bending moment, the area
considered for thermal analysis is enveloped with the dashed
rectangle.
Looking at Figure 7 two main considerations arise
(1) As already observed for data obtained with Conf I
(Figure 4), the distribution of the ΔT amplitude is

again in good agreement with the bending moment
diagram.
(2) The temperature variation is in perfect concurrence
with the load direction. In fact, following the
red circle, the temperature increases, or decreases,
depending on the surface being, respectively, under
compression or under tension.
The latter aspect is better depicted in Figure 8 in which
two ΔT profiles taken in the same area (same x/Le ratio),
which is one time in compression (red line) and the other
one in tension (dark line), are compared. More specifically,
it is possible to see (by looking inside the dashed rectangle)
the prompt inversion (rise/decrease) in the temperature
distribution by changing load direction. However, it is also
possible to see the higher amplitude with also a more regular
trend displayed during cooling down with respect to that
occurring during the warming up phase.
To gain information about the material behaviour under
bending, maximum ΔT values, which were taken on the
surface, being in tension, of two specimens Gl1 and CFRP5,
are plotted against the x/Le ratio in Figure 9.
As a general comment, for both specimens, ΔT decreases
with increasing the distance from the fixture; this is in agreement with the bending moment (Figure 7(c)). However,
what catches eyes is the peak at about 37% of Le for the
CFRP5 specimen. This may appear strange at first sight, but
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Figure 10: Phase images, taken at diﬀerent heating frequency, for
the specimen CFRP5.

it is easily explicable looking at the phase images, shown
in Figure 10, which were obtained through nondestructive
inspection with lock-in thermography (Figure 2). In fact, it
is clear that the peak is caused by the anomaly (encircled in
Figure 10(a)), which is present at low depth the viewed from
one side of the specimen. Such anomaly tends to disappear
going more in depth by decreasing the heating frequency
f to 0.15 Hz (Figure 10(b)) and to 0.09 Hz (Figure 10(c)).
There are some variations of the phase angle on the right
edge (Figures 10(b) and 10(c)), but they have no eﬀects on
the ΔT distribution in Figure 9 since they are located in the
part in which the specimen is clamped during bending tests
and so not enclosed in the ΔT distribution. It is worth noting
that, in Figure 10, the specimen appears rotated by 180◦ with
respect to the position it had during bending tests (Figures
6–9); practically, in Figure 10, x/Le increases moving from
right to left.
To better investigate the influence the buried anomaly
has on the specimen thermoelastic behaviour under bending
load, the ΔT distributions on both top and bottom surfaces,
being one under compression and the other one under
tension, are compared in Figure 11. It is possible to see that
the anomaly, which is present on the bottom side, aﬀects
the temperature amplitude distribution. In fact, on the top
side, the ΔT distribution attains higher values towards the
fixture decreasing with increasing Le in good compliance
with the bending moment (Figure 7(c)). Instead the ΔT

Figure 11: Comparison between ΔT distribution on top (under
compression) and bottom (under tension) surfaces of the specimen
CFRP5.

amplitude distribution on the bottom side presents the
already mentioned peak at 37% of Le which corresponds to
the position of the anomaly (Figure 10(a)). This means that
the presence of a defect does not allow the material to freely
expand/contract under tension/compression, but increases
the local material resistance to the deformation. This feature
manifests itself through a subsequent local thermal signature.
Therefore, monitoring the thermal response of the material
to a bending force may supply two types of information:
(i) material mechanical characterization through the
link between the temperature variation and the stress
amplitude (1) or (2),
(ii) detection of buried defects.

5. Conclusions
The thermal response to cyclic bending of diﬀerent types of
specimens was analyzed with infrared thermography. Two
diﬀerent bending configurations were considered, with the
specimen either hanged as a cantilever beam, or with a
punch as central support. For both configurations, the load
was manually applied with care paid to assure adiabatic
conditions. As a main finding, for all test conditions and
for all the specimens, the temperature variations follow the
bending moment trend. Deviation from such a trend was
observed which, in our opinion, is due to the presence of
anomalies in the specimen material. This was ascertained
through nondestructive evaluation of specimens with lockin thermography.
The added value of this work resides in the possibility
to gain, in a fast and easy way, through the use of a
simple hand-handled mechanism and an infrared imaging
device, information on the material thermal characteristics.
This feature may be very important for the nondestructive
evaluation of composite materials considering the even
broad production of such materials and the need for their
fast and reliable characterization.
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It has to be, however, pointed out that the present study
is only a preliminary research and new tests are under way,
which include a wider variety of specimens and power-driven
load application with change of parameters such as bending
amplitude and frequency.
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Advanced IR emitters and sensors are under development for high detection probability, low false alarm rate, and identification
capability of toxic gases. One of the most reliable techniques to identify the gas species is absorption spectroscopy, especially in the
medium infrared spectral range, where most of existing toxic compounds exhibit their strongest rotovibrational absorption bands.
Following the results obtained from simulations and analysis of expected absorption spectra, a compact nondispersive infrared
multispectral system has been designed and developed for security applications. It utilizes a few square millimeters thermal source,
a novel design multipass cell, and a smart architecture microbolometric sensor array coupled to a linear variable spectral filter to
perform toxic gases detection and identification. This is done by means of diﬀerential absorption spectroscopic measurements in
the spectral range of the midinfrared. Experimental tests for sensitivity and selectivity have been done with various chemical agents
(CAs) gases and a multiplicity of vapour organic compounds (VOCs). Detection capability down to ppm has been demonstrated.

1. Introduction

2. Sensor System

One of the most reliable techniques to identify the gas species
is absorption spectroscopy in the medium infrared spectral
range, where most of existing toxic compounds exhibit their
strongest rotovibrational absorption bands [1, 2].
The present work will describe a compact point sensor
for providing early warning in the presence of CAs in the
air. Battlefields and urban areas at risk of terroristic attack
were the foreseen application scenarios. Wide chemical range
and eﬀective identification of targets and rejection of other
vapours were given as the key performance objectives.
The sensor is based on Active Multispectral Infrared
Absorption Spectroscopy in the gas phase and uses 38
spectral channels to represent molecular fingerprints across
the LongWave IR spectrum (LWIR).
The heart of the sensor is an advanced detector device
that integrates microbolometers, optical filter arrays, and
front-end electronics on silicon chip.

The sensor system essentially consists of an IR thermal
source, a multipass optical cell, and an array of detectors
and filters, plus electronics and software for signal readout, processing and analysis. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the
sensor system. A description of the early design of the sensor
system has been reported in [3].
The IR radiation emitted by the source is first modulated
by a mechanical oscillator (to achieve improved S/N by
means of lock-in detection), then passed through the cell,
(where it is attenuated by gas molecules at their IR resonant
wavelengths), and, finally, focused onto the detector array
(Figure 2). As the optical cell is in open air, the composition
of the air in the sensor is the same as in the space around the
sensor.
The thermal source is a commercial device made by a set
of high emissivity thick-film filaments that can be heated up
to around 1000 K. Source modulation is provided by a taut
band oscillator. Its working frequency (7 Hz) was selected to
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Figure 1: Scheme of the sensor system.
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Simulations have shown identification failures when the
system is tested with 10s ppm of HCN.
For each spectral channel, absorption due to IR active
vapours was calculated by comparing the signal to an
average made over a set of previous acquisitions, used
as background or reference. The background is a moving
average that is continuously updated to account for drifts in
the environmental conditions and in the air composition. As
such, the system recognizes only spectral features that “pop
up” in the timeframe of a few acquisitions (i.e., fast events as
those due to accidents or attacks with CAs) and cannot be
easily messed up by the presence of persistent gases.
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Figure 2: Optical cell.

match with the response time of the microbolometers. The
optical cell [4] has been specifically designed to achieve high
throughput eﬃciency with large entrance and exit apertures
(to match the size of the hybrid detector array and the
thermal source), long optical path, and compact volume.
In the technological demonstrator, a total of 38
microbolometers were arranged to fit in an area equal to
the imagine of the source on the focal plane. Each pixel
was closely coupled to a specific spectral filter and defines
a specific spectral channel. All the spectral channels work in
parallel to acquire an IR absorption spectrum.
The resolving power and the identification capacity of
the system depend on the total number, position, and
bandwidth, of the spectral channels. The final choice of the
channels was made with the help of multivariate statistical
analysis, by taking into account the spectral fingerprints of
some 400 compounds [5], of which 20 were CAs, while the
others were toxic industrial compounds (TICs) and VOCs of
diﬀerent nature and use. In its final configuration, the system
spans the IR spectrum from 7.5 to 14 microns with an almost
uniform spectral resolution of about 0.18 micron/channel.
This is suﬃcient to resolve the absorption bands of most
CAs, but some problems may arise with blood agents such as
HCN, which have only one narrow (∼0.08 μm) absorption
peak at the edge of the sensor spectral window (∼14 μm).

Each microbolometer consists of an active layer of vanadium
oxide (with its contacts) grown on a silicon nitride microbridge suspended over a silicon die (Figure 3(a)). Detectors
are made with large area and specifically designed to optimize
S/N rather than spatial resolution or response time (as would
be the case for an imaging array).
The detectivity (D∗ ) of the microbolometers
(Figure 3(b)),
√ measured on a test bench, is higher than
1 × 108 cm Hz/W at a modulation frequency of 7 Hz and
in the whole spectral range 7–14 μm. As such, it is at the
state of the art for this type of detectors. With an active
2
noise equivalent power
area (A) in excess of 1 mm
√ , the
∗
=
A/D
)
is
calculated better than
of the detector
(NEP
√
1 × 10−9 W/ Hz. Since the system is designed to deliver
to the detector an average in band power of several μW, we
could expect a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) better than 104
for an integration time of 10 s. However, the measured S/N
of the sensor system was never found better than 103 , so
demonstrating that detectors do not represent the bottleneck
in sensitivity, and room exists to improve optical coupling
eﬃciency and electronic noise.
Microbolometers were fabricated as linear arrays and
closely coupled to linear variable (LV) interferential filters
grown on independent substrate. The LV filters cover a major
part of the LWIR spectrum, from 7.5 to 14 micron.
The same linear array was implemented into an hybrid
device, which also includes four PbSe detectors, monolithically integrated with their corresponding interference filters,
and working in the MWIR spectral range [6].
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A printed circuit board (PCB) was designed and implemented for signal readout, lock-in amplification, and A/D
conversion of 38 electronic channels.
The integrated sensor (Figure 4) unit comprises room
temperature arrays of microbolometers, filters, and, optionally, integrated electronics on silicon chips.

4. Technological Demonstrator
A technological demonstrator (Figure 5) has been constructed, consisting of a compact (35 × 25 × 15 cm3 )
sensor head, externally connected to a laptop computer and
to software specifically developed for data analysis system
control.
A dedicated human machine interface (HMI) has been
developed to control the acquisition and data processing of
the sensor.
Experimental spectra are acquired and displayed at a
rate of 1 Hz. Pattern recognition routines compare the
measured spectrum to the already mentioned database of
400 compounds. In case of matching, the name of the
compound is displayed on the computer screen together
with its estimated concentration and reference spectrum
(Figure 6). If the compound is a chemical agent (a “target”),
the system delivers an alarm signal, while if it is not, the
system just delivers a warning signal for the presence of an
“interferent.”

5. Experimental Tests and Results
Experimental tests were carried out with the sensor inside
a glass box 600 × 400 × 300 mm and under a vapour tight
steel lid (Figure 7). During the tests, the box was kept under
an extraction hood as an additional safety measure.
The box featured heating elements and thermal control,
to speed up vaporization and prevent recondensation of
low volatile liquids. Use of fans favored air circulation and
uniform distribution of the vapours in the air volume.
Chemicals were injected as liquids through a silicone septum
by means of a microsyringe. Other silicone ports were used
to extract air samples from the box in the course of the
test and analyze air composition by commercial GC Mass
Spectrometer.
A short list of some representative compounds was
selected to perform an acceptance test (AT). This list is
reported in Table 1. The tests were performed in the facilities
of CETLI (Centro Tecnico Logistico Interforze) and no
false negative or false positive were observed, while all
the chemicals (both targets and interferents) were correctly
detected and identified. Response time was in the order of
a few seconds (anyhow depending on vaporization dynamics
rather than on intrinsic response time of the sensor). Limit of
detection (LoD) and limit of identification (LoI) depend on
absorption coeﬃcients (diﬀerent for diﬀerent chemicals) and
on correlation thresholds (adjustable parameters). Values
found for DMMP were LoD ≈ 900 ppb; LoI ≈ 7 ppm.
The system performance, during the tests with the
substances in Table 1, is summarized in Table 2.
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Table 1: List of compounds that have been used for the sensor
validation.
Substance name
Chloropicrin
Dimethyl methyl
phosphonate
(DMMP)

Class
Target (pulmonary agent)
Target (precursor and simulant
of nerve agent Sarin)

1,4-Thioxane
Triethyl-amine
Isopropyl alcohol
Ethanol
Trichloroethylene
Carbon tetrachloride

Interferent (VOC, product of the
degradation of S-mustard)
Interferent (VOC, chemical
analog of N-mustard)
Interferent (VOC)
Interferent (VOC)
Interferent (TIC)
Interferent (TIC)

Table 2: System performance.
Chemical detection
range

Sensitivity

Selectivity

Response time
False negative rate
False positive rate
Size and power
needs

All the 8 chemicals detected during AT.
During AT, DMMP was found at LoD
<900 ppb and LoI <7 ppm.
LoD and LoI depend on absorption
coeﬃcients and on correlation
parameters settings. Typical values are
few ppm.
Very strong ability to recognize targets
and interferents.
All the 8 chemicals were correctly
identified during AT, by comparing the
experimental spectra to the full DB of
400 chemicals.
Few seconds to detect the gas.
No false negative during AT.
No false positive during AT.
Size ≈ 30 × 20 × 15 cm; weight ≈ 7 Kg;
power < 15 W (sensor head).

6. Discussion
The tests made with DMMP can be used to estimate with
good accuracy the performance of the system against Sarin
and other nerve agents of the G and V classes. Since
the strength (alpha) and position (lambda max) of the
absorption peaks are so close for DMMP (αDMMP = 2.7 ·
10−3 ppm−1 m−1 at the wavelength λ = 9.52 μm [7]) and
Sarin (αSarin = 3.0 · 10−3 ppm−1 m−1 at the wavelength λ =
9.88 μm [8]), the LoD for Sarin can be calculated as
LoDSarin = LoDDMMP ·

αSarin
≈ 816 ppb.
αDMMP

(1)

Limits of detection in the 1 ppm range can be expected also
for the other G and V agents, since they all have absorption
peaks in the range 9–11 micron and absorption strengths in
the range (1 ÷ 5) · 10−3 ppm−1 m−1 . Similar considerations
lead to estimate LoDs under 10 ppms for mustards as well.
With this sensitivity, our sensor cannot be classified as a trace
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Figure 3: Application-designed VOx microbolometer arrays on SiN microbridges (a) and their detectivity (b).
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Figure 5: Technological demonstrator.

sensor suitable to detect CA agents at their minimum toxic or
even lethal doses. However, its sensitivity is appropriate for
early warning applications in real scenarios. In fact, in the
course of a terroristic attack, the quantities of toxic agents
released in the air would vastly exceed their lethal dose and
could reach or even exceed their saturation concentration
at the local temperature. Saturation concentration values of

Figure 6: Results visualization.

Table 3 suggest that the sensor would deliver a prompt alarm
in the presence of almost any CA, with the possible one
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Table 3: Saturation concentrations for some of the most common CAs.
Substance name

Tabun, GA
(nerve agent)

Sarin, GB
(nerve agent)

Saturation
concentration in
the gas phase at
25◦ C (ppm)

92

3289

Nitrogen
VX
Sulfur mustard, H
mustard, HN-1
(nerve agent)
(blister agent)
(blister agent)
1

92

329

Lewisite
(blister agent)

Diphosgene
(pulmonary
agent)

461

13553

Project. CANARIO Project has been carried out in cooperation with Spanish Partners coordinated by ITM-CIDA
Technological Institute.
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Figure 7: Experimental setup for the sensor validation.

exception of VX, that has a saturation concentration too low
and too close to the LoD of the system.

7. Conclusions
A new design of advanced point sensor has been developed
and validated, based on nondispersive Infrared (NDIR)
absorption spectroscopy, capable of providing early warning
in the presence of chemical agents or other toxic compounds
in the air, and suitable for operation on battlefields or in
urban areas at risk of terroristic attack.
Key assets of the sensor are its wide chemical range and
strong selectivity. Results of repeated tests made over a wealth
of chemical agents, solvents, perfumes, and other VOC,
show that the sensor goes beyond the simple distinction
between targets and interferents, as it is capable of correctly
identifying chemicals selected from a list of 400 potential
candidates.
With limits of detection and identification in the range
from one to a few ppm, this sensor cannot be classified as a
trace sensor according to nowadays standards. However, its
sensitivity is appropriate for early warning in real scenarios,
where the quantities of toxic agents released in the course
of an attack would reach or even exceed the saturation
concentration, which is generally higher than the lethal dose.
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